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MICHIGAN FARMING AND FARMS.

DURING our brief visit to Michigan in September
last—mainly to attend the State Fair at Detroit, and
the Jackson Co. Fair, acceunts of which were given
in the RURAL of Oct. 12th — we had little opportunity
to examine the farms and farming, lacking time for
personal observation at the homes of farmers, yet
saw much that was interesting and indicative of
marked improvement in culture and management.
What we saw at the Fairs evinced decided progress
in Agriculture and Manufactures, Bince our previous
visit to the State, and so far as we were subsequently
enabled to observe among farmers and manufacturers
themselves, these fair indications were fully realized.
Indeed, while traveling on the Central Railroad, it
was easy to note changes which demonstrated, at a
glance, marked advancement in the right direction.
The neatness of farm houses and out-buildinga, the
good fences, clean "fields, numerous handsome flocks
and herds (showing, in style, form, color, etc., im-
proved blood and breeding,) and the thrifty appear-

' ance of orchards and gardens — all these and other
prominent and noteworthy features exhibited most
gratifying evidence of Rural "Progress and Improve-
ment" among the people of a State which offers
peculiar advantages to the enterprising farmer and
horticulturist. And in conversation with practical
men —at the Fairs, on the cars, in hotels, every-
where— our impressions were confirmed by most
direct corroborative testimony.

But, though our time for personal examination on
the premises of cultivators was very limited, we had
an opportunity to hurriedly glance at some farms
near Jackson, and were well pleased with what was
observed. We took, a few hurried notes while thus
briefly viewing the "improvements" of. two or three
friends. Though deferred for some weeks, perhaps
these rough "sight notes" will not prove devoid of
interest, and are now presented in the hope that they
will not be " protested." In our report of the Jack-
spn Co. Fair we remarked — " From sixteen to twenty
years ago, when a resident thereof, we knew some-
what of Jackson Co., Michigan*,—thought we had
some knowledge of it agriculturally, and of the intel-
ligence, skill, and enterprise of its citizens. But on
re-visiting the county and (now) city of Jackson two
weeks ago, and attending the Annual Fair, we were
surprised at the wonderful transition in all depart-
ments of production and1 trade, and the remarkable
improvements in both Town and Country — in the
residences, stores, ware-houses, and public buildings
of the city, and in the buildings, fences, cultivation,
and general management of farmers and horticulturists."
To give the reader some idea of this surprise, we will
state that the first farm we visited, though located
within the limits of the city of Jackson, and a wild
forest, le^s. than sixteen years ago, now equals many
of the bê st Homesteads in Western New York. But
to our notes:

SUBURBAN FABjM OF S, O. KNAPP.

While examining the Fruit ai the Jackson. Fair, we
noticed a large and fine assortment of Pears — some
twenty-five varieties — exhibited by a farmer and
amateur horticulturist, Mr. S. 0." KNAPP. Soon after,
we met Mr. K., and, though it was neat evening,
accepted a kind invitation to visit his place, only;

about a mile distant from the Fair Grounds. His
farm contoins about.70 acres, lying on the southern
side of the city, in an. oblong square. It is bounded
on the east by Grand River, and on the other three,
sides by streets; is divided by a street running!
N. and 8., and also by a railroad running parallel
with and near the river. The west division is sur-
rounded on all sides by streets, and contains about
26 acres, being nearly square. On a high elevation
in the center of this square.tbe buildings are situated,
and are mostly built of brick, in good style, and the
most substantial manner— consisting of house, wood-
houae, fruit-room, and other conveniences combined.
The hog-house, hen-house, swill-room, and store-
room-are also combined — as also are the dry-house
for fruit and a smoke-house, with adjacent barns,
sheds, &c. [The. combined dry-house for fruit and
smoke-hpuse is a model arrangement, and we trust

Mr. K: will, as we think he promised, give us a plan
and description of it for publication.] The area con-
tained in the square of 26 acres is appropriated nearly
in thiswise:—The buildings and surrounding park or
lawn occupy about five acres; of meadow, eight
acres; pasture or runway for stock, (embracing an
artificial pond of living water,) two acres; tillage and
garden, four acres; orchards, seven aeres, with about
600 pear and 250 apple trees in orchard culture, and
niostly in bearing— also some 2,000 small pear trees
yet in nursery rows. One of these pear orchards is
protected from N. and W. winds by 200 evergreen
trees, placed in a row five feet apart on two sides.

The grounds around the buildings are studded
with native oaks, and interspersed with nearly every
variety of trees found in the forests of the latitude,
including over 250 evergreens, of different varieties.
Between four and five hundred ornamental trees
have also been planted in and around the grounds,,
and so blended among other trees in the various
fields as to present the appearance of one continuous
park. This gives the homestead and its surround-
ings a most beautiful, picturesque, and even vener-
able appearance; and we could not realize that such
a change had been wrought in a few years — for it
seemed but yesterday that (while a resident of Jack-
son) we traversed these grounds on a hunting
excursion!

The middle division of Mr. K.'s farm comprises
about 33 acres. Part of this is in meadow, and the
remainder, never having been put under a thorough
state of cultivation, has been used for pasture; but is
now being thoroughly improved by tile draining,
plowing, &c.

Though we had but little time to examine Mr.
KNAPP'S premises, we saw sufficient to indicate
that he is a man of good taste, and a thorough
and enterprising cultivator. His buildings, lawn,
garden, and orchards, are all models worthy of imi-
tation, and we have no doubt pay good dividends in
comfort, pleasure, and cash, on the amount of both
time and means invested. His apple and pear trees
were in a thrifty, productive condition. To see both
standard and dwarf trees in fruit on ground so
recently reclaimed from the wilderness was surpris-
ing, and shows what can be done in a very few years
by careful planting, culture, and management.
Though on a gravelly loam, the pear trees seemed to
flourish as well as the native oak, being in a vigor-
ous and healthy condition.

Taking tea with our friend, we made the discovery
that he (with the aid of his "hetter half,") was a
progressive in-doors as well as out—that the neat-
ness and order of the internal arrangements of the
house correspond with the external' appearance of
the homestead. A cabinet containing many geologi-
cal, mineralogical, and conchological specimens—
and a splendidly preserved peacock in a.fine case,
our host having been the taxidermist—proved that
we were the guest of a man of industry, skill, and
taste, aye, and of genius.

STOCK AND GRAZQja FAKJYt OF D. MERRIMAN.
During our sojourn in Jackson we paid a flying

visit to the grazing and Btock farm of DWIGHT MBR-
RIMAN, some two miles south of the city. The
premises* consist of about 600 acres. It comprises
75 acres of timber land, mostly low; SO acres of
marsh meadow, which is mowed annually, and about
450 acres under improvement. We had only time to
take a cursory view of Mr. M.'s premises, but saw
enough to convince us that he is an enterprising
and progressive manager of his estate — one who,
though recently a city man, is applying business
principles to farming, and hence likely to succeed.
A magnificent stone wall along the highway for nearly
70 rods, attracted our special attention. We had pre-
viously seen what was called extra wall, or "stone
fence," but this specimen excels anything in that
line we had before examined. It is 6 to 7 feet wide
at the base, and 22 inches, at the top ; the foundation
is about two feet below the ground, and the wall
from 5 to 6j| feet above the surface. It is built in the
most substantial manner, by a regular stone mason,
and part of it laid in mortar. Many sizable rocks
have been used, and the structure bids fair to prove
a useful and lasting monument to its proprietor.

This is a stock farm, and evidently a superior one
for grazing. The improved land is nearly all in
grass. The past season, however, Mr. M. grew 500
bushels of white wheat, 20 acres of corn, and 20 of
other spring crops, including several acres of carrots
and bagas for feeding. The live stock on the farm is
mostly superior, and worthy of enumeration and com-
mendation. Mr. M. has, 500 Spanish Merino sheep,
and 140 lambs—the latter being a cross of Native and,
Spanish. Ninety of his yearling lambs averaged 5f
lbs. wool per head — a profitable clip. One yearling
ewe lamb was shorn of 11 lbs. wool without tag.
Four lambs, at 13 months, averaged 6| Ib3. per head.
The whole flock must pay well, in a section like
Central Michigan, where wool growing and sheep
husbandry is a profitable branch of agriculture.

Mr. M. has 23 horses, and 18 oolts from one to three
years old. These we did not see, but presume, from
what*we heard, that they are generally of desirable
stock. He keeps nearly forty head of neat cattle,
including some fine Devons, one pair of which was
awarded the first premium at the Fair. Of the genus
Sus, he has about 60 specimens — including some
pure Suffolks, and a cross of the Suffolk and Essex.

There is on the farm four good orchards, and
plenty of living water. The mansion is a good one,

with a fine view from the observatory—our hospita-
ble host cjaiming, we believe, (while the elevated
company were overlooking the surrounding country,)
that a portion of his farm was only a few feet lower
than the highest land in Michigan. Be that as it
may, he has a fine location, and is evidently making
improvements which will be likely to make farming
both pleasant and remunerative.

— Perhaps the above are not such examples as
we should cite to illustrate the average of Mich-
igan farms, as they are probably better than the
great mass, even in the most improved sections.
Yet we are of opinion, from what we heard and
briefly observed, that there are many like unto them
in the vicinity of the villages and cities on the Cen-
tral Railroad, and that they are, in many respects, fair
criteriona of what should, if not of what can, be
found in other parts of the Peninsular State. The
farm of Mr. KNAPP is an admirable one —just right
for fruitgrowing and suburban farming. The soil,
situation, and climate are all favorable to the growth
and perfection of fruits and vegetables, while its
proximity to a home market, or facilities to reach
others by railroad, enhances the value of the premi-
ses. Mr. K.'s success in fruit-farming is certainly
creditable, and confirms our former belief in regard
to the great adaptability of the soil and climate of
Michigan to that important branch of production.

As to the grazing farm of Mr. MERRIMAN, and his
stock, they also may be excelled by'others in the
County and State, and probably are; still they are
far superior to the many, and therefore worthy of
emulation. Example is of great value in grazing
and stock-breeding, as in other branches, and by the
proper management of his farm, and the introduc-
tion and dissemination of choice stock, Mr. M. will
not only receive pleasure and profit, but be the means
of promoting improvement among others—thereby
benefiting community and the country. We were
glad to learn that Btook farming, and especially wool
growing, is becoming more popular in Central
Michigan—farmers finding it much more profitable
than grain growing. The benefit of keeping sheep
on a farm, and the difference in freight between a
pound of wool and a bushel of wheat, must be potent
arguments in deciding the question.

THE MANURE MAKING SEASON.

THREE-FOURTHS of the available manure produced
on our farms is made and saved in the five months
between November and May. There are several rea-
sons why this is so. In the winter the cattle of all
good farmers are housed, and therefore the droppings
are saved, and not wasted on roadsides, or in pasture
ranges, where, althongh it may accomplish some
good, it is of far less value than when in a condition
to be used as the necessities of the crops and the
interests of the cultivator may demand. If farmers
would go over their old pastures these fine, dry
autumn days, and break up and scatter the piles of
manure over the surface, they would reap a great
benefit from their labor the next season. A little
manure goes a great way if it is mixed thoroughly
with the- soil; while a heavy manuring, applied in
irregular piles, and not comminuted and incorpo-
rated with the soil, is often of little benefit. In
stables, even in buildings that are not well con-
structed for the purpose, the bedding saves a good
portion of the liquid manure, and during summer
this is altogether lost. Thus is accomplished a double
purpose — first, saving the most valuable portion of
animal excretions; and second, the transformation
into manure of the coarse materials used for bedding.

If we practiced soiling, the case would be different,
and more manure would be made in summer than in
winter; that is, more, in bulk, on account of the
nature of the food consumed, but' not greater in
value. As land and produce becomes more valuable,
and our system of farming assumes a higher type,
this system of feeding.will receive more attention,
and will be found the best that can be practiced for
certain situations and circumstances.

But making manure .in the summer is attended with
difficulties, that are not experienced in the winter
season. To preserve it from loss by rapid decompo-
sition, both care and labor are necessary, and even
with the greatest watchfulness the careful farmer
often finds to his regret much that would have fur-
nished the richest food for plants is destroyed as
completely as though it had passed through a scorch-
ing fire. These difficulties, however, can be over-
come, and experience soon teaches how the work is
best accomplished. With plenty of muck, or the
scrapings of road-sides, and> similar material that can
be obtained on any farm, with occasional working;
over, valuable manure can be made even in our hot,
dry summers. But, the winter is the manure harvest.
Then there is but little evaporation; decomposition
is altogether suspended, or takes place very slowly,
so that if a little pains is taken to prevent its actual
washing, away, little loss is sustained. It is for this,
reason that many farmers find it advisable to drap
manure to the fields as fast as made in the winter.
To this there can be no objection, except the washing
before mentioned.

The correspondent who inquired for the best mate-
rial to prevent the loss of ammonia, will learn from
the above our opinion in regard to the danger in this
respect during the winter season. The. best material,
however, available to the farmer, is muck, charcoal i
dust, if obtainable, or earth. Earth and sods from
the head-lands are excellent,.and, with about half

stable manure, make rich food, especially for corn
and potatoes. Fresh manure is said to be the best
for corn; but the compost mentioned produces a
much more marked effect when the plants are young,
and for potatoes it is every way preferable, especially
during the prevalence of the rot. Three or f*our
loads to an acre, put in the hill, if the soil is poor, or
of orfly ordinary richness, will double the crop. The
benefit is most marked on a light sandy soil, and
this is about the only kind at present suitable for the
potato.

In the summer many things can be obtained to add
to the size and value of the manure heap; but in
winter, the products of the stable are nearly the only
reliance. There is one rich source of manure, at
present open, of which every farmer should avail
himself— the forest leaves. Rig up the wagons so as
to carry a large load, and fill the barnyard and all
available space. Nothing makes a better manure,
and this fact is known, to all gardeners, who .prize
highly the rotten leaves, or " leaf-mold." It is these
fallen leaves that enrich our forests, year after year,
and make our "virgin lands" so rich and produc-
tive. At "killingtime" nothing should be wasted;
but all offal, not otherwise of value, will enrich the
manure pile, and furnish growing plants another year
with the choicest food.

PREPARING FOWLS FOR MARKET.

THOSE who have traveled in Europe are aware of
the clean and neat condition in which poultry is
brought to market, presenting quite a contrast with
our slovenly practice. It may have been true in times
past that purchasers would not pay the farmer for
the care in fattening and preparing poultry in a
proper manner, that good and bad all 'sold at the
same price, but such is not now the case. All intel
ligent purchasers, especially those who buy for the
New York and other Eastern markets, will pay readily'
from one to two cents per pound more for good fowls
well dressed, than for those brought to market in the
ordinary condition. There is, therefore, no excuse
for continuing in a practice which is both unprofita-
ble and slovenly.

FATTENING.—Yofng^ fowls that have the run of
the barn yard with plenty of grain, make healthy
birds, which no one but a gormand would de-
spise; but unless very early chickens, they will not
become plump and fat, especially if a cross of the
large Eastern breeds, which have become so much
mixed up with our barn yard fowls. They do not
mature early, and while this admixture has doubled
the size and weight of the bodies brought to market,
we lose the plumpness and fatness of our old small
kind, Which, if hatched early, obtained maturity about
midsummer, and a tolerable degree of fatness during
the autumn months. With ordinary keeping tie
large fowls do not get their growth until autumn, and
if then killed without fattening, are heavy, lean, and
lack juiciness and flavor. The only way to make
them fit for market is to subject them to a fattening
process, just as we do our pigs and cattle. We would
by no means recommend the barbarous system of
stuffing, once quite common among poultry dealers
of Europe, and still practiced to some extent. The
idea of forcing cooked meal and grease down the
throat of a fowl when the stomach is already so full
that no delicacy can tempt the bird to receive more,
is too revolting for serious consideration. Neither
would we advise confining fowls in a dark place,
where they will feel uneasy under the restraint, and
unless stuffed will, lose flesh for a week or two until
they become reconciled to the confinement. What
we would advise is the confinement of the fowls
designed for killing, in a comfortable, clean house,
with small range attached, where they shall be pro-
vided with plenty of fattening food, such as cooked
corn, oat or barley meal, with potatoes, &c, a change
being necessary to induce them to eat more freely.

"KILLING.—It is a miserable practice to strangle
fowls. The head should be taken off at a single blow,
^ o r some markets it is best to leave the heads oh, and
in this case cut the jugular vein at the side of the neck
just under the gills. Pick* before the bird becomes
cold. Scalding injures the appearance of the flesh,
particularly of the fat, and makes the skin tender, so
that it peels, unless handled with great care. Pick
the wings to the ends, and do not cut them off. After
picking, .remove the intestines, and wipe out the
inside with a dry cloth, but do hot take out the
gizzard. The body should not be washed, but any
blood on the surface may be wiped ôff with a wet
cloth. After this is done, hang up in a cool, dry
room, until all are cool, and you have sufficient to
carry to market. For some markets dealers will not
purchase fowls when they are drawn. This is a fool-
ish notion, as the excrements injure the flesh, if
allowed to remain a great while, but must be hu-
mored by the farmer and poultry dealer, until people
learn better.

CAPONIZING.—Caponizing, in our opinion, is a bar-
barous operation, and in this country we have not
the epicures to make the practice profitable. We
would not give the process, but it is called for by
several inquiries before us. English works that treat
of this subject give a list pf instruments necessary
for the operation almost sufficient to set up a surgeon,
but the peasant women of France are said to be most
successful, and their mode of operating the most
simple. It is thus described: — " The practice of the
French country women is to select the close of the

spring, or the beginning of autumn, as well as fine
weather, for the performance of their work. The
parts necessary to be removed being fixed in the
abdomen, and attached to the spine at the region of
the loins, it is absolutely necessary to open the
abdominal cavity for the purpose of their extraction.
The bird should be healthy, fasting, and about three
months old. He is then to be secured by an assistant,
upon his back, his belly upwarcTs, and his head down,
that the intestines, &c, may fall up toward the breast;
the tail.is to be toward the operator. _ The right leg
is then carried along the body, and the left brought
backwards, and held in this position, so as to leave
the left flank perfectly bare; for it is there that the
incision is to be made. The said incision is to be
directed from before backwards, transversely to the
length of the body, at the middle of the flank and
slightly to the side between the ends of the breast
bone and vent. Having plucked away the feathers
from the space wbere it is intended to make the
inciBion, you take a bistoury or a scalpel, and cut
through the skin,, abdominal muscles, and perito-
neum; it is better to do this at two or more cuts, in
order to avoid the possibility of wounding the intes-
tiaes — a casualty that would, in most cases, be
attended with fatal results. The intestines present
themselves at the orifice; but you must not suffer
them to come out; on the contrary, you press them
gently aside, so as to have room for action. I may
observe, that the incision should have been suffi-
ciently large to admit of the forefinger, previously
well oiled, being passed into the abdomen, and car-
ried carefully toward the lumbar region of the spine;
you will there find what you are in search of. You
first reach the left substance,vwhich you detach with
your nail, or with yottr finger bent hook fashion;
then you arrive at the right, which you treat simi-
larly—bringboth substances forth; you finally return
ti^e intestines, BOW up the wound with a silk thread—

aj&ery few stitches will suffice—and smear the place
with a little fresh butter. The comb of the capon
doefe not grow to any size, and always retains a pallid
color. •

The process having been performed as above de-
scribed, the bird is placed m a warm house, where
there are no perches, as, if such appliances were
present, the new-made capon might very probably
injure himself in his attempts to perch, and perhaps
even tear open the sutures, and possibly occasion the
operation, usually simple and free from danger, to
terminate fatally. For about a week, the food of the
bird should be soft oat meal porridge, and that in
small quantities, alternated with bread steeped in
milk; he may be given as much pure water as he'will
drink; but I recommend that it be tepid, or at least
that the chill be taken off it. At the end of a week,
or, at the furthest, ten days, the bird, if he has been
previously of a sound, vigorous constitution, will be
all right, and may be turned out into the walk com-
mon to all your fowl.

The Malays are particularly adapted for caponizing,
and, when properly fattened, at a suitable time after
the operation, attain a bulk and weight that would
surprise such persona as have never seen a caponized
specimen of that breed;.the birds, in fact, rivaling
the finest turkeys."

WESTERN EDITORIAL NOTES.

WESTEBN FLEECES — FIGUBES.

I VISITED the very fine flock of Spanish Merino
sheep owned by DANIEL KELLY, Jr., of Du Page Co.,
111.j and he gave the following weights of unwashed
fleeces taken from a lot of two year ewes—12 of
them. They were sheared the 30th day of May, 1861,
and weighed, respectively, as follows :—164, 15|,
151, 15*. 14|, 13|, 13f> 14, 13, 13, 12J, 12 1-16 lbs.
Thess fleeces were one year, growth.only. On the
31st, the fleeces of five yearling ewes were taken off,
and weighed as follows :—14J, 13|, 12$, llg, l l j lbs.
The following weights of fleeces of bucks, sheared at
the same time, were given me :—One two-year old
buck, 18J lbs.; one one-year old and less than two
years, 16| lbs.; the fleece of one four-year old buck,
badly used last year, and cleanly washed, weighed
194 lbs ; the fleeces of two two-year old bucks, thor-
oughly washed, weighed 16$ and 16| lbs., respective-
ly. Perhaps some of our Vermont neighbors can
beat that ?

GAKGET IN COWS.
A. KERSHAW, of Wayne, 111., who breeds pretty

good stock, (Durhams,) says he gives "skoke" root
to cows afflicted with garget; and as soon as the
curdled milk begins to come, he feeds sulphur in the
cow's slop. Feed three tablespoonfuls at a time for
two or three days, and he says it will surely cure.

DIPTHEHIA IN LAMBS.

I spent a night late in August, very pleasantly,
with Capt. HAMMOND, an old sea captain, now a tidy
sheep farmer. Here I first heard of "diptheria in
lambs," but Capt. H. assured me he lost his best
lambs with this disease, which is so fearfully fatal
with the human family. He said the lambs were
dropped with their glands swollen; and they continu-
ed to swell until the fambs died.

Mr. KELLY, heretofore natned. and a most skillful
shepherd, confirmed the assertion that the disease
was really the diptheria, asserting that it*resembled
it in all essential respects. His own flocks, and
those of his neighbors, suffered by it. He found
camphor to be a remedy. Wet a woolen rag with
camphor, and spply it to the neck of the lambs.
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This should be done early—as soon as it is discovered
that the lambs are is affected; and the lambs should be
watched closely, else they quickly die.

JEWELS FOB SWINE.

At one of the best managed farms I have visited
anywhere, I found a new style (to me) jewel for the
snouts of swine. Here is a rough sketch of it. It is
an English mode of ornamenting this worthy family
of animals, and is thought very highly of by—"the
best way I ever tried" was the assertion of—H. B.
PATRICK, the owner of the thoroughly cultivated
thousand-acre farm I speak of. These jewels were
made— by an English blacksmith — and put on by

contract, at five cents each. (1) is a light iron ring
or roller, a half inch in diameter and an inch and a
quarter long, through which passes an iron staple
(2, %) made of light nail rod. The length of this
rod is about 6£ inches when complete. That portion
of it which passes through the ring (1) is hammered
round; also the shoulders, (3, 3,) which are each a
half inch.in length, and made at nearly right angles
to the sections (2, 2,) of the rod. These sections are
each about a fourth of an inch wide, 2 | inches long,
measuring from the shoulders, (3, 3,) and beaten
down thin and to a point, and of a shape similar to
that of a horse-shoe nail. The snout of the animal
is punctured just beneath the rooting ring, the sharp
flat ends of the rod quickly pushed through up to
the shoulders, (3, 3,) and with a split rod, made for
the purpose, the ends of the rod are rolled, twisted
or kinked OH the top of the snout, in a way which
renders it utterly impracticable for Mr. BOOTER to
get rid of his jewels. The effect is, that when it is
desired by said Mr. R. to thrust his nose under the
clover or blue grass sod in search of grubs or worms,
the effort, with the aid of the permanent roller on his
nose, propels said organ along on the surface — a
harmless delusion! He soon learns that, as a rooter,
his occupation is gone!

JOTTINGS FBOM THE WEST.

THE BUBAL NEW-TOBKEB AND OUR FABMEBS.

FRIEND MOORE:—You doubtless think it "passing
strange" that, while the names of new subscribers
to the RURAL keep pouring in upon you from all
other sections of the still loyal States, there should
be a belt of country extending many miles both
above and below Quinoy, and lying immediately
east of the "Father of Waters," from which you
have as yet received but a sadly discouraging account.

Now, the "beltf' of country alluded to in this
connection comprises the counties of Pike, Adams
and Handeock. The farmers of these three counties
have heretofore depended exclusively upon the
Mississippi River as an outlet for their surplus
products. The present unhappy civil conflict has
effectually closed that avenue of trade to our farm-
ers, millers, etc., while the distance from these
counties to Chicago, or some Eastern market, is so
.great that, after paying the present shamefully-exor-
bitant railroad charges, the proceeds of sale come a
long way below cost prices. Thus, while the crops
for the present year have been unusually large, and
while a steadily-growing demand for American
breadstuffs, from abroad, is enabling other farmers
to realize remunerative prices, the farmers of these
three counties—owing to their present isolated con-
dition, as regards all market facilities—find no sale
for their summer products that approximates cost.
This fact has compelled our farmers to refrain from
Belling their wheat, corn, oats, etc., except in small
lots, designed to supply their families with groceries,
drygoods, etc.

Owing to these at present insurmountable draw-
backs, the farmers of Pike, Adams and Handeock
are without money, a fact which so disheartens and
discourages them—and more especially while seeing
their granaries are full and overflowing—that they
do not feel in the humor of subscribing for even as
good a paper as the RURAL is everywhere acknowl-
edged to be. But hundreds have assured me that
their subscribing to your paper is with them a fixed
fact the moment an outlet is opened up for the Bale
of their present abundant crops. Therefore, and in
consequence of the peculiar disadvantages now sur-
rounding them, you must not, Mr. Editor, infer that
the farmers alluded to here are an ignorant, shiftless,
behind-the-age and won't-improve or anti-agricultu-
ral-progress sort of people, simply because they
have thus far failed in doing their duty in connection
with your invaluable paper. I think I may safely
assure you that this too great remissness of duty
will soon change in the right direction, and that
ere the close of the ensuing spring your list of sub-
scribers from this section of our truly loyal State
will compare as favorably with any other similarly
populated section as could be desired. Therefore,
do not despair of your Western friends yet.

Quincy, 111., Nov. 27,1861. OCCIDENTAL.

did, "forth issue from a neighboring wood," but
enter in where you suppose " the industrious bee in
artful cells has stored its luscious hoard." Proceed to
make a blaze, put some comb in the dish and hold it
over the fire, imbuing the forest around you with the
sweet incense which the operation affords. No doubt
you will in a short time be visited by an inquiring
apis, endeavoring to find what you are seeking;
permit him to succeed in his investigations,—no
doubt he will return the compliment,— by presenting
him with the shingle; he will not need a second
hint, but proceed to fill his sacks at once. You may.
quench your fire, watch your visitor intently, and
when he flies mark his course with precision; walk
in that direction a "bee line" for half a mile, more
or less. Repeat the operation. Bee No. 2 perhaps
may fly in the same direction onward, follow him and
operate again. Bee No. 3 may take a backward
course, follow him, likewise, one half the distance
from the place where the last operation was per-
formed; then operate again, and by such continued
maneuver, you will in due time, no doubt, find your-
self surrounded by bees, and the bee tree over your
very head. In all these operations you may be visited
by numbere of bees, and if there is more than one
bee tree in the forest, or if bees are kept in the neigh-
borhood, you may have to make many attempts before
you succeed.'— LEON M. CLENCH, St. Mary's, County
Perth, C. W.

The following, on the same subject, we judge to be
the production of an old "Bee-Hunter" :

EDITORS RURAI, NEW YORKER : — I noticed an
inquiry in the RURAL of Nov. 23d, asking for infor-
mation how to track wild bees, so as to obtain their
honey. I will give my method of finding them, but
perhaps some have a better way. To begin with, I
make me a bee box, 8 inches in length by 6 inches in
width, and 6 inches in height, with two slides passing
in at the end of box, in grooves in the side of box,
the first slide passing in so as to divtde the box in the
center, the top slide to pass in within one half inch
of top. Top slide to have a glass set into it 3 by 5
inches, so as to admit light; into the upper section of
the box. Then procure some old eomb, partly filled
with honey and partly filled with bee bread. This I
use for smudging, as we old bee hunters call it. I
then take strained honey and thin it with water, and
take old comb and fill it with this thinned honey.
Scent your box well with the Oil of Anise, place
your smudge comb in the lower section of your box,
and the comb filled with honey in the upper section.
Take some surplus honey with you, to replenish your
comb if necessary. Now you are ready to start for
the woods. Select some place where you will be
most likely to find bees, build up a fire and heat two
small flat stones. When hot, place one on a stump
or log, place a piece of your smudge comb on the
hot stone, then place the other stone on top of the
comb, and you will have what bee hunters call a
smudge. This smudge the bees will smell a great
way. Place your honey-comb beside your smudge,
so that when the bees come it will be handy for them
to light on.

When the bees fill themselves they will, after whirl-
ing, start direct for their home, or the tree that they
live in; but after they work awhile on the honey, they
most always start direct to the tree without whirling.
As soon as you ascertain the direction they go, you
have a "bee-line." You can take a look for them;
if you do not find them readily, then you will have to
get a " cross-line." To do this you will have to place
your comb back into the box, and when the comb
gets covered with bees, shove in your upper slide
and start with a double quick in a direction so that
the line you are about to get will cross the one you
have got already. You will soon get another line,
and wherever those two lines intersect each other,
there your bee tree will be, whether you find it or
not. My object in thinning the honey, is so that the
bees will fill themselves quicker, load heavier, and
fly slower; and it won't daub the bees, so but
they can fly. The object of having a glass in the top
of the box, is so that ,in moving the beeB to get a
cross-line, the bees will remain on the comb, when if
it was dark they would leave the comb. Keep your
box clean. I think the above directions, with a
little experience, will enable any one to find wild
bees. F. KELLOGG.

South Avon, NOT. J27,1861.

But here we have a case entirely different. A queen
capable of laying only drone eggs, chooses the drone
comb and lays her eggs evenly and perfectly, and lays
her eggs in no other, although but a few days before,
when there was no drone comb in which ts deposite
her eggs, we found them in worker cells, but scattered
about like those of other drone layers! If the queen
can have no volition, or power to determine the sex-
uality of the egg, (and I am striving to maintain
neither side of the controversy,) how can it be sup-
posed that this one had the sagacity to choose the
proper kind of cell in which to deposite her eggs. And
how did she know that they were not in the proper
place in either? But I have related the facts as I
found them, and leave the discussion of the matter to
the curious.

I will merely add, that the drone-laying queen was
afterwards transferred to other hives for the purposes
of experiment; and it was found that bees wmWwt
molest her anywhere!— another singular circumstance.
But she finally disappeared,—whether destroyed by
a queen, or bees, or neither, I never knew. The
Italian queens reared early, and fecundated by her
drones—at least when I could find no other—were in
no respect superior to those reared later in the sea-
son; in fact I think my best colored queens, and those
whose progeny are finest, were reared during the
midst of the swarming season, say from the middle
of May to the first of August. MARTIN METCALF.

Grand RapidB, Mich., Nov. 18, 1861.

by keeping up a variety of food, alternately with hay,
cut straw, stalks, roots and grain, they may be kept
in full vigor and growing during the whole winter,
and start off vigorously in spring.

Artificial Operations. t

SOME persons object to " special operations " and
"artificial processes" in bee culture, because they
regard them as " unnatural" and as "interfering with
the instincts of the bee." But is not hiving a natural
swarm an "artificial process?" Yet no one except
the timid objects to engage in that "special opera-
tion," though it is obviously a most violent "inter-
ference " with the instincts of the bee! Bees are not
kept for the purpose of indulging them in the enjoy-
ment of the "largest liberty " or gratifying their own
wildest whims. The object and intention is rather to
render them and their labors subservient to man's
wants and desires; and he who can most completely
control them, within their own proper sphere, is
likely to derive the most benefit from them.— Amer-
ican Bee Journal.

PREST. BUSCH says he once saw thousands of bees
gathering honey from the heads of common red
clover, recently mown and partially wilted. They
tore open the calyx at its base, and thus obtained
access to the nectar which they are unable to reach
when the blossom is full blown and fresh.

$\)hit of tUt §****
To Prevent Horses Kicking*

A SUBSCRIBER of the Country Gentleman being
possessed of a horse that would kick everything to
pieces in the stable that he could reach, and having
found a remedy for it, (after trying many things,
such as fettering, whipping, hanging chains behind
him for hfm to kick against, &c.,) sends the same to
that journal. It is simply fastening a short trace-
chain, about two feet long, by a strap, to each hind
foot, and let him do his own whipping.

Hew IiOng Should Cows go Dry.
IN answer to this question, a correspondent of

the Ohio Farmer furnishes the following sensible
suggestions. After saying that no rule could apply
to all cows alike, he adds:—"I have found that cows
inclined to take on fat could be milked up to within
two weeks of calving, and have both cow and calf
healthy and plump; and cows that could not be fat-
tened while milking, required from four to six weeks
of rest from milk-giving ̂ previous to calving, other-
wise the calf was small and not well formed, and the
following year's supply of milk much lessened."

fit*
Hunting Wild Bees.

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—^ill you or any of your
numerous readers inform me of the best method to find "Bee
Trees." —W. B., Onondaga, Brant Co., O. W.

In answer to the above and previous inquiries on
the same subject, we give the following from a cor-
respondent in Perth county, Canada, to whom we
have before been indebted for valuable information:

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER: — in answer to the
inquiry, "Tracking Wild Bees," I give y»ur "sub-
scriber" my "modus operand!," and though it may
not be precisely the plan adopted by " old Michigan
bee hunters," it very well answers my purpose in
Canada.

Provide yourself with matches, some dry splinters
or shavings, a small tin dish, a shingle smeared with
honey, and some honey comb. Being thus accoutred,
and choosing a busy day for bees, march into the
forest, or amidst the frowning rocks, not as the bears

Rearing Italian Bees.
IN answer to numerous inquirers, I will give,

through the medium of the RURAL, the result of an
experiment I last year instituted for the purpose of
rearing Italian beeB in purity, since that result,
beyond being, in the main, successful, gave rise to
several very curious questions, as the sequel will
show. It is well known to intelligent bee-keepers,
that the progeny of an unimpregnated queen, like that
of a fertile worker, consists of drones only. The
result of the experiment about to be related, goes far
to prove that there is really no difference between the
two except in appearance, and that the bees treat both
in precisely the same manner.

Late in October of last year, I reared an Italian
queen, confining her to the hive until settled cold
winter weather, so that she should not, by any possi-
bility, become fertile by drones of any kind, that I
might be able, early in the spring—before other drones
appeared—to rear queens, which, meeting in their
excursions the drones of my drone-laying Italian
queen, their progeny should be undoubtedly pure.

I was able to keep a very brilliant queen, and suc-
ceeded perfectly in keeping up the stock of worker
bees, and the consequent prosperity of the colony by
the occasional transfer to them of worker broods
from other hives.

During the latter part of Feb'y, I discovered that the
drones, many of them, seemed to be deformed, and
attributing this to the fact of their being bred in
worker combs, I transferred to the center of their
hive a card of empty new drone comb, with which,
for this purpose, I had previously provided myself.
Opening the hive, some two weeks later, to my aston-
ishment I found the brood now confined to the card of
drone comb exclusively I—the worker cells having
been evidently in part demolished to enable the bees
to destroy the young brood therein; since it could be
hardly possible that the brood I saw two weeks pre-
vious had yet all matured. I noticed, also, that the
brood in the drone comb was very regularly laid,
while that previously deposited in the worker comb
was more or less scattered about in knots of six or
eight cells each> many being entirely destitute of
either eggs orHbrood, as I had often before noticed
was the case with drone-laying workers. Now, it is
maintained by many that the queen has no volition in
the work of laying eggs; but I have frequently kept
watch of her while laying in worker, but close to

Top-Dressing Grass Lands in Autumn.
THE editor of the New-England Farmer writes:

" Our attention was recently called to a piece of grass
land, upon which some interesting experiments had
been made in top-dressing. The piece consisted of
two or three acres, had been under-drained, plowed,
seeded to grass, and the whole of it, in every respect,
treated alike, with the exception of the time of top-
dressing it. The same quantity and quality of
manure was applied to one part as well as another,
and yet the difference in the time of applying the
manure made a difference of a hundred per cent, in
the crop! On one portion of the field, the dressing
was applied last fall—but we did not learn whether it
was before the ground was frozen or not. The
manure was made very fine by frequent overhauling—
and spread directly from the cart—not deposited in
heaps. On the remaining portion, the dressing was
applied in the spring, as early as it was safe for the
team to pass over the sward without cutting it up
much, and where the dressing was applied in the fall,
there was double the amount of grass that there was
on the spring-dressed portion. We hope many careful
experiments of this kind will be made this fall.

How to Wash a Wagon.
A CORRESPONDENT of the N. Y. Observer says

there is a way to do everything. Among other things,
there is a way to wash a wagon. There are at least
two things desirable in washing a wagon. One is to
avoid injuring the paint by scratching op scouring it;
the other is to do the woijk e^peditiously. To suc-
ceed in these two paints, it is necessary that the mud
on it be thoroughly soaked. Mud, if dried, will not
wash off readily, w,hile it will, if it be thoroughly
saturated with water, and will be less likely to injure
the paint in the operation. There is a way to do this.
If we use a rag for the purpose, it will take some
time to apply water to the whole surface of a wagen,
while a broom is a barbarous thing to use about 8
fine wagon. With a suitable vessel, syringe, or
sponge, apply the water, and in some places dash it
en lightly. Pour it on the top of a wheel, and you
can soon apply it to the whole of it, until the mud is
thoroughly softened. Then with a sponge or rag,
wash the mud off. In washing the wheel, stand first
behind it, and wash the right side, turning the wheel
as you wash, drawing up and washing the upper side
of the spokes. Wash in this way till the whole right
side is washed; then stand in front and wash in the
same way the right side and upper part of the spokes,
and the whole wheel will be washed. Wagons can
be washed in this way expeditiously-

Graining Sheep for Spring Market.
A CORRESPONDENT of the Ohio Farmer has been

experimenting in this direction, and contrasts the
usual mode of performing the duty with one he has
adopted. We give his remarks as follows :

THE USUAL MODE.—I have long contended that
there is much loBt every winter, among farmers, by
feeding corn to sheep in the manner generally adopted
in this section. Their sheep are allowed to run in
flocks of from one to six hundred, without shelter;
corn is dragged out by the shock, and strewed upon
the ground or snow, as the case maybe; and the
sheep are allowed to eat all that they can consume.
My reasons for objecting to this mode of graining
sheep, are as follows:—First, a portion of the corn is
shelled while the sheep are biting it from the cob,
which is trodden under foot and lost. Second, the
heaviest sheep monopolize the field, and keep the
poorer ones back. Third, a portion of the stalks are
trodden into the snow or mud, and lost, which is the
best of fodder, and much better for milk cows than
for sheep. Fourth, not half the profit is derived from
feeding sheep all the grain they can hold, that there
is from a less and regular quantity.

A BETTER MODE.—I do not know that I am compe-
tent to give the best method of graining, and taking
care of sheep during winter; but I will give a mode
which, if practiced, will be much more profitable
than the above. Divide your sheep into flocks of
three grades—the heaviest in one flock, the middle
in the second, and the poorest in the third; and let
them not exceed one hundred to the flock; prepare
comfortable sheds, which may be made of slabs, put
upon pole-frames, inclosing three sides, and the east
side down to within two and a half feet of the ground.
If the sheds are not built upon high and rolling
ground, saw-dust or tan-bark should be put in them.
Prepare movable troughs, ten or twelve feet long,
elevated one foot above the ground, to grain the
sheep in. Begin to feed shelled corn as soon as the
fall feed begins to fail, but with small quantities, and
gradually increase to half a bushel twice a day," to
each hundred sheep. Feed fine bright hay in racks,
and in such quantities as they will eat up clean. See
that your sheep are in their sheds during cold, wet
storms, and that they have a plenty of good water to
drink every day.

With this mode of treatment, I can assure you that
your sheep will come through in much better condi-
tion than by the other mode, and that the grain and
fodder saved will more than pay the extra expense.
The sheds will stand many years, and answer as store-
houses for the racks and troughs during summer.

ftural Jfcrta anir
WINTER 'WEATHER—A Snow Storm.—Winter -was properly

inaugurated on Sunday, (Dec. 1st,) the weather agreeing
with the almanac. The first genuine snow storm of the
season occurred on that day and evening. On Monday the
snow was three or four inches deep, and though the sleigh-
ing was only passable,-the bells jingled merrily through the
day, many enjoying the " first sleigh ride of the season."
The mercury stood at 23* this morning (Monday,) but the
temperature soon moderated and was mild through the
middle of the day. The ground is not frozen to any extent.
The canal is unobstructed by ice, and boats are plying as
usual; the snow has so chilled the water, however, that
canal navigation is liable to be suddenly closed.

drone cells; and it seems to me that she did, evi-
dently before and after swarming time, skip the drone
cells I Perhaps I have imagined this; but then again,
during the swarming season, I have certainly hundreds
of times observed her continue her work, depositing
eggs in both drone and worker cells promiscuously.

Keep the Farm Stock Thriving.
THE change from a diet of roast beef and mutton

chops, with plenty of vegetables, to salt pork and
crackers, such as was experienced and complained
of by many volunteers for the wars, is hardly less
great than that to which animals in northern latitudes
are annually subjected. In a few weeks the fresh,
juicy herbage, so grateful to bovine palates, will have
felt the frost's sharp breath, and become withered and
tasteless. Long before the cattle and sheep will cease
to graze, if kept confined to the pasture, their food
will be diminished in nutritive value. Just at this
point in the year, without proper care, stock will
receive a severe check in their growth. There is
danger in the first place, that commencing to feed
with an allowance from the winter stores may be
delayed too long. The object in feeding should be
not merely to keep animals alive, but to keep them
gaining in weight; and to do this, as the quality of
food gathered in the pasture 4 decreases in value,
amends must be made from other sources. The value
of root crops will now be appreciated. First, there
will be a large quantity of the tops, which are highly
relished by stock, ready to feed just when most
needed. * When these are exhausted, the roots them-
selves will be taken greedily along with the forkful
of hay, which the provident farmer will allow the
cattle every night and morning, as the grass begins
to fail. If there be no roots raised, then supply the
deficiency by a little corn or oats. The grain in this
case will not be wasted; it will be found in beef,
mutton or wool, and thus will only be taking a little
longer route to market, while it will pay the farmer
heavy toll by increasing the value of the manure
made. In this way, the change from summer to win-
ter feeding may be made so gradual that the animals,
with their appetites stimulated by the increasing
sharpness of the weather, will scarcely feel it; and

TAKE THE TREASURY NOTES.—The Demand Treasury Notes
are as good as gold, and ought to be preferred to any other
currency all over the country. They are taken for postage
stamps, the same as specie, and farmers will be entirely safe
in taking them for produce. Those who wish to invest from
fifty to a thousand or more dollars, either temporarily or
permanently, will find the Interest Treasury Notes very con-
venient, and obtain good and sure dividends—the interest
(7 3-10 per cent.) being payable semi-annually. Those who
purchase this stock not only benefit themselves but also aid
in sustaining the Government and restoring the Union.

RURAL ALMANACS.— Premiums to Subscribers.— In answer
to a recent inquiry, and for the information of readers inter-
ested, we would again state that we do not publish a Rural
Almanac, or Annual, nor have we any such article for sale or
to give subscribers. Almanac-making is a very honorable
business, but we prefer devoting our exclusive attention to
the RURAL.. Nor do we think it advisable or necessary to
offer a bribe in the shape of an almanac or seeds to every
subscriber. Though we do give liberal premiums to those
forming clubs—in return for their time and efforts — we
could never see the propriety of offering people a bonus for
taking a paper from which they might alone derive more
than an equivalent for the amount invested. Hence we base
the claims of the RURAL upon its merits alone. In truth,
aside from doing this on principle, it is also the best policy—
for no publisher can furnish so costly a paper as this, at its
low club price, and afford to give each subscriber a premium
of any value. Any one trying the experiment would be
likely to find a necessity for giving, in return for " poor pay,"
not only " poor preaching," but poor paper, illustrations and
printing also. It may do for monthlies (it costs a trifle less to
publish Twelve papers in a year than it does Fifty-Two,) or
high-priced weeklies, and the RURAL NEW-YORKER will in the
future, as in the past, cheerfully leave the field to such,
without competition.

CONSOLATIONS OP BREADSTUFFS VS. COTTON.— The N. Y.
Evening Post closes a recent article on the profit arising from
the exportation of Grain, with this sage and consolatory
reflection:— " Causes beyond our control may close the mar-
kets of the world against our grain, as against the Southern
cotton; but as the last resort we could eat ' our great staple,'
and grow fat on the most vigorous blockade, while if the
insurgents could eat their cotton their prospects and chances
would be brighter than they are at present"

THE GREAT " TERRA-CULTUBAL " GULLIVER AT HIS OLD
TRIOKS ! — His Special " Forte." — As we have said aforetime,
there's little use in killing some humbugs, for, after being
effectually buried in one locality, they will " turn np " and

'temporarily flourish and fleece community a thousand miles
distant Though hydra-headed and cloven-footed, and only
sustained by the most persistent lying and deception, they
have as many lives as a cat, and are more cunning in pursuit
of their prey than any specimen of the feline race extant
This is true of the egregious canard to which we now allude—
that ridiculously Munchausenish humbug yclept Terra-Cul-
ture. As many of our readers are aware, this superlatively
foolish yet adroitly-baited swindle was exposed and exploded
years ago in the RURAL and other independent agricultural
and horticultural journals, and pronounced worthless by able
committees of our State and National Legislatures — of whom
the " great discoverer " modestly asked a million of dollars
or less for revealing his pretended marvellous incubation to
an ignorant and benighted world. And yet, though the
" system " has, after thorough trial, been discarded as value-
less by the best cultivators in the country—while its self-
styled " Professor " has, in vulgar parlance, " played out" in
(or been scouted out of) this State, New England, Virginia,
Pennsylvania, Ohio, Wisconsin, and several elsewberes — we
still occasionally hear of terra-culture in connection with the
gyrating " performances " of the often extinguished body that
proclaims the great secret of the " seat of life " to "all the
world and the rest of mankind " who are wise enough to pay
two dollars per capita for the pleasure of seeing a wonder as
marvellous as the horse whose head was where bis tail ought
to be I The fellow is 80 plucky and braienly impudent that
we begin to admire him. True, the RURAL being the first
paper that exposed his theory, (since which we have had a
" heap " of fun about him and it) he has "pitched i n " and
told more lies about'us than he ever uttered truths in his
life. In fact his special " forte " is in falsifying the truth, a
business in which we are confident he can distance the
master he so faithfully serves. But we are not alarmed — not
a bit of it! Every fib he has told about the RURAL and its
Editor has really redounded to our interest! How, you ask.
Listen. The lies were generally so outrageous that they were
not believed by reading, thinking people, yet the attention
of those people was drawn to the paper and they became our
subscribers 1 And beside, the RURAL has in several instances
followed the "Professor" with a very sharp stick, pointed
with truth, and soon temporarily spiked bis swindling swivel.
Since he commenced advertising for us free, we have gained
over forty thousand subscribers, and if he o»ly keeps on we
shall feel constrained to offer him a salary I One gentleman
who was at the recent Jackson Co. (Mich.) Fair, and thanked
us for our expose of terra-culture, has since remitted for over
fifty subscribers, and expects to double the number soon !—
And this brings us to a matter which we will briefly notice.

The "Professor" is now engaged in "disclosing the dis-
closures " in Central and Western Michigan, and has issued a
characteristic production — a printed slip, which is valiant in
lying about that wicked RURAL NEW-YORKER, which has been
such a trouble to him for the past nine years. Friends have
mailed us several copies, fearing it might injure the RURAL,
and need attention. If these kind friends had seen us during
its perusal, their fears would have been allayed. We had a
hearty laugh over it, and hav'nt become serious yet. When
we came to the part (couched in most excruciating English,)
in which the "Professor" Bays the RURAL NEW-YORKER is
the "powerful enemy " againBt which he has "had to con-
tend since the year 1852," we could not restrain our riables.
For once he had told the truth, and it was a rich admission.
But his stuff about the RURAL being hired by Rochester
Nurserymen to abuse terra-culture is about as goed, though
stale, for he told the same Munchausen just before he left
Western Pennsylvania two or three years ago — as he also did
the equally false story that said nurserymen gave us " a cir-
culation of 8000 to start with." Such shallow lies are
beneath even C, and we are amazed, though amused, at their
repetition. He must be nearly as insane as he was when—
but that was before he became a charlatan. It's patent to a
great many people that the RURAL never had any such
"boost"—that it was over a year before it obtained 8000
subscribers—and that no Rochester or other nurserymen
ever had any thing whatever to do with its starting or man-
agement. Nor are we indebted to nurserymen here or else-
where for special favors or patronage—for from its start, the
RURAL has been independent and untrammeled, uttering
honest sentiments and calling every swindle by its right
name; and that's how terra-culture came to be gibbeted in its
pages. As to C's bosh about our nurserymen being injured
by his revelations, that is equally absurd—all " gammon "—
for we don't believe they care a fig for his insane gibbqrings.

But there is another item in the Blip worthy of note. It
says, " on being cross-examined " by Mr. HOLCOMB, "onSept.
26,1861," we said we had never heard C. lecture on terra-
culture— and that "during more than one hour on that
day " we pretended to explain it and to prevent H. hearing the
" disclosure," &c. Now, it is TRUE that we never heard C. in
public, (Providence kindly frustrated our intention and saved
us that infliction.) We conversed with several persons on the
subject on the day aforesaid, but were not " cross-examined "
nor did we talk fifteen consecutive minutes on it, or seek to
" explain " or " persuade" as alleged. But the next day,
while delivering an address before the Jackson Co. Ag. So-
ciety, we did talk somewhat plainly about both Comstock and
his pretended system, and we will briefly allude to the points.

After speaking of the deceptions to which farmers were
subjected, we stated that we had a duty to perform, in justice
to the public and ourselves—that we had just been credibly
informed that, in a recent lecture, " Prof." C, on being
asked why the RURAL NEW-YORKER opposed his system, said
it was because it would injure nurserymen, and that MOORE
had offered him $100 for the secret for publication. [When
in Virginia he said the offer was $50—how Vie lie grows!]
We then stated that instead of our offering him anything, we
had refused the gold he tendered us to speak weU of his humbug
—which we considered " a white horse of quite another
color." [By the way, when C. was in Rochester he paid one
daily paper $40 in gold for notices — more money than he
received for his lectures. Advertising don't always payl]
We also stated that illness precluded us from hearing " the
great discoverer" disclose the disclosures, but sent one of our
assistants, with instructions to hear and report the facts—for
if the " system" was valuable we wished to commend it, and
if worthless, to pronounce it so publicly. He and others did
hear and report, and we published the facts. We then
stated that, although we had never commended terra-culture
(except by merely signing a paper to hear C. lecture,) the
"Prof."published our name, as Editor of R. N.-Y., at the
head of a list of some sixty editors, endorsing terra-culture;
but the compliment did not atone for the base and cowardly
fraud, and we exposed the forgery. We then referred to
reports of committees, and the opinions of many prominent
newspapers and individuals (naming persons, places and
papers,) for statements exposing and condemning terra-cul-
ture. We related several facts and anecdotes on the subject
— averred that terra-culture embraced nothing new which
was valuable, and that it had been entirely "played out" in
the State of New York, &c.,—and from the mannei^n which
our remarks were received by the large audience, we are
satisfied that Truth and Right must prevail.

— Now, pray why does not C. take our public address, and
deal in PACTS. Simply because he dare not—tor the evidence
is all against him. He knows that, though thousands have
heard him in this State,' scarcely an intelligent cultivator can
be found who either practices or believes in his " system " —
and moreover that he can only succeed in duping people by
fraud and deception. So far as possible he is 'Buborning the
press. Many of the very commendations he quotes are
extracts from what he has written and paid editors for publish-
ing— and they are about equally murderous t» Truth and
the English language I But the end will soon come. The
farmers of Michigan are generally too intelligent and dis-
criminating to be thus bamboozled. Some will hear the
lectures "for the fun of the thing" — as a Jackson friend
told us he did—but the "Professor's" classes will mostly
consist of people who believe in boring augur holes with
gimlets, that Gulliver's Travels are true, and that the millen-
ium has come. Well may such exclaim, Vive la Humbug!

— One thing more. C. says the RURAL has " annually or
quarterly contained columns of printed matter and engra-
vings to oppose and ridicule terra-culture, without ever
giving one idea of it." He don't take the paper, evidently.
He also pretends that HORACE GRKELET favors terra-c.ulture.
Now, just to gratify our friend, and entertain the public, we
will next week republish. a few articles on the subject, and
also quote from GREELET, and leave the reader to judge
whether we ever gave one idea of the miserable deception.

I
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W I N D O W GARDENING.

IN our last we promised to give some directions
for the management of Window Gardens, and this
promise we now design to perform. Those who
attempt to grow plants in sitting-rooms, meet usually
with indifferent success, and often wonder why they
cannot have plants as healthy and vigorous and
flowers as abundant as they find in the green-houses.
If they purchase a fine plant, in a few weeks it shows
signs of languishing, barely lives, soon becomes
unsightly, and finally dies or is discarded as worth-
less. The cause we give, in the language of Prof.
LINDLEY, who shows very plainly the necessity for
adopting window gardens, Wardian cases, or some-
thing that will preserve a moist atmosphere and a
uniform temperature. This is more necessary here,
even, than in England, for our living-rooms are
kept much warmer and dryer during the day, and
cooler in the night:

"What, it may be asked, is there in the air of a
sitting-room which plants are thus unable to support?
Can anything be purer than the atmosphere of an
English drawing-room? Perhaps not; but it is this
purity which in part inflicts the injury. Plants
would thrive better if it were otherwise—but it is
more especially its dryness. Let any one measure
the moisture of a sitting-room and the open air, and
he will see how great a difference prevails. We
have," says the learned Professor, "this moment
tested it by Simmon's hygrometer. In the open air
this instrument indicates 40°, in a sitting room 60°.
When plants are kept in a dry atmosphere they
rapidly lose their water of vegetation; the sides of
their pots are rubbed at the same time; and it is
impossible for plants to suck out of soil thus par-
tially dried the moisture demanded for the sustenance
of their exhausted foliage. Such a state of things
is inseparable from a sitting-room. To render the
latter congenial to plants, it would be uninhabitable
by ourselves. The extent to which plants are injured
in a common sitting-room is strikingly illustrated
by the condition of cut flowers. Let two clusters of
fresh-gathered flowers be introduced into a sitting-
room; place the one in the mouth of a narrow-necked
jar of water, and arrange the other upon such a
shallow pan of water as a deep disk will furnish. It
will be found that the latter will be perfectly fresh
days after the former have faded. The reason is,
that in the narrow-necked jar the flowers have no
aocess to water, except through the ends of their
shoots, and are surrounded with a very dry air;
while, in the flat dish, they are able to absorb abund-
ant water, because a large part of their surface is in
contact with it, and are, moreover, surrounded by
air incessantly moistened by the vapor which con-
tinually rises from the dish.

" Of this we may be sure, that darkness, dust,
heat, want of ventilation, and all the other calami-
ties to which plants in sitting-rooms are subject, are
as nothing compared with the inevitable dryness of
the air—which, indeed, acts injuriously not merely
by exhausting plants of their water of vegetation,
but by lowering the temperature of the pots in
which they are grown, in consequence of the evapo-
ration constantly taking place there. What makes
the evil greater is, that the plants which are pur
chased for sitting-rooms are invariably brought into
high condition by being grown in a damp atmos-
phere. They are transferred from the hands of
skillful gardeners, armed with the most perfectly
constructed forcing-houses, into the care of inex-
perienced amateurs, whose means of maintaining a
plant in health are something considerably less than
nothing."

N. WARD, a lover of flowers, who lived many
years in the heart of London, was the first to make
an advance in this direction. He constructed small
glazed cases, or miniature green-houses, and in these
carried the cultivation of plants—even rare ones
and those difficult of growth—to an amazing state
of perfection. These cases soon attracted attention,
and became popular under the name of Wardian
Cases.

"Mr. Ward has published a very interesting pam-
phlet on the growth of plants in such cases, which
those interested in the matter should peruse. It
contains, as Dr. Lindley has justly observed, 'all the
information that can be given; but it is in few
hands, and everybody does not understand the prin
ciples on which his cases are constructed. It is
imagined, by uninformed persons, that complete
exclusion of air is the entire object which Mr. Ward
sought to secure by his contrivance; but we need
hardly tell the reader who knows anything of the
atmosphere, that such an effect cannot be attained
by a Ward's apparatus: the air finds its way into
every place not hermetically sealed, and such con
trivances as close glazing, puttying, &c, cannot
exclude it. What Mr. Ward sought to gain were

easy, and is quite efficient, it will be the more gen-
erally adopted.'

Plants have been kept in Wardian cases for
upwards of twelve months in good health and con-
dition without renewal, and all this while but with
one supply of water. ' This to some may appear
strange, but the principles of evaporation and con-
densation sufficiently explain it. The heat of the
sun, or even of the room in which the case stands,
naturally produces evaporation through the daytime,
and during night the process of condensation takes
place, and the moisture which has been evaporated
ia returned to the soil. These two principles are in
active operation alternately day and night. It ought
to be noticed, however, that owing to the growth of
the plants, as well as other contingent causes, such
as apertures in the framework, the quantity of moist-
ure in time becomes lessened; and when this is the
iase, a fresh supply will be necessary. As monotony

and continuity cease in time to afford gratification,
and as it may happen, no doubt, that some of the
plants will grow beyond their bounds, fresh removals
and replacements will be found necessary.' Add to
this, much of the pleasure to be derived from plants
growing under one's care, and in one's drawing-
room, would be lost, were we not allowed to arrange
and re-arrange them, according to our taste and
fancy."

s\

PLAIN WARDIAN CASE.

uniformity of moisture and an exclusion of soot,
and these he effectually secured. It is the dryness
of the air that destroys plants in sitting-rooms and
great towns, and not impurities in the gaseous con-
stitution of the atmosphere, the importance of which
has been singularly overrated. By inclosing the
plants in tightly glazed cases, light is admitted, soot
is excluded, and any desirable amount of moisture
is securable. There are, however, some practical
difficulties in the way of growing plants inclose
moist cases, which amateurs unacquainted with the
nature of plants are unable to overcome. Among
these difficulties, the principal is the adjustment of
the amount of moisture to which a plant is exposed
in one of these cases, to the surrounding heat and
to its own nature. Another is the prevention of
dew upon the inside of the glass, by which the
interior is often entirely hidden. .These are practical
difficulties that must exercise the ingenuity of culti
vators. Upon the former we can give no information,
because each species requires a special considera
tion. As to the deposit of the dew upon the glasses,
we may observe, that as this is owing to the inside
of the case being colder than the air that surrounds
it, the only course to take is, either to warm the
internal air by some means, or to open a door in the
case for a short time; and as the latter is the most

ORNAMENTAL WARDIAN CASE.

These cases may be made quite plain, or orna-
mental, and we give a desiga for each. The plants
and flowers, however, should always constitute the
principal ornament.

On the Continent of Europe, window gardens are
more common than the cases before described, and
they are becoming gradually introduced here. There
many of the windows, and even the balconies, are
turned into miniature green-houses, where flourish
the most beautiful and the* choicest plants. The
window garden as commonly constructed in Belgium,
is within the reach of all. Our engraving shows
one owned and constructed by our engraver, GEORGE
FRAUENBERGER, Esq., where may be now seen a nice
collection of flowering plants, as thrifty as though
growing in the conservatory of the florist. Where
more room is required, the case may extend beyond
the window. The sloping glass roof is hinged to
the window frame, and in this way good ventilation
is secured, while the window, raising in the usual
way, affords access from the room.

WINDOW GARDEN.

The window to which this case is attached, is two
feet four inches wide and four feet high; the case
twenty-two inches deep, from front to back, and
thirty inched in width; the glass eight by twelve
and the whole cost, Mr. F. informs us, besides his
own labor, was less than $2.25. It is arranged with
shelves, and contains thirty plants, in pots ranging
in size from three to eight inches in diameter. It
is attached to a window of the living-room, and
requires no extra heat; and did not suffer in the
least from frost during the severe cold of last winter.
We know of no prettier object, and yet, it will be
seen, it is a luxury that may be enjoyed by every
housekeeper of taste, be he rich or poor. For abou'
five dollars and a little labor, such a window garden
may be constructed and well stocked with plants.

PLUMS FOR PEACHES.

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER:—It must at last be
admitted, although the fruit growers of Western New
York have been very reluctant to make the admission
that the peach crop is so uncertain, or, I think w
may say, so certain to fail, as to be unprofitable
Once in three or four years we get a good crop and
are encouraged; for when the peach bears, the profits
are large; but in ten years together, I think grapes,
or apples, or most any fruit crop, would pay better.
But apples we are growing in great abundance,
enough, no doubt, to meet the demand at fair prices.
and any large increase of crop would only reduce ttn
price without giving the fruit grower much mor>
money. Grapes are being planted in immense quan
tities, I judge, though how many will ruin their vine
yards by neglect, I cannot say. Perhaps half tha
are planted will be cared for, and produce good fruit.
Grape culture on an extensive scale is pretty much
an untried experiment. In Western New York
have raised a few tuns of good Isabellas every year,
and they have found paying markets at the East:
some have been Bent West, but perhaps the greates
portion have been sold in Montreal and other Cana
dian markets. The prices obtained for good frail
have been good—from ten to twenty oents a pound
when well grown and packed well and neatly
Whether, when the vines planted within the last six
years come into bearing, a good market will be foun<
for their products, I cannot say, but I think good
grapes like the Delaware can be grown for six cent
the pound, with a fair profit to the producer. A
this price, too, everybody can afford to eat grapes,
and everybody will want to eat them, and this wil
cause a demand not supplied very easily. But, i
will be many years before grapes are so plenty as to
be sold at this low figure. Then, at this price they
can be manufactured into excellent wine, withou
water, or sugar, or alcohol, that can be furnished ai

ne-quarter the price of the stuff, both foreign and
native, now sold at the stores for wine.

The grape, however, is not, and cannot be, a sub-
stitute for the peach, no matter how cheap or abund-
ant. We want a summer fruit, and one that will ship
nd preserve for winter use like the peach. There is

nothing to fill this place like the plum. The better
arieties are delicious, may be eaten from the tree or

at the dessert like our old favorite; they may be
picked before fully ripe and shipped with far more
safety than the peach, while for winter use, or for
ooking purposes at all times, there is no fruit in the"

world equal to the Damson family. I cannot say
what the price would be should fruit growers culti-
vate plums extensively, but the season before last I
obtained more per bushel for plums than ever I did
for peaches, and the demand has been far ahead of
;he supply for the past ten years.

Two objections will arise in the minds of readers.
First,- the curculio, and then the black knot. The
latter evil I am happy to say has about passed away.
It is not worthy of a moment's consideration to those
who give their trees decent care. The curculio is
less destructive than formerly in this section, and
with a little labor can be conquered, as I have proved
as well as others. You, Messrs. Editors, know of
plum orchards that have given a good crop every
year for ten or twelve years. Last year was the first
failure during that time, and the cause was unseason-
able weather when in flower. This very much injured
fruit of all kinds. I intend to act upon the hints here
given your readers, and I hope others will do like-
wise; for here is a profitable field for the fruit grower,
I verily believe. FRUITIST.

Monroe County, N. Y., Nov., 1861.

APPLE TREES —MICE AND GRAFTING.

EDS. RURAL NEW-YORKER :—NOW that the first
snow has fallen we should iturn attention to apple
trees, with a view to protect them from the depreda-
tions of mice. Quite a percentage of our trees are
killed every winter, when we have heavy snows, by
these mischievous little scamps. Moat persons know
how to apply the remedy, and such need only atten-
tion called to the matter. Others have yet to learn.
Still the knowledge is of no use unless put in prac-
tice, like a neighbor of mine, who lost thirteen
trees last winter by the gnawing of mice and under-
stood, as well as any one could, how to avoid such
things. He told me he neglected it from time to
time all winter.

An orchard kept clean, will seldom be troubled.
But with grass for nests ,and shelter, or on ground
where millet, buckwheat, &c, or the seeds of weeds
furnish feed, they are sure to be numerous in the fall
and to tarry all winter; when, if the stock of food
gives out or is bound up with ice on the ground, such
as occurs with a freezing rain and a snow falling
after, they are driven to subsist on bark, or whatever
offers .a subsistence. To avoid this, tramp the Bnow
around the trunks of your trees, and repeat it at inter-
vals, after a deep snow has fallen.

Some depend on washing their trees with a mixture
that is unpalatable; but famine pressing hard, will
overcome the scruples of their palates in many in-
stances, and it turns out to be no defence, and spring
<5pens with our trees girdled and of course about as
good as used up. They may be saved by grafting
scions across the denuded space, but such trees are
never sound again. If grass is growing near the
bodies, or if coarse manure has been strewn around
them, it should be removed. These precautions are
believed to be sufficient guard against the ravages of
mice.

Any time from now till severe cold weather is the
best time to cut grafts. Severe freezing is apt to inj ure
them to some extent. Select shoots of the present
season's growth, well ripened in thehfwood. The
more thrifty or pithy specimens reject. Have with
you something to label them on the spot, for a delay
in this matter may have a tendency to mix things.
Tie each kind separately, and when all the varieties
are obtained, put them for convenience in one large
bundle and put in the cellar, or an out-door pit, till
time for use. Bury them in earth, neither too dry nor
wet, but just moist enough to keep them about as
when cut

Any having seedling trees or grafted, that bear
indifferent fruit, should see to it now and obtain
scions of sorts to suit. If you do not know how to
do the job of changing, call upon a man that does,
and observe how it is done, and thereafter do your
own grafting. In the operation there is no hocus
pocus science. Any one can learn in ten minutes,
and all should know how. Practice makes perfect
in this, as in all other trades. Good tools facilitate
also. But any farmer, or housekeeper, will have ai
the tools necessary for home grafting. The same
remarks will apply with equal force to pears, &c.

Treat your friend to an Early Strawberry, Lowell,
Wagner, or any of our famous apples, and he in
quires, "What is this?" " I must have a Beedling
tree changed to this," and he means it just then. The
season passes for such jobs, and a year after the old
"seedling tree" bears its worthless fruit. Now at
tend to these things. J . T. ELLIOTT.

Grand Rapids, Nov., 1861.

MINIATURE FHUIT CULTURE.— A correspondent of the New
York Journal of Commerce communicates to that paper th
following interesting particulars of a new system of fruil
culture, which was explained at one of the recent conversa-
tional and exhibition meetings of the Brooklyn Horticultural
Society:

Mr. Alfred Chamberlain, of Newport, E. I., after years o
patient investigation, has recently succeeded in perfecting
his plan of growing fruits and flowers in small wire baskets,
filled with moss. He has received a patent from the Govern
ment for his invention, and this was the first public exhibi-
tion of them. In two of the baskets were a miscellaneou
collection of plants, such as are usually contained on flowe:
stands. Here they were all growing in one basket, in full
flower and vigor, as if each was trying to outshine the rest.

There was a basket filled with strawberry plants in al
stages of growth —in flower, partially and fully ripe, of an
extra size and moBt luscious in appearance, here in th
middle of November. What ornament can equal this with
its beautiful green, glossy foliage and the bright red berries,
peeping out from their mossy beds, away from the cold and
damp of earth. *
• The next was a grape vine, which had produced a dozen
bunches of splendid grapes, showing where they had been on
the vine, and that there had been no humbug about it.
When Mr. Chamberlain was in Washington he presented a
basket, with a vine in the same manner covered with fruit, to
Mrs. Lincoln. By this plan, every one could truly "sit
under his own vine and fig-tree." The next was a peach-tree
which had produced ten large peaches, as fine in color and
flavor as any that are grown in the ordinary way, and was
fully set with fruit buds for next year's crop.

Bat the crowning wonder was a pine apple also grown in
the moes baskets, and which almost surpassed belief. Mr. C.
stated that he was growing large numbers of them in pots
and pits, in the ordinary ways, and none of them were equal
to this oae. Mr. Fisher Howe stated that he had seen large
quantities of them grown in England by the most skillful

•deners, and also in the West Indies, and had never seen
iny so fine as this. Mr. Chamberlain stated that as he had

obtained a patent, he would tell them the ingredients he
used, which were moss, bone dust, charcoal and sand, and
that the plants were watered with liquid manure about
;wice a week.

FRUIT CELLAR.— S. E. TODD describes in the Country Gen-
tleman the fruit cellar of ANDREW CAMPBELL, of this county,
as follows: — A neat cellar, with water-lime bottom was first
made; then it was ceiled up neatly and tight, on every side,
and above and beneath also. A space of about six inches was
left on the sides and bottom, between the ceiling and the
stone walls and over the water-lime bottom, so that the air
could circulate freely all around. Between the ceiling over-
head, and the carriage floor, the space is filled with grouting
or lime mortar. The windows to the cellar are double, that
is one window in the wall, and one' window in the ceiling;
and either of them can be opened at pleasure, or the inside
window can be closed, and the outside one opened; and thus
a current of fresh air can pass entirely round between the
walls. The entrance, also, is secured by double doers, one
neatly fitted on each side of the jamb casings. The fruit is
placed in shallow bins, one above the other, on each side of
the cellar. By this arrangement, all dampness is excluded,
and fruit will keep much longer and better than in ordinary
cellars.

FORTUNE'S NOTES ON JAPAN.— The Japanese gardener
understands the art of chrysanthemum culture rather better
than we do, and produces blooms of wonderful size. This is
done by great care, good soil, and by allowing only one or
two blooms to be perfected at the end of a shoot. The tea
plant was common in these gardens, and was frequently used
as an edging for the walks. In this position it was kept
clipped, and had a pretty and novel appearance. In other
places in this district, I observed it cultivated rather exten-
sively for the sake of its leaves. There is also in the gardens
of Ah-sax-saw a collection of living birds and other animals
for ^he amusement of visitors who may happen to be fond
of this branch of natural history. I observed green pigeons,
speckled crows, a fine large eagle, gold and silver pheasants,
Mandarin ducks, rabbits, and squirrels among the collec-
tion. Altogether, there are many things here calculated to
amuse and instruct the good people of Yeddo when they
come out for a holiday; and when the plum and cherry trees
are in blossom, these gardens must be very enjoyable.—Gar-
deners'1 Chronicle.

THE CRAB APPLE AND ALMOND DWARF AS STOCKS.— The
Crab Apple (Malus coronaria) grows in great abundance in
this neighborhood, and has been repeatedly used as a stock
to graft upon, with success; and if they were worked near
the ground, low heads being formed, they wonld, with some
varieties, form dwarf trees equal to those worked upon
Doucain stocks, perhaps superior.

Our attempts at dwarfing the Peach and Almond hare
proved quite successful. Two years ago we budded some
Peach and Almond varieties upon the Dwarf Double-flowering
Almond (Amygdahis, fl. pi.) Last year they grew vigorously,
making pretty little shrub-like trees before fall, and were wel
furnished with fruit-buds. This year we shortened the new
growth two-thirds, leaving sufficient fruit for the bushes to
mature well, but they were stung by the curculio and droppe
off before maturity.

We may, perhaps, be more successful with them next year:
and as they have not overgrown the root much, they maj
last for one year, their natures being dwarfed.— Illinois cor-
respondence of Gardener's Monthly.

CULTURE OP ASPARAGUS FOR THE NEW YORK MARKET.—
The last number of the Queens County Sentinel, published a1
Hempstead, L. I., contains a list of premiums awarded at th
Winter Meeting of the County Agricultural Society, held on
the 25th ult. Among the awards we/observe $5 to PETER
COCK, of Locust Valley, for the best crop of Asparagus, con-
sisting of a little over seven acres. Mr. C. commenced cut-
ting April 27th and finished June 18th. Sold 10,112 bunche
at 20 cents per bunch, amounting to $2,022 40. Cost o:
manure, $315,00; labor and other expenses $380,81; leavin
a profit of $1,326 59 on the seven acres. Market gardening,
if properly conducted, is profitable in the neighborhood o:
New York.

CLARKIA ELEGANS ALBA FLORE PLENO.—This handsom
variety is newly introduced, and will be found an ornamental
annual for the summer months. Its habit of growth differs
from C. pulchella in being taller, with larger leaves, an*
more slender;branching outline; the petals also, instead o:
being lobed, as in the last-named species, are undivided, an-
of a clear white color changing into pale flesh; it is moreove:
most distinct in being semi-duplex with two and three seriei
of petals. In freeness of growth, it is equal to C. elegans, an<
blooms abundantly from June until September. It forms a
good contrast with the rose and violet-colored varieties in
the same tribe.

GRAPHS IN MISSOURI.— Grape vines can be grown on leve!
Missouri prairie land, provided the land be so underdraine
that the saturation of the soil during winter is thereby pre
vented. The Concord, Holmes, Clinton, Hartford Prolific
Ariadne, August Coral, Early Amber, Ohio Prolific, Pond'f
Seedling, Braddock, Kamsdell, Troy Hamburg, Venango.
Warren's Seedling and Montieth are some of the most hardj
varieties, and doubtless they would all succeed in Missouri
and Illinois.— Wm. R. Prince.

PENNSYLVANIA GRAPES AND GRAPE GROWERS.—At a late
meeting of the Grape Growers of Pennsylvania, a vote was
taken on the six best grapes for the table, and the three bes
for wine, and the result was as follows:

For table use — Concord 21 votes, Delaware 20, Isabella 16,
Diana 15, Rebecca 11, Maxatawney 8. For wine-making —
Clinton 8 votes, Catawba 7, Delaware 4.

SHADE TREES IN PARIS.— It has been calculated that Paris,
at present, covers a space of 78,080,000 yards. It coritaini
148,000 trees', occupying a space equal to 336,890 square
yards. The trees consist of horse-chestnuts, elms, acacias,
lime trees, and others. It is estimated that these treef
cover, with their shade, a space of 220,200,000 yards, sufflcien'
to protect 1,589,000 individuals from the rays of the sun.

HAWTHORN SEED — CHRYSANTHEMUM.—In reply to th
inquiry in the RURAL of 16th inst, " where hawthorn seed
can be obtained," I would say there are any quantity of them
now hanging on the bushes in this vicinity, which can be had
for the gathering, or for a reasonable compensation. I pre
sume some one would gather and forward the quantity wishe
for. They were introduced here several ySars since by an
English farmer, Mr. ROBSON, who has been very successful in
cultivating and planting the hawtlorn hedge, and would, I
presume, give any instruction required as to cultivation, &c,
I would like to learn the correct botanical name of th
inclosed plant now in flower and usually known by the name
of Artemisia. Mrs. Lincoln's Botany says the plant usually
called Artemisia is the " Chrysanthemum coronarfum;" feui
as that is an annual and the inclosed plant a perennial, ]
conclude she does ry>t refer to this.— L. WOODWORTH, John
son's Creek, Niagara Co., N. T., Nov. 22,1861.

The plant received with the above is Chrysanthemum, Sinense.
commonly called Artemisia. The Chrysanthemum coronarium
may be called Artemisia sometimes, as stated by Mrs. LIN
COLN, but we have never known it so named by any one. The
true Artemisias are the Wormwoods.

COVERING PERENNIAL AND OTHER PLANTS IN WINTER.—
would like to know whether it is best to cover perennial
plants, like the Picotee, in winter, or allpw them to be
exposed? If so, what should they be covered with? Again,
is it best to protect young trees that are somewhat tender
such as the Catalpa?—YOUNG AMATEUR.

Picotees and most perennial plants are not benefltted by
much covering; indeed, we have often thought they wen
better left unprotected entirely. The main point is to hav<
the ground well drained. If covered, they often rot. Our
present course is to throw a few leaves between the rows. It
is well to protect tender trees and plants the first year or two
with straw, or evergreen boughs.

ANGLE WORMS — HOW SHALL WE DESTROY THEM?—The
trouble us so much on our best manured land as to almos
forbid cultivation, without at least treble the labor, and a
much lighter production even at that. I know many gardens
that have been given up on account of them and seeded to
grass, supposing this would drive them off; but after laying
in sod a few years, and breaking again, it has seemed bu4-
little improvement. They do not seem to injure grass much
—W. E. P., Eden, N. T., 1861.

Who will answer? We have succeeded pretty well with i
good dressing of salt.

A CLOTHES SPRINKLER.

I MUST tell your lady readers of a new invention
we have in our family'to sprinkle clothes for ironing.
It was a present from a curious friend, who is always
seeking out new inventions, and I have never seen or
heard of any other except the one we have; but it is
strange such a simple and convenient article is not
in use in every house, as any tinner can make one for
fifteen or twenty cents.

The Sprinkler is a tin box about the size of a pint
cup, with a hollow handle attached to the middle of
the side, like the handle to a child's rattle, or like a
common tin dipper handle. Where the handle is
attached to the barrel there must be a hole through
the barrel about the size of the hollow in the handle,
Bay about large enough to take in one's finger; this
is to have a place to pour water through the handle
to fill the barrel or cup of the Sprinkler. The handle
should be about six inches long, and the end of the
handle must be stopped with a cork, like you would
cork a bottle. One end of the cup of the Sprinkler
is made flat and tight just like the bottom of a tin
cup; the other end is raised or* oval, just like the top
of a pepper box, and is pierced full of very fine'holes,
to let out the water.

When you wish to dampen the clothes, fill the
Sprinkler with clear water, and stop up the end of
the handle, arid then proceed to dash the fine spray
of water over the clothes as you would dash pepper
on your food or dredge flour upon cooking meat, or
On a molding board. A very little practice will
enable any woman to get the hang of using this little
implement, and when she has once become accus-
tomed to it, she will never again think of sprinkling
her clothes in the usual way of taking water in her
hand and throwing it over them. The Sprinkler dis-
tributes the water much more uniformly and saves all
the uncomfortableness of constantly splashing the
hand in cold water. — "SUN BONNET," in Field
Notes.

, . » „—«
CURE FOR CONSUMPTION.

EAT all that the appetite requires of the most nour-
ishing food, such as fresh beef, lamb, oysters, raw
eggs, fruit, vegetables, and three times a day take a
glass of eggnog, made as rich as the patient can
bear. Avoid all alcoholic drinks. Bathe twice a
week in water made agreeably warm and in a warm
room; after bathing rub the body and limbs with
sweet cream or sweet oil. Exercise daily in the open
air; walking is the best. Stand erect, exercise the
arms and lungs freely, keep the mind cheerful; take
freely of the best cough sirup, and consumption will
be a stranger to your household.

For making the best cough sirup, take one ounce
of thoroughwort, one ounce of slippery elm, one
ounce stick liquorice, and one ounce of flax seed;
simmer together in one quart of water until the
strength is entirely extracted.

Strain carefully; add one pint of best molasses and
half a pound of loaf sugar; simmer them all well
together, and when cold, bottle tight. This is the
cheapest, best, and safest medicine for coughs now
or ever in use.

A few doses of one tablespoonful at a time will
alleviate the most distressing cough of the lungs,
soothes and allays irritation, and if continued sub-
dues any tendency to consumption; breaks up entirely
the whooping cough, and no better remedy can be
found for croup, asthma, bronchitis, and all affections
of the lungs and throat. Thousands of precious lives
may be saved every year by this cheap and simple
remedy, as well as thousands of dollars which would ,
otherwise be spent in the purchase of nostrums,
which are both useless and dangerous.—Exchange.

GELATINE SOAP.—It is impossible to cleanse greasy
dishes, unaided by soap, and many soft hands are ren-
dered unfit for needlework by daily immersions in
hot dishwater. As an emollient for chapped skm
and a superior soap where a quick lather is desired, I
would recommend the following recipe:—To two
pounds of olive soap cut up into small slices, add two
ounces of borax, put the ingredients into a crock,
pour over two quarts of cold water, set the vessel on
a part of the range where there'is but little heat, stir-
ring occasionally until the borax is dissolved (eight
or nine hours,) and when cooled, a thick gelatine is
produced, which housekeepers need use but once to
prove its efficacy and economy.—Selected.

To STEW A BREAST OP VEAL. —Cut it in pieces,
and put it into a pot with a bunch of sweet herbs, a
small piece of bacon, a little mace, and a few black
peppercorns, salt, and one or two onions, and as
much water as will cover it; stew well over a slow
fire; boil some peas and lettuce by themselves, and
when the veal is stewed enough, strain the liquor
from it, and put it into a stewpan with part of the
liquor, the peas, lettuce, and a piece of butter, and
let them stew again; thicken with the yolks of two
or three eggs and a little flour.

WASHING WOOLENS.—If you do not wish to have
white woolens shrink when washed, make a good
suds of hard soap, and wash the flannels in it, without
rubbing any soap on them; rub them out in another
suds, then wring them out of it, and put them in a
clean tub, and turn on suflicient boiling water to
cover them, and let them remain till the water is
cold. A little indigo, in the boiling water, makes
the flannel look nicer. If you wish to have your
white flannels shrunk so as to have them thick, wash
them in soft soap suds, and rinse them in cold water.

CURING HAMS. — At a late Fair of the Maryland
State Agricultural Society, the first premium was
awarded for hams cured thus:— To one hundred and
fifty pounds of ham take one and a half ounces salt-
peter, four quarts fine salt, with enough molasses to
make paste; rub well on the flesh side; let it lie four
weeks; then hang and smoke two days before remov-
ing from the smoke house; paint with black pepper
and strong vinegar; after which, bag them.

MINCE PIES.—A reader of the EURAL would be
obliged for a good .recipe for making "mince pies."
—Mrs. A. L., Chillicothe, Ohio, 1861.

[SPECIAL NOTICE.]

HUMBUGS.—If you want to get a Saleratus about which
there is no humbugery, get D. B. DE LAND & Co.'s Chemical
Saleratus. Read the label around it, every word of which
you will find to be true. It will cost you no more than an
inferior article and is much cheaper in the end, as it spoilsmo
bread or biscuit. You will find it for sale by all responsible
dealers at retail, and at wholesale by all wholesale dealers in
Rochester, Buffalo, Detroit, Battle Creek, Grand Rapids,
Adrian, Coldwater, Toledo, Cleveland, Chicago, Milwaukee,
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[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]

A TRIBUTE.

MUST ye fade, must ye fade, my beautiful Sowers,
That I've tenderly watched through the long summer hours
Must ye fade from the garden, the grove, and the glen,
Where my joyous footsteps so often have been?
Can I see your bright beauty droop, wither and die,
And calmly withhold the faint rising sigh?

_ Ah, no! in your absence, long, long shall I grieve,
For a desolate place in my spirit ye leave.

Companions ye are, when all friendships are fled,
When hopes fondly cherished lie slumbering and dead,
When hearts we have trusted prove false and unkind,
Unworthy the casket whence love is enshrined.
When weary and vexed with the world's heartless strife,
Of the vanities, charms, and allurements of life,
0, to turn from such scenes of wild tumult and care,
And seek 'mid bright flowers a companionship there.

Ye have voices to me,—low voices and sweet,—
Whose soft, gentle accents I tenderly greet
Ye tell me of love, oh, wondrous and fair,
Of a bountiful Father's beneficent care.
And ye teach me how gTatitude upward should flow
To Him who such blessings doth kindly bestow,
And how iu His wisdom'twere graciously given
•To link our affections more closely to Heaven. !

In the bright summer hours, when all Nature was fair,
When the music of songsters made vocal the air,
Came an offering to me of beautiful flowers
That were gathered from Nature's loveliest bowers;
And I prayed that choice blessings might always attend
Her pathway who sent them, my kind, unknown friend,
While my heart from within bade its whole human powers
Bless GOD for the bright, the beautiful flowers.

South Danby, N. Y., 1861. MART A. B.

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]

EVEEY-DAY LIFE.

BY LEAD PENCIL, ESQ.

" ' THE proper study of mankind is man,'— '
The most perplexing one, no doubt, is woman;

The subtlest that the mind can scan,
Of all deep problems, heavenly or human!"

BUT whether "perplexing" or not, I often find
myself crossing a street to look into the face of a
woman, — not simply to discover whether she is
beautiful or not, — not to gratify a morbid curiosity;
neither an impertinent impulse by an impudent stare.
Oh, no! Do not suppose the thing; for I try to see
a great deal at a single glance, taking care not to
annoy. But thia propensity to secure these glances
leads me to detest vails, and I wish here to enter my
protest against them. And in doing so, I wish to
remind all vail wearers that there are abundant physi-
cal reasons why the practice should be abandoned at
once,—why the light of the sun should fall upon the
face unobstructed, and the eyes should look through
only a natural medium. Hence I am not altogether
BelSsh in my protest.

I know there are pro-arguments, however.
I said I did not seek faces because of their beauty,—

though I am not insensible to it,—nor from any
impertinent curiosity. But it is because I read per-
sonal history there. I discover the wear and tear of
every-day life in the furrows made upon the features.
And this is profitable; the lessons learned "sink
with weight into my heart;" the life of the spirit is
revealed mysteriously, inexplicably, yet positively
and unmistakably. The expression of some faces
haunts me for weeks. They beg for sympathy in
their touching disquiet. They respond insensibly to
a sympathetic look. They moan with anguish if it
awakens sad memories. They shudder and shiver if
jostled by coarse brusqueness.

I have learned one thing by this study:—That there
are many women whose faces have been saying to
their husbands through long years of wife-hood, as
ELSIE VENNEB said to the young schoolmaster,—
" Love me," and with a more disheartening response.
And these poor women think it is their own secret,
treasured, and to be buried with them. Alas, they
are mistaken! Not LEAD PENCIL, ESQ. alone, but
thousands of cosmopolitans have read it. All have
not sympathized, but many have.

I have learned, too, that there are many men (so
called,) ostensibly model husbands and parents, yet
really reckless of the happiness of their households,
who live a' life of supreme selfishness. They think
they deceive the world. They cannot do it. If they
have schooled their ewn features, and learned deceit
from the devil, they cannot do it. Madame's face
will tell of it. I meet men of this character every day
who think I respect them, who seek to cultivate my
friendship; but the faces of their wives have entered
protests which are far more emphatic and conclusive
than confessions could be.

I meet proud women, — so proud that the sorrow,
the trouble that is gnawing at the heart, the fire
which is burning there, is entirely encased by
schooled, conventional, calmness,— and yet it speaks
unmistakably for all that. The student easily detects
the difference between the thin, gauzed complacency
which covers a burdened heart, and the habitually
happy face that is the index of a satisfied heart,—a
heart in which thrive all the joys springing, from a
requited love. There is a world of instruction in
these faces.

« • • . •

WOMEN OP THE REVOLUTION. — A correspondent
of the Portland Advertiser represents Rev. Dr. Lyman
Beecher as being always ready to deliver a Fourth of
July oration, which duty he never was asked to per-
form; but that, had it been otherwise, he was pre-
pared to show that the women of America were the
means of securing the success of the Revolution.
The logic he would have employed was this: — The
soldiers could not have been kept in camp without
stockings and blankets; the women were appealed
to, and they gave up all the stockings and blankets
they had prepared for their households—actual and
prospective; the men were thereby encouraged to
keep in camp during winter, and in good organiza-
tion for the campaign when the weather was more
favorable for field duties; ergo, the women were the
means of American Independence.

UNSPOKEN LANGUAGE.—How much expression can
be given and exchanged by a grasp of the hand or a
glance of the eye! The soft pressure of the hand is
far more sympathetic than words. A warm pressure
of the hand can be understood by all, young and old;
the universal voice of nature needs no interpreter.
The power of love is too deep and too sacred to be
adequately expressed in words; being, in fact, a fore-
shadowing of that more spiritual communion which
will exist hereafter.

» . • • • —

WOMEN often lose the men they love, and who love
them. By mere wantonness or coquetry, they reject,.
and then repent They should be careful not to take
this step too hastily, for a proud, high-minded, gifted
man,

PROM its commencement we have endeavored to
render the RITUAL NEW-YORKER an eminently pure
interesting and instructive paper for the FAMILY
CIRCLE — one whioh would be read with as much
pleasure by the Wife as the Husband, and at the sam<
time prove entertaining and beneficial to the Young,
This has been no easy task, for it requires oonstan
care and a vast amount of labor to properly fill a
paper embracing several distinct departments, and so
conduct each as to render the whole, valuable and
unexceptionable. We started with the idea — and
have not yet discovered it to be a mistaken one—
that Women and Children were as worthy of repogni
tion, and should be as carefully catered for by the
press, as Men. And moreover we firmly resolved
that, so far as in our power, the influence of the
RURAL should be for good —that its moral tone
should be most salutary, while every person capa-
ble of reading and thinking could derive enter-
tainment and instruction from its pages. How
faithfully we have fulfilled this intention, those who
have read this joursal for months and years can best
determine. It is gratifying to know that our efforts
have been appreciated to a large extent, for the
RURAL has become a cherished friend and companion
in thousands of families all over the land. For
years we have had frequent letters saying it was the
first paper opened and read by the wife and children
of those who took from three to twenty newspapers.
Such expressions from people in cities and villages,
as well as the country — together with freque* as-
surances that the RURAL is an " indispensable family
institution," &o.,— are both gratifying and encour-
aging. Of late—for the past two months, especially

greetings of this character are daily received, and
not unfrequently several arrive by one mail, as was
the case this morning (Nov. 27,) when we had from
fifteen to twenty very complimentary epistles, several
of them from ladies, and mostly requesting speci-
mens and bills for use in obtaining new subscribers.

But we have digressed from our purpose in com-
mencing this article — which waa to speak briefly of
the RURAL in the Family, or as a Home Paper, and
to quote (as evidence of its estimation by Wives,
Mothers and Daughters,) from a few letters of recent
date. We will first quote a letter from Mrs. A., of
Solano Co., California, dated Oct. 23. Please listen:

"Having been a regular subscriber to the RURAL for the
last six years (until last spring, when we started for Califor-
nia,) I find that 1 am lost without it, and do not feel at
home where it does not come once a week. Therefore I am
induced to ask you to send me a few back numbers, or such
as you may have on hand, to keep me company until the
beginning of another year, when I will renew my subscrip-
tion. There is BO Agricultural paper taken by any person
iving in this vicinity, and not much done in the way of

making homes pleasant and attractive, and I think the RURAL
could work wonders here. I saw a lady on board the steamer
omlng to this place, who had a copy of it in her hand, and

was sorely tempted to ask the loan of it, but did not. We
started from Fairmont, Clark Co., Missouri, settled on the
Sacramento, forty miles above the bay—but even in this
golden land I must have the RURAL. Please send me a few
spare copies, and oblige a friend."

Our next quotation is from a wide-awake young
lady in Illinois—Miss ALLIE B., of De Kalb Co.—
who has formed a resolution worthy of emulation by
other young ladies of the RURAL faith. Listen to
her earnest, musical voice:

" I have before sent you my address and that of my aunt
or your large colored show-bill, but not receiving it think

you have not got the letter. My birth day is near, when I
hall be eighteen, and I have resolved, Mr. Editor, to give
;he labor of that day of days to you, in getting a club for
'our paper. I think I can obtain six, if no more. I am
determined to canvass the town. For this reason you see I
am extremely anxious for the colore4 show-bill. I shall
ake the paper if no one else does, for I think it is decidedly
he best paper for every body in the whole world, as large as
it is. My aunt is still younger than myself, and I presume
will aid in the circulation of your paper. Her address is

— B , M., Shelby Co., Illinois. Hoping to hear from
;his soon, I remain your friend. >•

At the close of stn article for our Domestic Econ-
omy Department, a lady residing in Clinton Co.,
N. Y., strikes these pleasant notes:

" I am a constant reader of the 'RURAL,'and receive much
valuable instruction in reading the column ' Domestic Econ-

my,'but the fourth page is what I prize most. I consider
he 'Ladies' Department,' 'Choice Miscellany'and 'Sabbath.

Musings' richly worth the price of the paper."

Mrs. LIZZIE S., of Crawford Co., Pa., has recently
btained several trial subscribers. In a business
etter dated Oct- 31, she writes appreciatively of the

RURAL, and hits a certain class of men who deserve
talking to" for neglecting to provide their families

with proper reading. Listen again:
"My husband gave me.my choice between Peterson's

Magazine and the RURAL, last winter; but being of the
pinion that one story a week was all that was good for one
ind (unless it is stronger than mine) to digest, I chose the

JURAL. I was very much pleased with your offering it on
such low terms; it was the only means by which I could get
t introduced in this section, as the people around here look

well to the dimes. But I expect to get more subscribers
very year, at least I shall try. I intend to take it as long as
can obtain the means. I have asked men in this.neighbor-

hood to take the RURAL for three months ; their reply was
Can't afford to.' Can't afford to pay 25 cents for the educa-

ion of their children; can't afford to pay 25 cents for some-
thing for their wives to pass away the time when they are
eft alone night after night to take care of the children,

while the men are off talking about the war with some o^
heir neighbors! (By the way, all they know about the war
s what they hear from soiae of their neighbors that do take
paper.) It makes me indignant when I think of it. It does

eem as though the men around here are asjiear like Indians
as anything, for they make perfect slaves of their wives; but

expect it is because they don't take any newspaper. Well,
well! I gujess I have talked about my neighbors long enough,
0 I will close. Your sincere friend."

Some weeks ago we published an excellent article
rom the pen of a young ,lady in St. Joseph Co.,

Mich. Accompanying it we received a, most gratify-
ing note — showing.that our efforts to tarnish a safe
;uide and counsellor have not been in v«,in. Many

have written us that the RURAL has saved them from
$5 to $500, yet we more highly prize such testimony
as is given by our new contributor. Listen to her
pleasant, musical and sincere acknowledgment:

Having, been for several years a warm friend and constant
reader of your excellent paper, the thought has often oc-
curred, can I not do something to add to the interest of thut
dear column, Sabbath Musings. At best I felt that I could
but try. Accept or reject my efforts, all will be the eame. I
hall ever be an interested reader of your paper. If accepted,

I may venture to write again. I would that I might take
'our hand within my own, look you in the face, and tell you

of the good your paper has done me—how it came to me as
a kind friend, correcting my faults, pointing out my errors,
and ever helping me to the right in all things. I do not
attempt contributing to the RCRAL for the name, but rather
1 wanted to write you a letter. I wanted to tell you that I
loved your dear paper, that each week it came to me as a
dear friend. I feel that I cannot always read it and aever
thank the Editor—that he is ever taking so much pains for
me. I feel that it is for me as much as any. I have been so
very much benefited by its reading—it has helped me out of
so many difficulties," &c.

[Written for Moore's Rural N»w-Yorfceiv]

D R E A M L I F E .

BT JSUKT A. B T O I 1 .

WHEN wjth this busy life
Wearied and worn,

On the soft wings of slumber
Oar spirits are borne,

Midway 'twixt earth and sky,
On a bright shore,

Those we have loved and lost
Meet us once more.

He whom no living arms
E'er might embrace,

Who, in this crowded world,
Ne'er found a place,

Homeless and wandering,
Only in dreams

The sunlight of tenderness
Over him streams.

Soft arms and loving eyes
Come with the night,

Spirits that minister
Fled with the light

Half his cold journeying
Passed in such blies,

He lives in the dream-world
And dreams when in this.

She, too, the childless one,
All the long night

Rocks on her aching heart
Visions of light;

With the long-buried ones
Clasped to her breast,

Angels, but children still,
Sweet may she rest.

Babes that are motherless
Close their wet eyes,

And smile in their dreaming
To see from the skies

Her they so tenderly
Longed for in vain,

Kissing and clasping them,
Soothing their pain.

Hearts that are breaking say
" Blessed be dreams,"

Lives that are perishing
Drink from the streams

Poured from the fountain head
By the kind hand

Which shadows in dreams to us
Heaven's sweet land.

Grand Rapids, Mich., 1861..

THE LANGUAGE OF NATURE.

" AND what if all of animated nature
Be but organic harps diversely framed,
That tremble into thought as o'er them sweeps,
Plastic and vast, one intellectual breeze,
At once the soul of each and God of all."

THE poet's soial was still vibrating under the influ-
ence of the " soft, floating witchery of sound," which
was wafted to his delicate ear from the .ffio|fan harp.
A pantheistic philosophy, borrowing all the light it
reflected from the rays which, glancing from one
parti-colored star of truth to another, reached it from
the Sun of Righteousness, had guided him through a
niglit of error, until, at last, the day-star dawned
upon his great intellect, and quickened into new life
his sensitive heart. The above lines both beautifully
represent that system which deifies one manifesta-
tion of the source of all beauty, and they are, also,
the almost irresistible expression of a soul which,
worshipping nature only less than GOD, playfully
places itself, for the moment, in the molds of its
former thinking. He himself immediately calls

them
"Shapings of the unregenerate mind,

Bubbles that glitter as they rise and break
On.vain philosophy's age—babbling spring."

Yet, divested of the particular signification which
;heir author musingly placed on them, they present

thought in a garb which more than one will recog-
nize, and have recognized, as that in which their
own fancies have taken shape. The music of nature
has always met an answering melody in the heart.

Nature's teachings and influence are as real as
;hose of the printed page; and if it should be neces-
ary to annihilate either, let it be the latter, for the
ithers will always mold the heart and make it ten-

der, susceptible to what God would impress upon it.
Their effect is to draw out the heart in this direction,
and in that, and so they m,ake it larger and covered
with so many prominences which tapex toward dif-
ferent parts of Heaven, each throbbing with a holy
passion. There is a philosophy in the words of the
little outcast who, accustomed to steal away where
she could gaze into the face of Heaven, said :

" This skyey father and mother both in one,
Instructed her and civilized her more
Than even the Sunday school did afterwards."

With simply the bible and nature—which are com-
lements of each other—man could make his way to

;he world of bliss with much more certainty than the
greater part now do.

Let it be remembered that there is a thought con-
veyed by nature, whether it is brought through the ear
upoa some wind-wafted melody, or impressed upon the
eye. As every mark which is made by the human
hand is the sign of some thought in the mind, as the
written page is only a transoript of the mind of the
writer, so is the material universe but the expression

f a given Divine thought,—the mighty scroll un-
rolled between the two eternities, on which GOD has
written that universal language for His creatures;
and every part of it symbolizes in its manifold ima-
gery some thought addressed to the heart Only the
great capital letters which stand out in burnished
light, here and there, are apt to attact attention; but
the soul, standing in the embrasures of the senses,
may at any time spell out within the limits of its hori-

on, a lesson in the elements of Universal Love.
Only let the soul recognise this magnificent vol-

ume as one of GOD'S choicest revelations; only
throw wide open its windows, and be ready to catch
;he breaking of each new dawn which will .reveal a

ight and depth unseen before; let it return the ca-
•ess of the gentle but passionate spirit which woos
t, coming, perhaps from the burning, star-girdled
reast of nature's Eve —and it shall learn to thank its

GOD for beauty, purity and love,—it shall have a
foretaste ©f an infinite love,—and whether it ever
reaches the Eternal city or not, the loftier domes of
its gorgeous temple shall reflect, even from the
arth, some of the rays of Heaven. c. E. B.
Rochester, N. Y., 1861.

iGNOEANCE.-i-Never be ashamed of confessing your
ignorance, for the wisest man upon earth is ignorant
of many things, insomuch that what he knows is
mere nothing in comparison with what he does not
know. There cannot be a greater folly in the world
than to suppose that we know every thing.

Now that the frosty nights are here, we remember
the glorious old farmers' fires, where beech and maple
were abundant, and we try to describe the eastern.
winter night, and the old-fashioned fire. Down goes
the mercury to the zero of Oelius and Reaumur.
, Down it goes again to the 0 of Fahrenheit. The frost
is creeping, creeping over the lower panes, one after
another. Now it finishes a feather; now it completes
a plume; now it tries its hand at a specimen of silver-
graining. Up, up it goes, pane after pane, clouds,
and feathers, and grains. Here a joint creaks, here
a nail cracks like a craft in a racking storm; but all
is calm and cold as death. Clink! There goes a
forgotten glass in the pantry. The door-latch is
plated; half hidden nail-heads, here and there in the
corners, are "silvered o'er with"—frost

But what cared we for that, as ^e sat by the old-
fashioned fire? Back-stick, fore-stick, top-stick, and
superstructure, all in their places. The coals are
turned out from their glowing bed between the senti
nel andirons — the old-time irons, with huge rings in
the top. One of them has rested, for many a day, on
a broken brick, but what of that? Many a beautiful
tree; nay, a whole grove, maybe, has turned to glory
and to ashes thereon, and will again, winters and
winters to come.

A handful of ' ' kindlings " is placed beneath this
future temple of flame; here and there a chip, a splin-
ter, a dry twig, is skillfully chinked into the inter-
stices of the structure; a wave or two of the house-
wife's wand of .power, and the hearth is "swept up."
The old bricks, in that altar-place of home begin to
grow bright and "as good as new." A little aspir-
ing flame, ambitions to be something and somebody,
creeps stealthly up, and peeps through the crevices,
ove^this stick, under that one, looking like a little
half-furled banner of crimson. Then comes another,
and another, and down they, go again, the timid
flames that they were! By and by they grow bolder,
and a half a dozen, altogether, curl bravely round
the "fore-stick," and up to the "top-stick," and
over the whole, like the turrets of a tower at sunrise,
one, two, three, four, five spires. Then they blend
together, a cone of flame. Then they turn into
billows and breakers of red, and roll up the blackened
wall of the chimney, above the jamb, above the man-
tel-tree, away up the chimney they roar, while the
huge "back-stick," below all, lies like a great bar,
and withstands the fiery surf that beats against i t

The circle of chairs is enlarged; the "old arm-
chair" in the corner is drawn back; one is reading,
another k knitting; a third, a wee bit of a boy, is
asleep in the corner; they look into each other's
faces, look beautiful to each other, and take courage
and are content. There is not a shadow in the spa-
cious room; the frost creeps down from the windows;
the ice in the pail, in the corner, gives a half lurch,
like the miniature iceberg it is, and over it goes with
a splash. The fire is gaining on it. The latch and
the nail lose the bravery of their silvering; the circle
round the fire grews larger and larger; the old-fash-
ioned fire has triumphed. It is summer there, it is
light there. The flowers of hope spring up around it;
the music of memory fills up the pauses; the clock
ticks softly from its niche above the mantle piece, as
if fearful of letting them know how fast it is stealing
away with the hours — hours the happiest, alas we
seldom live but once; hours whose gentle light so
often shines from out the years of the long-gone
morning, on into the twilight of life's latest close.

Ah! necromancers swept the magic circle in times
of old; but there is none so beautiful, none with
charms so potent, as the circle of light and of love
around the old-fashioned fire!

WHAT BATTLE PHBABES MEAN.

THINK only of the common hackneyed expressions
which pass so lightly between the lips, when speak-
ing of a great battle. We talk exultingly, and with
a certain fire, of " a magnificent charge," of " a
splendid charge;" yet very few will think of the
hideous particulars these two airy words stand for.
The "splendid charge" is a headlong rush of men on
strong horses, urged to their fullest speed, riding
down and overwhelming an opposing mass of men
on foot The reader's mind goes no further, being
content with the information that the enemy's line
was "broken " and " gave way." It does not fill in
he picture. To do so effectually, we must first think

of an ordinary individual run down in the public
street by a horseman moving at an easy pace. The
result is usually fracture and violent contusipn. We
may strengthen the tones of the picture by setting
this horseman at full gallop, and joining to him a
iompany of other flying horsemen. How will it be
ihen with the unhappy pedestrian? So, when the
" splendid charge " has done its work and passed by,
there will be found a sight very much like the scene
of a frightful railway accident. There will be found
the full complement of backs broken in two, of arms
twisted wholly off, of men impaled upon their own
bayonets, of legs smashed up like firewood, of heads
sliced open like apples, of other heads crunched into
soft jelly by iron hoofs of horses, of faces trampled
out of all likeness to anything human. This is what
skulks behind a "splendid charge." This is what
follows, as a matter of course, when "our fellows
rode at them in style," and " cut them up famously."

Again, how often does the commander, writing
home through official despatches, dwell particularly
on the gallant conduct of Captain Smith, who, find-
ing the enemy were "annoying our right a little,"
got his gun into position, and "held them in check."
Both expressions are fair in drawing-room phrases,
o be mentioned cheerfully by ladies' lips. It is, as

it were, a few flies buzzing about " our right wing,"
teasing and fretting " our " men. And yet, properly
translated, it signifies this: That stray men of the
right wing are now and then leaping with a convul-
sive start into the air, as a Minie bullet flies with
sharp sting through their hearts; that stray men,
suddenly struck, are rolling on the ground; that a
man here and there is dropping down quite suddenly
with a shriek, his firelock tumbling from his hand—
n short, that there is a series of violent death-scenes

being enacted up and down the long line.— All the
Year Round.

How TO FORGIVE A RIVAL. — Resolve that you will
ove and wish well to the man who has fairly suc-

ceeded where you fairly failed. Go to him and get
acquainted with him; if you and he are both true
men you will not find it difficult to like him. It is
perhaps asking too much of human nature to ask you
to do all this in the case of the man who has carried
off the woman you loved; but as regards anything
else, do it all. Go to your successful rival, and
heartily congratulate him; say frankly you wish it
had been you; it will do great good both to him and
to yourself. Let it not be that envy, that fast-grow-
ng fiend, shall be suffered in your heart for one

minute.—Boyd.

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]

F A I T H A N D W O R K S .

BT G I . PRAZEB.

oold, dreary, silent grave
Our mortal part shall keep,

And dewy grass iu tears shall wave
O'er our sepulchral Bleep,

Th« ill or good we've done below,
As register'd on high,

Will sink our souls in endless woe,
Or bear them to the sky.

Not that on human merit's base
Can moral virtue stand;

For all must build on sov'reign grace
That reach the promiaVI land;

But righteous works will follow faith,
As fruit succeeds its flow'r,

Or else, as the Apostle saith,
It is not faith withpow'r.

East Oxford, C. W., 1861.
• . • . •

[Written for Moore's Rural New-Yorker.]
THE BEAUTIES ABOUND US.

' WHAT is the need of calling this world a wilder-
ness— a desert, dark and drear? Is the world
dreary, or is it but the reflection of our own
gloomy feelings? When all is sunshine and joy
within, we can read poetry on every page of Nature's
grand volume. And would it not be well to always
oull sweets from the flowers that spring up all along
our pathway,— to see beauty in everything,—in the
grand old pines waving their majestic heads to and
fro, making solemn music for the listening ear — in
the glassy smoothness of the summer stream, with its
flower-dotted banks—in the prairie, stretching as far
as the sight can reach, till the blue above and the
green beneath seem to merge into one?

And when Autumn comes, — our own beautiful
Autumn,— it cannot be that any one can be insensi-
ble to the splendor of the forest arrayed in ̂ ta robe—
like JOSEPH'S coat, of many colors — each leaf
blending so harmoniously with the others, forming
in the whole a picture of surpassing loveliness; or
an October sunset, when the sky is all aglow with
"purple and gold," and the sun is imprinting his
last kiss upon the face of mother earth. Surely if
there is any appreciation of beauty in a person, it
will send a thrill of pleasure to his heart.

In Winter, when twilight has deepened into night,
and "the lamps of heaven are lighted," can one go
out and see Aldebaran still leading on his mighty
train the Pleiades and Hyades looking down upon
us with the same untiring scrutiny as on ADAM and
EVE, and see the "Queen of Night," attired in her
vestal robes, sailing slowly through the sea of heaven,
lovingly di'ffusing her rays on all around,— can they
say there is nothing beautiful here?

Who, when viewing the perfect order exhibited in
all of Nature's works — in the revolution of the
planets, their never-failing light—will say, these all
came by chance! Let us be wiser " and look through
Nature up to Nature's GOD." L. B.

Loeneyville, N. Y., 1861.

THE E F F E C T OF PBAYEB.

MOST persons find no difficulty in believing that
prayer exerts a desirable influence on the worshiper
himself; .but even this can hardly be, if it is gene-
rally understood that this is all. Indeed, I cannot
help thinking that conscience itself would dissuade
many from resorting to prayer, if brought to look on
it as no better than a kind of well-meant cheat which
we practice on ourselves for its moral uses. Prayer,
to have much effect on ourselves, must be believed to
have an effect on God. It is too solemn a transaction
by far to be made use of as a kind of spiritual strat-
egy. No; make not our prayers to seem one thing
and be another. Strike not our devotions dead by
the skeptical sophism that they can only have an
effect on ourselves. They, will have an effect on God;
for He haB said that they will, and the promise has
been ratified and confirmed in the experience of holy
and devout men of all ages. They will have an effect
on God; for He who is " in the body of the Father"
has said that they will. "Ask, and it shall be given
you; seek, and ye shall find." Again it is said:—
" Let us come boldly unto the Throne of Grace, that
we may obtain mercy, and find grace to help in time
of need." And more affectingly still in the words of
the text:—"If ye, then, being evil, know how to
give good gifts unto your children, how much more
shall jour Father which is heaven give good things
to them that ask him." Wherefore, "Be careful for
nothing; but in everything by prayer and supplica-
tion, with thanksgiving, let your request be made
known unto God; and the peace of God, which
passeth all understanding, shall keep your hearts and
minds through Jesus Christ"—Dr.•Walker'a Ser-
mons.

« • • . «

DUTIES OF DAILY L I F E .

LIFE is not entirely made up of great evils or
heavy trials; but the perpetual recurrence of petty
evils and small trials is the ordinary and appointed
exercise of the Christian graces. To bear with the
failings of those about us—with their infirmities,
their bad judgment, their ill-breeding, their perverse
tempers—to endure neglect when we feel that we
have deserved attention, and ingratitude where we
expected thanks—to bear with the company of disa
greeable people whom Providence has placed in our
way, and whom He has provided or purposed for the
trial of our virtue—these are the best exercises of
patience and self-denial, and" the better because not
chosen by ourselves. To bear with vexation in business,
with disappointment in our expectations, with inter-
ruptions of our retirement, with folly, intrusion, dis-
turbance—in short, with whatever opposes our will
or contradicts our humor—this habitual acquiescence
appears to be more of the essence of self-denial than
any little rigors or afflictions of our own imposing.
These oonstant, inevitable, but inferior evils, properly
mproved, furnish a good moral discipline, and might,

in the days of ignorance, have superseded pilgrimage
and penance.

4 . • . •

UTILITY OF REVERSES.—Long afflictions will much
set off the glory of, Heaven. The longer the storm,
the sweeter the calm; the longer the winter nights,
the sweeter the summer days. The new wine of
Christ's kingdom is most sweet to those who have
long been drinking gall and vinegar. The higher
the mountain, the gladder we shall be when we get
to the top of it. The longer our journey is, the
sweeter will be our end; and the longer our passage
is, the more desirable will the haven be.

HOLINESS consists in separation from sin, devo.ted-
nessto God, and conformity to his mpral excellences.

•&vm.
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" HEAVEN'S blessings upon it? Its star* never Aone
With a luster so pure and BO warm;

Like a beacon's calm ray, pointing out the safe way,
They gleam through this gathering storm.

Their heart cheering light led our fathers aright
Through all the dark perils they knew;

The same magic glow shall lead us to the foe,
And guide us to Victory! too!"

ROCHESTER, N. Y., DECEMBER 7, 1861.

THE WAR'S PROGRESS.

FACTS, SCENES, INCIDENTS, ETC.

Cruise of the San Jacinto.
THE correspondence of the Boston Traveller,

concerning the cruise of the San Jacinto, and the
capture of the rebel commissioners SLIDELL and
MASON, is very interesting, and we quote as follows:

TJ. S. STEAMER SAN JACINTO, NOV. 20, 186i.

The "San Jacinto," a first class screw steam sloop,
mounting 15 guns, lately attached to the United
States African Squadron, under the command of
Flag Officer Wm. Inman, left St. Panl de Loando on
the 10th of August last, on her return to |he United
States, in the temporary command of Lieut. D. M.
Fairfax, U. S. N., who was ordered to await at Fer-
nando Po the arrival of Captain Charles Wilkes,
U. S. N. On the 26th of August, Captain Wilkes
took command of this ship, Lieut. Fairfax returning
to his former position as executive officer.

* * * On our arrival at Cienfuegos, we learned
that the Theodora had run the blockade at Charles-
ton and arrived at Havana, after landing the Con-
federate Commissioners, Messrs. Mason and Slidell,
with their Secretaries, Messrs. Eustis and McFarland,
and the families of Mr. Slidell and Mr. Eustis at
Cardenas, and that they would proceed overland to
Havana. As soon as Capt. Wilkes heard of it he
determined to pursue the Theodora and intercept her
return to Charleston. He took, therefore, sufficient
coal to go on a short cruise, and left Cienfuegos on
the 26th of October, arrived at Havana on the 28th,
and learned that the Theodora had departed on her
return to Charleston, after, being well received by the
authorities of Havana.

Messrs. Slidell, Mason, and suite, were still at
Havana, boarding at the Hotel Cubana. * * *
One of our officers visited the hotel with some friends,
and met Mr. Mason in the parlor. We learned from
our Consul General that the Confederate Commis-
sioners were waited upon by H. B. M. Consul, Mr.
Crawford, in full dress, and officially introduced by
him to Captain General Serrano, of Cuba. When-
Capt. Wilkes heard of their intention to take pas-
sage in the British packet for Europe, he conceived
the bold plan to intercept the British mail steamer,
and in the event of those four persons being on
board, to take them prisoners. We filled up with
coal in great haste, took in provisions, (as a part of
our daily rationB for the crew were exhausted,) and
left Havana on the 2d inst

* * * On the morning of, the 5th we left Key
West, and running to the north side of the island of
Cuba, touched at Sagua la Grande, for the purpose of
telegraphing to our Consul General at Havana, Mr.
Schufelt, to inform us of the time of the British mail
steamer's departure from Havana, but received no
information. From thence we steered for the Old
Bahama Channel, about 20 miles east of the north
side of Cuba, 240 miles from Havana, and about 10
from the light house of Paredou del Grande. The
channel contracts there to the width of 15 miles, and
we could not very well miss the object of our search.
There we laid off and on, during the night of the 7th,
all our battery loaded, and the bulwarks around the
pivot gun on the forecastle removed. Capt Wilkes
issued an order to Lieut. D. M. Fairfax, to have two
boats ready manned and armed to board the British
packet as soon as she should be hove to under our
guns, and in the event of Messrs. Mason, Slidell,
Eustis, and McFarland being on board of her, to
make them prisoners, and send them immediately on
board the San Jacinto, and also to offer, in his name,
to their families, his cabin, in the event they should
determine to take a passage to the United States in
the San Jacinto, assuring them that all the attention
and comforts we could command would be placed at
their service, and closed the order with the following
remark:—"I trust that all those under your com-
mand, in executing this important and delicate duty,
will conduct themselves with all the delicacy and
kindness which becomes our naval service." '

In accordance with this order, Lieut. Fairfax had
the second and third cutters of the ship manned,
armed, and kept in readiness, he having the command
of the enterprise. * * * Onthemorningofthe8th,
the officers and crew of the ship were anxiously and
impatiently looking out for the mail steamer. About
11.40 the look-out at the mast head reported a smoke
as from a steamer from the westward, and about 12
M. she was visible from the deck. We were all
ready for her, beat to quarters, and as toon as she
was within reach of our guns, every gun of our star-
board battery was trained upon her. A sĵ ot from
our pivot gun was fired across her bow. She hoisted
English colors, but showed no disposition to shcken
her speed or heave to. We hoisted the " Star Span-
gled Banner," and as soon as she was close upon us
fired a shell across her bow, which brought her to.
Our Captain hailed her and said he would send a boat
on board, and ordered Lieut. Fairfax to board her;
he went in the second cutter; at the same time Lieut.
Greer was all ready in the third cutter to shove from
the port side should his assistance be required.

On coming along side the packet, Lieut. Fairfax
ordered the other officers to remain in the boat with
the crew until force should become necessary, and
went on board alone. The Captain of the mail
steamer refused to show His papers and passenger
list, knowing very well the object of our visit and the
character and mission of the four gentlemen above
named. But Mr. Mason being recognized, a p~art of
the armed crew was ordered from the boat, and came
on board. Messrs. Mason and Slidell were then
invited to come on board the San Jacinto, but de-
clined, and said that they would only yield by force,

T. W.

WE take pleasure in placing before our readers the
portrait of Brig.-Gen. SHERMAN, commanding the
land forces on the recent expedition for the capture
of Beaufort, South Carolina. Gen. SHERMAN entered
the military service from Rhode Island, and graduated
in 1836. He was appointed second lieutenant
in the 3d artillery July 1, 1836 ; assistant commis-
sary of subsistence in March, 1837; first lieutenant
of artillery in March, 1838; captain in May, 1846; and
brevet major in May, 1848, for "gallant and merito-
rious services at the battle of Buena Vista," on the
23d of February, 1847. Gardner's Military Dictionary
says that he was distinguished by his prudence and

firmness in preventing a war with certain of the
Sioux Indians, 1857. He has for years been in com-
mand ef the light artillery well known as Sherman's
battery, and has always steod well in the estimation
of the army for his skill and attainments as an artil-
lerist. On the breaking out of the rebellion, when
the new regiments were authorized to be added to
the army, he was appointed a lieutenant colonel of
the fifth artillery. His was among the first appoint-
ments of brigadier generals of volunteers, and Boon
after the battle of Bull Run he was assigned to the
important duty of organizing the land forces of the
present expedition.

Slidell making the remark that " i t would require
considerable force to take him on board the San
Jacinto." Lieut. Fairfax then ordered Mr. Houston
to return to our ship and report that the Confederate
Commissioners were on board the mail steamer and
refused to come1 on board the San Jacinto by other
meanB than force. Lieut. Greer then shoved oflf and
went along side the Trent, sent his armed crew and
marines on board, and stationed them at both gang-
ways, and then, after a "gentle application" of
force, the four gentlemen were taken in the 2d cutter
and conveyed on board of our ship, where they were
received by Capt. Wilkes at the gangway, and shown
into his cabin, where they are at the present time.

Two other boats were then sent on board to remove
the luggage, and the ladies having declined the hos-
pitalities offered them, at 3.30 we parted company
from the Trent. During the time our officers were on
board the Trent, the British passengers expressed
their sympathies with the seceded States in the
strongest possible manner, and our officere were
much abused and threatened by the crowd; they
were called pirates, robbers, and other opprobrious
epithets, expressing great satisfaction at our loss at
Bull Run and Leesburg.

* * * The rebel Commissioners and their Sec-
retaries occupied the Captain's cabin, and messed
with him at table. When they first came on board
the San Jacinto, Captain Wilkes made the following
address:

"Gentlemen: — I shall endeavor to make you as
comfortable on board as my means will permit. I
wish to have it distinctly understood, however, that
this is a vessel belonging to the Government of the
United States. There must be no political talk on
board."

Acting upon this gentle hint, the Commissioners
refrained from political talk, and indeed, said little
or nothing. Slidell kept his room during most of the
time. Occasionally he and Mason played a game of
backgammon in the cabin. Eustis and McFarland
were frequently in the ward room, and conversed
freely with the officers on general subjects. They
behaved very well, but none of the persons on board
enjoyed the long and rough passage of one week
between New York and Boston.

Capture of the Privateer Beauregard.
THE capture of the pirate schooner Beauregard,

Capt. Gilbert Hay, and her arrival at Key West in
charge of the United States sloop-of-war Anderson,
Lieut. W. C. Rogers commanding, has already been
announced by telegraph. The following are the cir-
cumstances of her capture, with other particulars,
from the correspondent of the New York Express;

She was captured on the morning of the 12th ult,
100 miles E. N. E. of Abaco. No resistance was
made by the Beauregard, the superiority of the arma-
ment of the Anderson being so great that it would
have been madness t» measure their strength: While
the Anderson was approaching her the crew were
engaged in throwing over shot, shell, muskets, &c.,
and before the capture, most of the ammunition was
lost, only powder, a few pistols, one or two rifles, and
the pivot gun on deck remaining. The crew, twenty-
seven in number, were at once placed in irons, and
transferred to the ship. Prize master Davis, with a
picked crew, took charge of the schooner and safely
brought her to port. Capt. Rogers, on arrival, imme-
diately consulted with the civil authorities as to the
disposal of his prisoners, when it was decided that
they should be placed in the hands of the United
States Marshal. After an examination on board, the
officers and crew were taken to the shore and placed
in the county jail, where, properly guarded, they will
remain until their trial.

Captain Gilbert Hay, the master, was born in Scot-
land; was naturalized in Charleston, where he has
lived twenty-eight years. He testified that the Beau-
regard sailed for Charleston on the 7th of November.
Captain Hay says the vessel is owned by a stock com-
pany, and that her bills when ready for sea were
$15,000. Mordecai Himes was the agent of the com-
pany. Capt. Hay served on board the Jeff. Davis as
prize master. He also taught the young midshipmen
navigation. When the bark Alvarado was taken he
was placed in charge as prize master. She was
chased ashore by one of our fleet and burned. John
B. Davis, the First Lieutenant, was on board the
Confederate man-of-war Winslow when she seized a
vessel off the North Carolina coast. While Anderson

was overhauling the Beauregard this officer attempted
to fire the 24-pounder, but was prevented by the
crew. Archibald Lilly, of Charleston, is the purser
of the privateer. He could not have had access to
the treasury department of the Confederacy very
lately, 'for his fiscal balance showed the amount of
cash on hand to be twenty-five cents. Paymaster
Lilly is a very seedy looking individual, and by no
means a fair specimen of the chivalrous South Caro-
linian.

The twenty-seven sailors are the hardest looking,
most desperate and wretched set it has ever been our
lot to encounter. We pity the fate of the unfortu-
nates who might have fallen into their power, had
they not been arrested in their wicked career by the
gallant Captain Rogers. That such a vessel, such a
crew, and so miserable an armament and outfit should
have been permitted to leave the harbor of Charles-
ton, is most wonderful. Their cause must be a des-
perate one when defended by such rascals as now
disgrace the walls of the jail of Key West.

Extracts from the Southern Press.
REBEL TESTIMONY TO THE EFFICIENCY OF THE

BLOCKADE.— Here are some more gleams of truth
which flash out through the New Orleans Crescent.
Coming from the source it does, the importance of the
testimony can hardly be overrated:

" There has been much talk and a great many com-
ments on what has been termed running the blockade.
Reports say that 516 vessels have run the blockade
since the 16th of May last. This is a very wild esti-
mate, even if it is supported by returns or statements in
the departments at Richmond. The blockade waB en-
forced off the mouths of the Mississippi River on the
25th of May, at which time there were forty sails of
vessels in this port outward bound, which were per-
mitted to go to sea. The blockade commenced off
Mobile and Pensacola about the same time. Vessels
were allowed to leave these ports till the 8th of June.
So far as New Orleans is to be considered, the last
arrivals via the Balize, were on the 29th of May last.
There have been some arrivals and departures of
schooners from the bayous on the Gulf. There have
been some coasting vessels on the coast of Carolina
evading the blockade; but all these will not count up
516. On the other hand, the Hessian steamer South
Carolina has captured seventeen schooners attempt-
ing to run the gantlet between New Orleans and
Texas ports. There have been only three or four
vessels from Europe — one the Bermuda — that have
successfully run the blockade. Some few West India
traders have met with success on the Carolina coast.
It is misleading foreign governments to make asser-
tions of this character, that the blockade is easily
avoided, when not a vessel has entered the port of New
Orleans, via the river, for over Jive months, and only
one via the lakes from a foreign port.'1

REBEL ARMY.—Dreadful hard up must they be in
New Orleans if there is any truth in the following,
which we clip from the Delta ;

"The old table of school-boy days, "ten mills
make one cent, ten cents one dime, ten dimes one
dollar," is played out. A dime or a dollar, in hard
spelter, is a sight good for diseased optics, and a five
minutes' survey of ten dollars in specie would cure
the most hopeless case of Asiatic cholera. But we
have a new table of currency, and it is published here
free of charge, for the benefit of those who choose to
cut it out and paste it up for reference:

10 omnibus ticketB make half a dollar.
6 Schelke's beer tickets make a' man drunk, in-

vested in lager.
10 Krost's beer tickets make one city shinplaster.
1 handful of shinplasters (with the pictures worn

off) make a man swear.
10 half dollars make a fool of a poor man.
25 beer tickets (Schelke's or Krost's) make half a

cinq.
40 be'er tickets, 10 omnibus tickets, 1 handful of

shinplasters and nary half dollar, make an
honest man steal. If they don't, we should
like to know what will."

THE TROUBLES OF OUR SOUTHERN BRETHREN.—The
Raleigh Standard has the following in reference to
the North Carolina Union Convention, of which we
gave an account last week:

"Unless this movement is stopped at once by the
strong arm of the Confederate States, more than half
of the counties in this State will be attached to the
Black Republican Government before^he Union Con-
gress meets."

The Standard also has a slap at the Confederate
Congress "for leaving this matter with North Caro
Una to attend to, when it is very evident that the
State authorities will never make a move in this
direction, ovring to the reason that they are in the same
boat with the Unionists.11 The same paper also says:

"It would not be so surprising if the counties
should grumble a little at the heavy tax imposed upon
them; but to talk about repudiating .the entire Gov-
ernment, because they are taxed higher than usual, is

trifling with a serious matter. If we were to have a
new election today for the Legislature and 8tate Of-
ficere, no one knows, amid the present discord, what
state of things miglit turn up."

Five of the North Carolina regiments who were en-
rolled for the war have been disbanded and surren-
dered their arms to the Btate. The Confederate

overnment gave them neither pay, food nor clothes,1

and the Standard fears that the " other regiments will
do likewise unless their demands are promptly, met." \

THE EXPEDITION DOWN THE MISSISSIPPI RIVER.—;

An important expedition is about being sent downj
the Mississippi river from St. Louis. A large num-j
ber of naval officers are in that city, the gunboats at|

arondolet are nearly complete, the troops under
en. Halleck are being concentrated at that point

and every movement indicates a speedy advance. In<-
telligence from Memphis states that preparations are
being extensively made for the complete defence of
that city, against an expedition down the river,
which is fully expected. Families, with their move-
able property, are constantly arriving at Memphis
from various parts of Missouri. The rebel army is
being vigorously augmented both at Columbus and
Memphis, and any attempt to pass down the river by
federal troops will, the rebels say, be defended to the
death. Gen. Pillow is confident that Gen. Halleck
will move southword within the next ten days. The
Memphis Appeal alludes to the withdrawal of the
federal army from Southwest Missouri, and says:

' The descent of the Mississippi will be made by a
probable force of from seventy-five to one hundred
thousand troops. To meet this force will require all
the resources that can be brought to bear against it,
and what is more, there is no time to be lost. The
federals at St. Louis are building, and have well nigh
completed, six or eight gunboats, to be accompanied
by one hundred and fifty barges as transports. These
demonstrations, together with the fact that troops
are pouring into Cairo by regiment* daily, are preg-
nant with significance, and should serve to arouse
our whole people to a sense of their danger. Every
man in the country should be prepared for the
emergency."

VIRGINIA PAYING FOB THE MUSIC—The Richmond
Enquirer states that the war has already cost Virginia
some $10,000,000; and it considers the price a heavy
one for making itself "the chopping block of the
North and South, and cock-pit of contending nations
— the Flanders of America."

FLORIDA WANTS ALL HER SOLDIERS.—The Gover-
nor of Florida has refused to allow any more soldiers
to be enlisted for the "Confederacy,-"' and ordered
that all persons enlisting now to go out of the State
shall be arrested. The Governor is evidently getting
alarmed for the safety of his own " sovereignty.')
The taking of Pensacola and our landing at Fer-
nandina, would cut the State off entirely from its sis-
ter Confederates.- Florida was one of the first States
to rush into rebellion. It will be one of the first to
be brought back again to the Union.

BRIDGE BURNING IN TENNESSEE.—From the Knox-
ville Register of Nov. 12 we extract the following:

The deep laid scheme to destroy the railroads in
East Tennessee, on Friday night last, by an organiza-
tion of Lincolnite traitors, extending from Bristol to
the Georgia line, resulted in the burning of the fol-
lowing bridges:

The bridge over the Hiwasse river at Charleston,
on the East Tennessee and Georgia jailroad. The
bridge over Lick Creek, on the East Tennessee and
Virginia railread. The bridge over the Holston river
at Union, on the East Tennessee and Virginia rail-
road. Two small bridges on Chickamauga creek, on
the Western and Atlantic railroad. The telegraph
wireB were cut at various places between. Knoxville
and Chattanooga, and Knoxville and Bristol. No
attempt seems to have been made upon the bridge at
London, that being well guarded by a cavalry
company.

The unsuccessful attempt to burn the bridge
Strawberry Plains, and its preservation by the cour
ageous conduct of the watchman, was alluded to in
our last issue. We learn that his name is Jas. Keelan
and are glad to hear, that notwithstanding his severe
injuries, there is strong hope ef his recovery. It is
known that the man whom he shot in the act of ap
plying the torch to the bridge was Wm. Pickens, sen
of the late Senator from Greene, Cook, Sevier ard
Blount counties, who was carried by his fellow-con
spirators te Sevier county, and is reported to have
died yesterday.

The Lick Creek was guarded by several soldiers
attached to Capt. McLinn's company, near Midway
They were approached by a gang of ruffians, who firs'
engaged them in friendly conversation and then sud
denly overpowered them and executed their hellish
incendiarism. They carried the captured sentinels,
we are told, to a house at some distance, and after
forcing them to take an oath to support the Lincoln
Government, released them. They hurried to their
camp and gave such information as led to the imme
diate arrest of six of the incendiaries, who were yea
terday brought to this city, and safely lodged in jail,
We learn that they have made confessions which wil
probably lead to the capture of all engaged in this
extensive conspiracy.

UNION CAMPS IN TENNESSEE.—The Knoxville Reg
ister says "that large numbers of Union men are
arming and mustering, in Blount and Sevier counties,
for the purpose of protecting the incendiaries who
attempted to fire the Strawberry Plains bridge, all o
whom, numbering some sixteen, were from Sevier
county. We have rumors also of the uprising o
about fifteen hundred Lincolnites in Bradley and
Hamilton counties."

Amenities of the Battle Field-
ON the 22d ult. Gen. Benham in his1 chase after

Floyd came up with a regiment of the enemy and
opened upon them, the rebels fleeing in the greatest
confusion. Only one officer attemptedto rally them
and he finally fell, mprtally wounded. He proved to
be Col. Croghan, son of a U. S. officer, who, in our
last war with England, distinguished himself in the
defense of a western post against a combined attack
of a large force of British and Indians. General
Benham conversed with him, received his last
wishes, and placed him in care of the brigade sur-
geon, but he died. General Benham immediately
sent a messenger to Floyd, with a note in which he
says:

" In the skirmish which occurred yesterday be-
tween the U. S. forces under my command and your
brigade, I regret to be obliged to inform you that
Colonel St. George Croghan, commanding your cav-
alry regiment, as he stated to me, was mortally
wounded. He was shot through the right wrist and
side and the upper portion of the abdomen, the ball
passing entirely through the body, aVd lived from 9£
A. M., when he was wounded, till 2J P. M. I saw
him in passing, a few minutes after he was wounded,
and he recognized me, conversing freely, but with
pain, and, shaking my hand on leaving him, he
requested me to state that he ' died the death of a
brave soldier,' — as he did, in every way worthy of
his gallant and noble father.

I left him in charge of my brigade and one other
rargeon, with hospital attendants and a guard, and
>n my return, this morning, from the damp ground,
;he hospital steward handed me a small blank memo-
randum book, in which was a history made by his
request, of which I inolose you a copy. He left1 his
address, &c, with the chapli% of the Tenth,(GoL
,yttle's) Ohio Regiment, Rev. H. E. O. Higgins, and

told me that his family were residing in Newburgh,
New York. I will endeavor to communicate with
them as soon as possible, and send each little memo-
rial from him as I shall be able to collect them, for I
cannot yet ascertain where most of his property has
gone, as the people of the house where he died
would not attend to i t I have sent his remains
towards Fayetteville, where they will be interred, if
we are not able to take them to Gauley, though I
will, if possible, place the body there in a box with
salt, to preserve it for his friends. It will be subject
to the order of Gen. W. B. Rosecrans.

And now, having for the third time the opportu-
nity ef extending courtesies somewhat of this char-
acter to your officers — as first, in returning the bag-
gage, uniforms, &c, of Col. Porterfield, at Phillippi,
and afterwards, in preserving the sword, effects, aud
body of Gen. Garnett, at Carrick's Ford — I trust
your officers will appreciate the desire thus exhibited
of mitigating in every way the horrors of this fratri-
cidal strife, as I think you yourself will do me the
justice to believe that I most earnestly wish it.

I send this by a private citizen, as I thought yoti
would prefer it to a flag of truce, and on account of
the uncertainty of the means do not send forward
any of the little memorials preserved."

fc
Onr Condition —What to Expact.

WE select from our exchanges East and West
several articles showing the condition of military
matters throughout the North, all of which indicate
a general advance movement, and that shortly. The
first presented is from the .pen of GEO. WILKES, Esq.,
than whom, it is generally conceded, there is no
more reliable correspondent upon the Potomac. Mr.
W. says:

"Though nobody pretends to know McClellan'a
plans, the impression is very general that he intends
to drive forward directly at'Manassas, and, having
thrown out powerful corps d'armee on either flank, to
move upon the center, or very apex of the frowning
triangle, with compact mobile columns. These are
to succeed one another with rapidity and freshness,
each in turn falling off and giving place to its suc-
cessor as soon as the tempest of its energies begin to
flag. Blow after blow of this character, each smiting
with the quick hardness of refined steel, and all
delivered, and incessantly kept up upon the same
shuddering point, must necessarily penetrate its
object; and the triangle once entered by our bayon-
ets, the fracture will be sure to extend to the base of
its position. This accomplished, the remainder of
the picture can be seen. The "short and bitter"
phrase of the master of the situation will be verified,
and the rebellion perhaps be virtually over before the
next year is six weeks old. It is always the policy
of a general, who has superior forces, to find his
enemy where he is in greatest number, so that his
blow may be wholesale and utterly destructive; and
McClellan is statesman enough to know the import-
ance to a nation's pride and prestige, of wiping out
the recollection of a loss on the very spot where it
was endured. Moral effects are as valuable to a
People as physical successes, and the boastful rebels,
who are to depend again upon the favorable positions
of the 18th and 21st July, must be made to hate the
very sound of Bull Run and Manassas. There are
many timid patriots, however, who look with doubt
and uncertainty in that direction, and who, mindful
of the vast resources of that terrible triangle, fear
that we cannot force it, and that all the pewer which
we can deliver there, will come back broken and
shattered like the first. But they do not sufficiently
deliberate the contrast. The army of McDowell,
though composed of gallant men, was, in reality, but
little better than a military mob. They were not
skillfully marshalled to the fight, and through lack of
concert, had to depend upon mere desultory valor.
On the other haad, the columns of McClellan are not
only skilled in discipline, and thoroughly inured, but
they are reliant on their Chief, and they know, too,
when they strike Manassas, exactly the nature of the
job. If their commander, following the tactics of
Nelson and Napoleon, directs them to pierce the
center, the attacking column will not be kept for
hours tugging, exhausted, at a single point, but, hav-
ing discharged its rage and energy, it will pass
aside, and be humored with repose ere it be em-
ployed again.

" There is no description of resistance, material or
physical, that cannot be overcome by man and num-
bers. The main question to be considered is the
willingness for sacrifice; and if the cause which
inspired the French and British in the Crimea to find
a lodgment on the parapet of the Redan, or to make
a lane of bodies through the " hell-fire " of the Mal-
akoff, was good enough for such sublimely heroic
efforts, ours should be strong enough to carry us
through the rebel fastnesses that bar us from the road
to Richmond. • Any place can be taken with plenty
of men and cannon,' was the favorite saying of a
celebrated European general; and I am reminded by
the maxim, that there is a predatory ant in Africa,
which, at times,, turns out so potently that its
billions overflow whole belts of country, in a straight
march, for miles and miles, enveloping and devour-
ing everything, whether it be man or beast, within
its track. Even the behemoth, the elephant, and the
otherwise unconquerable lion, take to the water to
avoid the stifling and impalpable attacks of the resist-
less, creeping swarm. Let there be no fear, there-
fore, that Manassas is impregnable to our arms. Noth-
ing is invulnerable to due applications of strength
and courage. We saw that the other day at Port
Royal, and if Manassas be the object of our young
chieftain's eye, it will be carried, and presented to the
country, perhaps, as a Christmas present, by his
devoted troops.

"As to the time when, it is almost as hard to fix
the date of movement as it was a month ago. There
certainly is much that is yet to be done before
McClellan will be satisfied to move. The review
which took place on Wednesday last, though it num-
bered seventy thousand men, exercised but a third of
our entire force in that necessary style of massive
evolution; and it would Beem, by the patient manner
in which the General has conducted these field exam-
inations, even from the day he began the organiza-
tion of brigades, that he intends to be thorough with
them all. That, in short, he designs, most likely, to
give every corps d' armee its lesson, and the practice
of his eye, before making the final step'of the gen-
eral task.

"In evidence of this, we find a review of all the
regulars at Washington ordered for Tuesday next
upon the ̂ spacious grounds that lie eastward of the
Capitol; a'nd it is but reasonable to suppose that we
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shall hear of another monster field display on the
western bank of the Potomac during the following
week. Upon the heels of one of these grand demon-
strations, or perhaps from out of it, the legions may
keep up their swing, and march straight on; but I
am not impressed with the belief that a move, just
now, is imminent, ft has been a favorite idea that
the army here would be held in check until the blows
upon the Southern coast should demoralize and de-
crease the rebel strength on the Potomac. The first
stroke, however, has served but to make the rebel
army more compact, but we are now about adminis-
tering]thesecond. The argument, therefore, that was
good three months ago ought to be worth something
now, and we should hardly expect to see Gen. Mc-
iClellan march until the ' sentence of death' which
has been passed upon Charleston, Savannah, and
other rebel seaports, shall have been executed by the
Btone fleet, and until Butler and Burnside shall have
thrust their swords into some new vulnerable part of
the Confederate side."

The N. Y. World's Washington correspondent
mentions, among the indications of an advance,

1. Gen. McClellan's request to the Paymaster Gen-
eral that the bi-monthly payment might be hurried
through, as he wishes to get his soldiers away from
this vicinity.

2. The transfer of all local military business, such
as granting passes, from McClellan's Adjutant (Gen.
Williams) to the office of the Provost Marshal. This
was done on Friday.

3. The completion of massing and organizing the
divisions across the river.

4. Hurrying all the artillery, and immense quanti-
ties of subsistence and ammunition to the outpost
region.

The telegraph i!his A. M. (Friday, Nov. 26,) con-
tains an order for the immediate assembling of 30,000
men (for an offensive force) at Fortress Monroe.

There are just now movements of troops going on
at the West which puzzle most of the newspaper
strategists, and throw all their calculations into con-
fusion. The only one thing certain is that a storm
of some kind is brewing. The movement of all the
forces in Missouri toward the Mississippi, is followed
by a concentration of the troops in Kentucky. Thus
Gen. Nelson's brigade has been called from Eastern
Kentucky, and on Sunday night his whole force, con-
sisting of the Second, Twenty-first and Thirty-third
Ohio, and three Kentucky regiments, passed down
the Ohio river by Cincinnati, on steamers, en route
for Louisville. The Cincinnati Enquirer says, Gen.
Buell is preparing to move upon Buckner at Bowling
Green, and on Nashville at the same time that the
demonstration is made down the Mississippi. Every
day two or three regiments pass through Louisville
to Elizabethtown, where is tBe great rendezvous for
the troops and stores. Thomas' brigade, numbering
about the same as Nelson's, is to concentrate at Eliza-
bethtown, and it is said that troops are on their way
from Western Virginia to Louisville. The Enquirer's
information leads it to believe that Buell's army will
number about 100,000 men.

The Louisville Democrat, of Friday last, contained
some significant intimations of this Nashville move-
ment. It says:

Our readers may as well prepare to hear, before the
close of this month, news as stirring as that from the
great fleet, and this time the news will be of more in-
terest to us, because of its nearness. Kentucky will,
to a great extent, end the war, so far as the land
forces are concerned. * * * We do not
think it necessary to state what our information is,
but we can say that the order to fall back is based
on the best grounds, and the wisdom of the order
will be apparent to the least intelligent inside of
fifteen days.

The Knoxville Register of the 14th, thinks the
Union men of East Tennessee have brought destruc-
tion on their own heads by burning the bridges in
that region of country. We don't; and the Knox-
ville Register will find itself woefully mistaken. The
Unionists of East Tennessee, with the organization
they are known to have already effected, will be able
to withstand an- assault by any force which can pos-
sibly be sent agaist them, until they are assisted by
the Federal forces; and that assistance will reach
them much sooner, under the order to fall back from
Cumberland Gap, than it would have done had our
forces been permitted to attempt the passage of the
mountains.

The preparation of the gun boat fleet at St. Louis
and Cairo is going forward rapidly. A dispatch
from Cairo to the Cincinnati Gazette of the 24th
inst. says:

The gun boat Lexington has gone up to St. Louis
to convey two of the new gun boats, just finished at
that [port, to this place. They will probably arrive
to-morrow. Active preparations are being made to
place their armament on them at once. Crews will
be taken from the 500 marines that arrived from the
East on Wednesday. Several of the floating batteries
are also expected down immediately.

Department of Missouri.

A SCOUT, who has followed the army of the rebels
since the evacuation of Springfield, came in to Rolla
on the 30th ult. He reports the rebels 15,000 strong,
Bioving north in three divisions, the right wing 6,000
strong, commanded by Gen. McBride, resting on
Stockton. The left held the position under the com-
mand of Gen. Eains of 4,000; Gen. Price, with 5,000,
commanded the central division at Montebello, Mount
Vernon county. These figures were obtained from
the quartermaster of the force by the scout. The.
rebel forces are to march into Kansas and make that
State the field of operations. His spies report that
10,000 men, under Gen. Lane, are at Fort Scott.
Price will evade him at Fort Scott, and pass into
Bates eounty. The march was taken up on the 26th
instant.

Price ordered McCulloch to follow him, which the
latter disregarded, and is now moving toward Arkan-
sas for winter quarters. The rebels are poorly clad
and poorly fed, and evince a disposition to disband
and seek their homes.

Parties from the West say that tne country between
Lexington and Independence is almost deserted, the
men having gone to join Price or attached themselves
to the various commands of the officers throughout
the country.

Price'B proclamation has been circulated in the
rivercounties for about a week, where he will get a
large number of men to join the rebel army. We
copy the opening and closing paragraphs :

FELLOW-CITIZENS > In the month of June last I was
called to the command of a handful of Missourians
who nobly gave up home's comfort to espouse, in that
gloomy hour, the cause of your bleeding country
struggling with the most causeless and cruel despot-
ism known among civilized men. When peace and
protection could no longer be enjoyed but at the
price of honor and liberty, your chief magistrate
called>for 50,000 men to drive the ruthless invader
from the soil made fruitful by your labors, and con-
secrated by your homes, and to that call less than
5,000 responded, out of a male population exceeding

200,000 men. One in forty only stepped forward to
defend with their persons and their lives the cause of
constitutional liberty and human rights. Some allow-
ances are to be made on the score of a want of mili-
tary organization, a supposed want of arms, a neces-
sary retreat of the army southward, the blockade of
the river, and the presence of an armed and organ-
ized foe; but nearly six months nave now elapsed,
your crops have been tilled, your harvests have been
reaped, and your preparations have been made. The
army in Missouri is organized and equipped, and has
fought its way to the river. The foe is still in the
field, the country bleeds, our people groan under the
inflictions of the foe, marked by all the characteristics
of barbaric warfare, and where now are the 50,000 to
avenge our wrongs and free ourcountry ? Had 50,000
men flocked to our standard with their sliot guns in
their hands, there would not now be Federal hire-
lings in the State to pollute our soil. Instead of
ruined communities, starving families, and desolated
districts, we should have had people blessed with
protection, and stores to supply the wants and neces-
sities, and comforts of life. Where are those 50,000
men? Are the Missourians no longer true to them-
selves? Are they a time-serving, craven race, fit only
for subjection to a despot? Awake, my countrymen,
to a sense of what constitutes the true dignity of
people! A few men have fought your battles; a few
men have dared the dangers of the battle-field; a
few have borne the hardships of camp, a scorching
sun of summer, a frost of winter, malaria of swamps,
privations incident to our circumstances, fatigue and
hunger and thirst; often without blankets or shoes,
with insufficient clothing, cold wet earth for our
bed, sky for covering, the storm for our pillow, clad
only to meet the enemy on the field, where some paid
the noblest devotion known among men on earth, to
the cause of your country and your rights, with their
lives; but where one has been lost in the field, three
have been lost by disease induced by privation and
toil. During all these trials we murmured not. We
offered all we had on earth at the altar of our common
country,—our own beloved Missouri,—and we only
now ask our fellow citizens, our brethren, to come to
us and to help to wear what we have gained, and to
win our glorious inheritance from the cruel hand of
the spoiler and oppressor. Come to us, brave sons of
Missouri. Rally to our standard. I must have 50,000
men. I call upon you in the name of your country
for 50,000 men. Do you stay at home to take care of
us and our property? Millions of dollars have been
lost because you have stayed at home. Do you stay
at home for your own gratification ?

When we are one free State we'll indemnify every
citizen who may have lost a dollar by adhesion to the
cause of his country. We shall have our property or
its value, with interest; but in the name of God and
the attributes of manhood, let me appeal to you by
considerations infinitely finer than money. Are we
a generation of drivelling, snivelling, degraded
slaves, or are we men who have and maintain rights
which cannot be surrendered, and defend those prin-
ciples of everlasting rectitude pure, and high, and
sacred, like God. Be your office to choose between
the glory of a free country and just government, and
bondage for your children. I will never see chains
fastened upon my country. I will ask for six and a
half feet of Missouri soil on which to reform, but will
not live to see my people enslaved. Do I hear your
shouts? Is that your war cry which echoes through
the land? Are you coming, 50,000 men? Missouri
shall move to victory with the tread of a giant. Come
on, my brave boys. Fifty thousarid heroes, gallant
and unconquerable. Southern men, we await your
coming. STERLING G. PRICE,

Major-General Commanding.
It is reported that the rebels are fortifying New

Madrid, Missouri,—that they have 500 negroes work-
ing. A detachment of cavalry made a reconnoissance
as far as Belmont to-day, and found no rebels on the
Missouri side of the river.

The Statesman has information from Neosho that
the Rump Legislature of this State, after obtaining a
quorum by appointment of persons, elected John B.
Clark, formerly M. C. from Howard county, and R.
L. T. Pepton, of Cass county, Senators to the rebel
Congress. The Legislature also appointed members
to the rebel House of Representatives, from the dif-
ferent Congressional Districts of the State, among
whom are Emmett McDonald, of St. Louis, of habeas
corpus notoriety; L. M. Mcllheny, of Andrain
county, and James S. Raines, of Jasper county,—all
of whom are in Price's army.

Col. Jennison has issued the following proposition
to all persons in arms against the State government
in Jackson, Johnson, Lafayette and Pettes counties:

1st. All who are now in arms against the United
States government in the above named coWies, and
who will surrender their arms and ammunition, and
deliver to me all government property in their pos-
session and under their control, in a seasonable time,
and shall sign a deed of forfeiture, and shall all here-
after perform duty as good and loyal citizens, shall
not be held responsible for past acts of rebellion, but
shall be protected in their lives and property.

2d. Arms which are thus surrendered to me shall
be stored and taken account of, so that when the pre-
sent difficulties are settled the owners thereof can
obtain them.

3d. Persons who shall surrender themselves to me
in order to make arrangements for securing peace in
their neighborhoods, shall be respected in their
rights, while arranging or attempting to arrange any
terms, and shall be allowed to return to their homes
even should they, after conference, fail to come to
any arrangement or understanding.

4th. All who shall disregard these propositions and
continue in armed rebellion against the United States
government, shall be treated as traitors, and slain
wherever found; their property shall be confiscated,
their homes burned, and in no case will any be spared,
either in person or property, who refuse to accept the
propositions.

A deed of forfeiture accompanying these proposi-
tions conveys all the real and personal property,
including present and future acquisitions, into the
hands of the Government; said property to be used
for the benefit of the Government.

In case of rebellion, all loyal citizens are required
to enroll themselves into a Home Guard, holding
themselves amenable to the military authority of the
United States, and State of Missouri, pledging their
utmost exertions to maintain its authority against all
hostile combinations.

Departjnent of Kansas.
THE Santa Fe and Canon City mail, with dates

to the 16th, arrived in Kansas City on the 25th ult,
two days ahead of time. There were no through
passengers.

At a meeting of the merchants of Santa Fe on the
7th ulc, it was resolved that they would endorse for
the' Government to any amount that may be advanced
to the territory. This action was taken in conse-
quence of the scarcity of coin, which has heretofore
made up the circulating medium in business. From
some cause it has almost entirely disappeared, caus-
ing unusual stringency in the money market.

The call of the Government of Sew Mexico for
1200 militiamen to garrison the different forts in the
Territory, has been promptly responded to, and the
whole number will in a short time be Sported for
duty. The light battery commanded by Lieut. An-
derson, U. S. A., left Santa Fe for the South on the
7th ult. An important movement in this direction
is anticipated.

By telegraph from Leavenworth City on the 2d
inst., we learn that the train on the Platte County
Railroad was seized November 30th, on its arrival
at Weston, by guerrillas under Gordon, and the
United States Express Company's freight was also
seized, and they appropriated all the money in charge
of the express. The mail matter was not taken.
Gordon had previously seized all goods in stores
owned by Union men. No more trains will be run
until this gang is dispersed.

Major R. M. Hough, Aid-de-camp to Gen. Hunter,
in command of four companies of the 1st Missouri
cavalry, escort to a large train from Sedalia, arrived

yesterday. The command had an engagement with
the rebels at Black Walnut Creek, and killed and
wounded seventeen and took five prisoners. Five
Federals, including Major Hough, were wounded—
none seriously.

The weather is cold, and ice is running in the
river.

Department of Ohio.

THE steamship Belle Creole, for Cincinnati from
Pittsburgh, deeply laden, and the steamer Fullstone,
from Kanawha, with a portion of Col. Lytle's 10th
Ohio Regiment, collided on the night of the 30th
ult, seven miles above Cincinnati. The concussion
knocked eight or ten soldiers into the river, and it is
thought all but one were drowned.

It is reported that the bridge on the Nashville
Railroad, over Rolling Fork River, was washed away
on the 29th ult. by a freshet.

Passengers from Southern points represent an
almost universal reign of terror throughout the rebel
States.

The Rebel State Convention at Russellville has
made a declaration of independence, passed an
ordinance of secession, and adopted the laws and
constitution of Kentucky, when not inconsistent
with the acts of the Rebel Government

The Richmond Dispatch reports 3,000 Unionists
in the mountains of East Tennessee, under Parson
Brownlow and Major Gilpan, and doing more mis-
chief than the Yankees in Kentucky.

Department of tbc East.
WASHINGTON, NOV. 28.—Adj't General Thomas

sent out instructions on the 28th ult. to General Sher-
man, in Beaufort, to take possession of all the crops
on the island, cotton, corn, rice, &c, on military
account, and to ship the cotton and such other crops
as were not wanted by the army, to New York, to be
sold there for account of the Government. General
Sherman was directed to UBO the negro slaves to
gather and secure the crops of corn and cotton, and
to erect his defences at Port Royal and other places
on the island.

Gen. Sumner has been assigned to the command of
a division to be composed of twelve regiments of
infantry, some of which are now here in the provi-
sional army of the Potomac, and not yet formed into
brigades, and others are yet to arrive. A propor-
tionate amount of cavalry and artillery will be
attached to the division, which will for the present
occupy a position at Springfield, on the line of the
Orange and Alexandria Railroad.

The review of the regular forces of the army on
this side of the Potomac, took place on East Capitol
Hill, on the 25th ult. There were 1,900 infantry,
2,200 cavalry, and nine batteries of artillery, includ-
ing Capt. Tibbalt's flying artillery, which, after the
review, delighted astonished thousands of spectators
with the exercises of that wing of the service. Ano-
ther prominent and interesting feature of the day
was the signalling of the corps stationed, on the field,
and those on the dome of the capitol; the latter also
communicating with the army in Virginia, by tele-
graph.

The Navy Department is in receipt of a dispatch
from Com. Dupont, containing the report of Com-
mander John Rogers, of the Pocahontas, dated Sun-
day, Nov. 24th, off Tybee Island. He states that this
point entirely controls-the ship channel to the Savan-
nah river, which is only within 500 yards of the fort,
and the possession of it, to' use Commander Rogers'
own expression, closes the harbor of Savannah as
tight as a cork, and that Fort Pulaski is at the mercy
of our forces the moment it is their desire to take i t
Also, that reliable accounts inform him that Savan-
nah was being evacuated by the people as fast as pos-
sible, fearing probably that Commander Rogers
would attempt to take possession of it. He further
states that Com. Tatnall, of the rebel fleet, had given
it as his opinion that the entire naval defences of the
Southern coast must be abandoned, as they could not
stand the armament of our fleet.

The United States transport Ocean Queen, Captain
Seabury, from Port Royal the 27th, has arrived. As
she came out of Port Royal harbor, the steamship
Bienville was going in.- Com. Dupont has transferred
his flag from the Wabash to the Susquehannah. He,
together with Gen. Sherman, had just returned to
Hilton Head in the steamer McClellan, from Tybee
Island, having landed a force of U. S, marines there,
who had commenced repairing the fortifications and
constructing new ones. A fleet of eight gun-boats
was off Tybee, to cover the troops in case of neces-
sity. The rebels had sunk two vessels between Tybee
Island and Fort Pulaski, in the narrow part of the
Savannah river, to prevent the Federal fleet from
getting to that city.

The fleet that was fitting out at Hilton Head for
another expedition was ready and awaiting orders,
which were expected by the Bienville.

Beaufort was still unoccupied by the Federal
troops, it not being considered of importance at
present. Two gun boats were still at anchor off that
place. The city was visited daily by officers of the
army and navy.

There had been no engagement between the Fede-
rals and rebels, nor had any of the latter troops been
seen either at Hilton Head or Beaufort

The Spanish steam ferry boat hence for Cuba, put
into Port Royal on the 26th inst, short of coal. But
little or no use could be made of the darkies, as they
do not care much at present for unnecessary exer-
tion. They are having too good times to do any
work. The British steam frigate Immortalite is still
at anchor. Transports were busy discharging their
immense stores. The Vanderbilt would sail for New
York in about two days. Wharves and storehouses
had been erected and were being rapidly filled. The
health of the troops was generally good.

The steamer Illinois, from Port Royal, 28th, brings
mails and seven passengers. Among the latter are
Captain Yard, of the* sloop-of-war Dale, who brings
14 prisoners, captured on the schooners Specie and
Mabel. Ed. Cuthbert, planter, who was taken pris-
oner on Ladies Island, near Beaufort, was landed at
Fort Lafayette.

The steamer Flag arrived at Port Royal on the 24th,
and reported that Tybee Island had been slightly
shelled by the Pocahontas, Seneca, Augasta, and
Flag, and meeting no response, a force of marines
was sent on shore, found it evacuated and took
possession, hoisting the American flag.

Large quantities of cotton are still found in stock
houses and barns, and also unginned.

Authentic information hae been received here that
a small light draft Canadian steamer has been seized
off the caast of Maine !by a U. S. Revenue cutter.
The steamer had on board 10,000 Springfield muskets,
clothing, boots, bank paper, caps, and munitions of
war. • She was cleared from Canada, and cargo was
consigned to parties in Southern States.

A Fortress Monroe letter says the rebels lost 15
killed and wounded in the shelling of their camp at
Warwick, an account of which was given in our last.

Affairs at Washington.
ADVICES received here — not by Government,

however,—from Mexico, represent that the kindest
feeling exists between the British Minister and the
Juarez Administration—and the opinion is expressed
in distinguished circles that the friendship of France
will be as satisfactorily secured. But little is hoped
for, however, from Spain, whose designs upon Mexi-
co are as well understood in the latter country as in
the Capitols of Europe. Those who profess to be
well acquainted with the Spanish programme say
that to Gen. Marquez is entrusted the duty of com-
bining the strength of the Church party, consisting
of both Mexicans and Spaniards, who will pray her
most Catholic Majesty for a King- for the throne of
Mexico, now sought to be constructed. For this
office, an uncle of the Queen has been designated.
As he is already .old, he could in the natural course of
events live but a short time; and as no provision
would be made for the succession, Mexico would
thus revert to Spain, the policy being similar to that
pursued towards Hayti. Such is the substance of let-
ters received from both Europe and Mexico. There
seems to be some doubt as to the immediate return to
the United States of American Minister, Corwin.
The probability is that he will not, in view of our
important interests in Mexico growing out of Eu-
ropean intervention.

The Government of Italy has adopted the stringent
rule of France in regard to piratical vessels engaged
in depredations on American commerce, and is keep-
ng a sharp lookout for suspicious vessels lately seen

at Malta.
Joshua R. Giddings, Consul-General for the British

North American Provinces, has accomplished the
object of his visit to Washington, namely, the re-
moval of the delays and uncertainties attending pass-
ports to British subjects on taking passage to Europe
at Portland, Maine. Heretofore passports were re-
quired to be countersigned at the State Department,
but that business is now to be performed by Gov-
ernment agents.

The following was issued oa the 25th ult, from
the State Department:

Oscar Irving, Jonathan Armory, and E. L. D.
Adams, at New York, Boston and Portland, respec-
tively, are authorized to countersign the passports of
foreigners, proceeding thence abroad.

W. H. SEWARD.
The Clerk of the House of Representative has just

placed upon the official roll of the House the name
of Col. Segur, aB the member of the First Congress-
ional District of Virginia. His District was repre-
sented in the 36th Congress by Roscoe R. H. Gar-
nett, now a rabid secessionist.

The rebel blockade of theTotomac does not seem
to have been vigorously enforced this week, as
various vessels have arrived here with cargoes of
cdal, wood, and other domestic supplies.

Letters received from prisoners of the California
regiment, now in Richmond, show that but few were
killed at the battle of Ball's Bluff. Many whom it
was supposed had been killed, are now prisoners
there, and it is confidently asserted by officers that
50 will include the whole number of the dead from
that regiment at Ball's Bluff.

The following orders have been issued by the
Postal Department:

In view of the increased number of letters held for
postage, and returned to the Dead Letter Office, it is
ordered that the Order of this Department, dated
Oct. 8th, 1860, be rescinded, and prior practice be
restored. Postmasters will therefore notify the per-
sons addressed, that such letter is held for postage,
and that upon his writing therefor, prepaying post-
age on his letter and inclosing stamp to be placed
on the letter held for postage, the same will be for-
warded to his address. By order of P. M. General.

It has been reported to this Department that some
Postmasters have declined to receive United States
Treasury notes, payable on demand, when presented
to them in payment for postage stamps and stamped
envelopes. Postmasters are therefore informed that
these notes are to be received and disbursed by them
as equivalents, in all respects, to coin.

By order of the Postmaster General.
Monday last was the time for meeting of Congress,

and we find the transactions of the first day thus
reported:

SENATE.—The Vice President called the Senate to
order at noon. About 40 members were present.
On motion of Mr. Hale, 12 o'clock was the hour fixed
for daily sessions. On motion of Mr. Grimes, a
message was ordered to be sent to the House that a
quorum of the Senate was present and ready to pro-
ceed to business.

The Senate concurred in the resolution of the
House for the appointment of a joint committee to
wait on the President, and appointed as the com-
mittee, Messrs. Hale, Trumbull, and Latham. Mr.
Trumbull, of Illinois, gave notice that he would
introduce a bill to-morrow to confiscate the property
of rebels, and give freedom to persons in Sfave
States. Mr. Wilkinson, of Minn., gave notice of a
bill to abolish the distinction between regular and
volunteer forces. The committee appointed to wait
on the President, reported he would communicate
his message to Congress to-morrow at noon. Adj.

HOUSE. — The House was opened with prayer by
the Rev. Mr. Stockton. The roll of members was
then called by the clerk. One hundred and fourteen
members answered to their names.

On motion of Mr. Fenton, it was resolved that a
committee be appointed to join such as may -be
appointed by the Senate to wait on the President and
inform him that a quorum of both Houses had

•assembled and is ready to proceed to business.
Messrs. Sergeant and Phelps,, of Cal., Hoover, of

Mass., Wilson, of Iowa, Maynard, of Tenn., Blair, of
Virginia, Bernhisel, Delegate from Utah, and Cra-
dlebaugh, Delegate from Nevada, were sworn in.

Mr. Lovejoy offered a joint resolution tendering
the thanks of Congress to Captain Wilkes for his
arrest of Slidell and Mason.

Mr. Blair offered the following:
Resolved, That John K. Reid, Member of Congress

from the 5th Congressional District of Missouri, hav-
ing taken up arms against the Government of the
United States, is hereby expelled from the House,
and that the Speaker notify the Governor of Missouri
of the fact. The resolution passed.

Mr. Colfax offered the following:
Whereas, Michael Corcoran, who was taken pris-

oner on the battle field of Manassas, has, after suffer-
ing other indignities, been confined by the rebel
authorities in the cell of a convicted felon, therefore

Resolved, That the President of the United States
be requested to immediately confine Jas. M. Mason,
of Va., now in custody at Fort Warren, until Colonel
Corcoran shall be treated as the United States has
treated ajl prisoners taken by them on the battle
field. The resolution was unanimously adopted.

Mr. Odell submitted the following:
Whereas, Col. Alfred M. Wood, of the 14th regi-

ment of New York State militia, who was wounded
and taken prisoner at the battle of Bull Run, has now
by rebel authorities been ordered to confinement in a
felon's prison, and by the same order is to be treated
as a prisoner convicted of an infamous crime, therefore

Resolved, That the President of the United States be
respectfully requested to order. John Slidell to the
same character of prison and to the same treatment,
until Colonel Wood shall be treated as the United
StateB have treated prisoners taken in battle. The
resolution was adopted.

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

Harper's New Monthly Magazine —Harper k Brothers.
The Springfield Republican-Samuel Bowles & Company.
Fruit Growers' Society of Western N. Y.—C. P. Bissell.
Musical—M. Hollister.
Spencerian Written Copies—C. "A. Waiworth.
Apple Seeds—Wm. Armitajte.

— Yale College has 599 students.

— Illinois has furnished 60,000 Boldiers.

— Ex-Senator Green, of Missouri, is under arrest as a rebel.

— The Coast Survey was of great service to our fleet at
Port Royal.

— Garibaldi has been elected Grand Master of the Italian
Freemasons.

— The Prince of Wales has been admitted a Bencher of the
Middle Temple.

— The Eastern States are said to be actually bristling with
knitting needles.

— The Springfield armory now turns out 10,000 stand of
arms every month.

— Five hundred more California troops arrived at New
York on the 25 th.

— On Saturday morning week there was a heavy fall of
snow in Montreal.

— A great demand for American statistical works exists
just now in Europe.

— There are said to be 30,000 persons employed about the
court of St. Petersburg.

— The Grand Duke and Duchess Constantino of Russia are
on a visit to Queen Victoria.

— It is reported that the slaves in Charleston are greatly
excited owing to the ndws from Port RoyaL

— Austria has quietly got together a powerful squadron in
the Adriatic, consisting of fifty vessels in alL

— The number of persons sent to jail for debt in Great
Britain in 1860, was 11,068 men and 680 women.

— The city of Lille, France, is being enlarged and fortified,
so as to be able to contain an entire carps d'armee.

— A company of forty-five colored colonists are to leave
Oberlin, Ofcio, next week, for settlement in Hayti.

— Lord Brougham has been suffering, from serious illness'
but at the last date had almost entirely recovered.

— On the 25th, Com. Wilkes was received in Boston with
great enthusiasm. He was welcomed by the Mayor.

— One Attica (Wyoming Co., N. Y.,) house has already
shipped over three hundred tons of cheese this season !

— Gov. Harris, of Tennessee, has called for every shot gun
and rifle in the State, with which to arm his volunteers.

— No less than eighty of the Federal troops reported miss-
ing after the battle of Belmont have returned to Cairo.

— On the 25th, 52,000 copies of the Mechanical part of the
Patent Office Report were destroyed by fire in Washington.

— One ton of donations, bestowed by the patriotic ladies of
Indiana, was recently shipped to Paducah, Ky., for the troops.

— LouiB Napoleon is going over to England next year to
see the great exhibition, and will be the guest of the Queen.

— Rich coal mines have been discovered recently in the
township of Brookfield and Hubbard, in Trumbull county,
Ohio.

— Slidell owns 25,000 acres of land, in Minnesota. It will,
doubtless, be passed over to the loyal soldiers' bounty land
fund.

— Minister Dayton writes, by the last mails, that the feel-
ing in France is growing more and more favorable to this
country.

— Lebanon county, Pa., is now paying five husdred and
thirty dollars a week for the support of the families of our
soldiers.

— The Richmond Examiner of the 20th ult. publishes in
fall General Sherman's proclamation to the people of South
Carolina.

— They have a salt plethora at Toledo, Ohio. The Blade
states there are not less than 25,000 barrels there in search of
a market.

— John McKinney, late State Treasurer of Michigan, has
been tried for embezzlement of $25,000 of State funds, and
convicted.

— Spurious $5's on the Housatonic Bank of Stockbridge,
Conn., printed in green tint, have recently been put in
circulation.

— The total fighting men of the loyal States is 4,463,000% of
which 539,800 are in service. The total population is nearly
23,000,000.

— The amount realized from the sale of the furniture
belonging to the late Senator Douglas in Washington, was
about 13,000.

— It is estimated that the entire number of emigrants who
have crossed the plains to Oregon this season will not exceed
one thousand.

— Gen. Buckingham has given notice to the people of
Ohio, that our troops are now well supplied with blankets
and clothing.

— Gen. Polk had- his clothes torn at Memphis, two weeks
ago, by the explosion of a cannon. It was a narrow escape
for the Bishop.

— On Saturday afternoon week, no less than four full
grown swans were shot in the waters of Stony Creek, near
Johnstown, Pa.

— Theodore Tilton, of the New York Independent, has
raised enough cotton in his back yaid at Brooklyn, this year,
to make him a shirt.

— A recent letter to the Charleston Mercury says the iron
sheeting made for the Merrimac has proved-worthless under
trial with columbiads.

— Floyd has brought his campaign in Western Virginia to
an inglorious close. When last heard of he was making
tracks for Richmond.

— Since the erection of the first Methodist Church in
America, in 1760, there have been 14,000 erected —an aver-
age ofMhree a week.

— Gen. Sherman has re-christened the forts at Port Royal—
the one on Hilton Head as Fort Welles, and the one on Bay
Point as Fort Seward.

— The London Times severely berates Lord Lyons for his
letter to Seward recently. It thinks the English argument
very poorly presented.

— The Chicago Tribune says that some New York capital-
ists are in that city preparing to establish a bank with a
capital of a million dollars.

— Petitions for the emancipation of all slaves, those to b»
paid for only who belong to loyal masters, are in circulation
in Chautauqua county, N. Y.

— The 2200 public teachers of Philadelphia have not been
paid the/r salaries foi a long period, and many of them are
sadly perplexed and straitened.

— The .steamer Champion, at New York from Aspinwall,
brings fifteen thousand stands of arms — Springfield rifles
wiih a large amount of ammunition.

— Last week Adams' Express took from Boston about fifty
tons of Thanksgiving " fixing " for the Massachusetts Volun-
teers in the vicinity of Washington.

— At the election in Alexandria, Virginia, on the 20th ult.,
only one hundred and forty-one votes were cast. Lewis
McKenzie, Union, was elected Mayor.

— The Madrid Espana says that a project is under discus-
sion of forming in America a colony of all the republics of
Spanish origin, with Spain at the head of it.

— London covers 78,029 aores. The London of 1861 is
equal to three Londons of 1801; and nearly one million of
population has been added in the last ten years.

— The King of Portugal died on the 12th ult., aged twenty-
five. His disease was typhus fever. Prince Ferdinand, the
King's brother, also died of the same complaint.

— It is said that 4,735 applications for admission to the N.
Y. Iaebriate Asylum are on file, from all the States, from al
classes of men, and some of them from foreign countries.
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Our Readers.

To the Agent- Friends and Subscriber* of the Rural
New-Yorker, we respectfully submit the annexed Programme
of EXTRA PREMIUMS. All who approve the character and ob-
jects of the RURAL, and believe its circulation benefioial to com-
munity, can now Do Good, Help Themselves, and Aid in Main-
taining the Union, by becoming RECRUITING OFFICERS for the
RURAL BRIGADE, and securing a portion of the Popular Loan—
Treasury Notes. The Premiums will be cheerfully and honor-
ably paid, in accordance with our custom for the past twelve
years. Now is the Time to Secure the Prizes, and those will do
so who make Early and Efficient Efforts in behalf of the Favor-
ite RURAL, LITERARY AND PAMIDT NEWSPAPER in America.

LIBERAL EXTRA PREMIUMS
FOE THE CLUB LISTS SENT IN EAELT.

$250 in Cash and nearly $500 in Books!
As it is important to secure a portion of our list of Subscri-

bers for 1862 as early as convenient (in order that the names
maybe put in type for Mailing Machine before January,) we
offer the following liberal EXTRA PREMIUMS, in ADDITION
to any others offered :

F I F T Y CASH PREMIUMS!-To BAOH of the FIFTY PBR-
•60NS paying or remitting according to our Club Terms for the
first lists of FORTY or more Subscribers to the RURAL NEW-
YORKER for 1862, (at least twenty of which must be NEW subscri-
bers,) we will give a U. S. Treasury Note for FIVE DOLLARS.

ONE HUNDKJED BOOK PREMIUMS! —To EACH of the
ONE HUNDRED PERSONS remitting for the first lists of TWENIY-
FOUR or more Subscribers (at least twelve being NEW,) as above,
•we will give a perfect and handsomely bound volume of the
RURAL NEW-YORKER for 1861 or I860—prices $3; or, if preferred
to bound RURAL, a copy of LOSSING'S ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF
THE UNITED STATES—(an Imperial 8vo. volume, with 300 Illus-
trations—price, $3.60.)

F I F T Y BOOK PREMIUMS!-To BACH of the FIFTY PER-
SONS remitting for the first lists of TWENTY or more Subscri-
bers, (at least ten being NEW,) as above, we will give (and pay

i l . JJ? ± 1 „ : ! *„ , C nTnnnmiTi ' a ' i~< IT h TtlTi W LIMIT T

price which we offer.

FIFTY MORE BOOK PRIZES!—To BACH of the FIFTY
PERSONS remitting the first lists of TEN or more Subscribers,
(at least Jive being NEW,) according to our terms, we will give
either EVERYBODY'S LAWYER, (price $1.25,) THE HORSE AND HIS
DISEASES, ($1.25,) or' LOSSING'S PICTORIAL UNITED STATES, as
preferred, (paying postage if sent by mail;)—or, if preferred to
book, an extra free copy of RURAL—(one free copy is given
every person who remits for a club of 6,10,15, 20, or more, even
if another premium is awarded.)

I3g~ Remember that these are Extra Premiums, in addition
to all others offered —and given as a reward for prompt and effi-
cient action. Any person securing one of them, can also obtain
other premiums.

I5^~ The Fifty $5 Cash (Treasury Note) Prizes will be sent to
the persons entitled (the fifty persons who send first lists of
forty or more subscribers,) on receipt of their remittances, and
the Book Premiums when selected and ordered. A careful ac-
count will be kept of the time each club is received, and every
pains taketfto insure accuracy in awarding the Premiums, so
that there shall be no just cause of complain!

Terms of the Rural-Always in Advance.
Two DOLLARS A TEAR. Three Copies, one year, $5; Six

Copies, and one free U> Club Agent, $10; Ten, and one free, $15 ,•
Fifteen, and one free, $21; Twenty, arid one free, $25; and any
greater number at (he same rate—only $1,25 per copy.' Club pa-
pers sent to differentpost-offices, if desired. As wepaji American
postage on copies mailed to foreign countries, $1,37 is the lowest
Club rate for Canada, and $2,50 to Europe. WsSW

in U.
i i

I^U. 8. Treasury Notes and Bills on all Solvent Banks i
S. and Canada taken at par, but Agents will please remit in
Drafts on New York (less exchange,) or New York, New Eng-
land or Upper Canada money s.ofar as convenient. All Subscrip-
tion Money remitted by Draft on New York, Boston, Philadelphia,
Albany, Rochester or Buffalo, (less exchange,) MAY BE SENT AT
THE RISK OF THE PUBLISHER, if made payable to his order.

'13?- Please write all names plainly, that they may be accu-
rately entered upon our books and correctly PRINTED in Mailing
Machine. All remittances should be well inclosed, and carefully
addressed and mailed to

D. D. T . MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

A Good Book Premium.—After examining the Manual of
Agriculture £t1ie new book advertised in the RURAL two weeks
ago,) we concluded it to be the best work on the subject (espe-
cially for Boys and Young Men) which we could offer to those
forming clubs, and have already purchased two hundred copies
for distribution as premiums. We wish every Boy or Young
Man who reads this paper could have, and would carefully
peruse, the Manual; and to enable many to easily obtain it,
we will send a copy, post-paid, to every person remitting $5
for a club of three subscribers, or $8 for a club of five. For $10
we will send six copies of the RURAL, with a free copy of the
paper, and also the above work. " BOYS, DO YOU HEAR THAT I"

Benin Early.—Those who desire to form clubs for our next
volume should begin now, before the field is occupied by can-
vassers for trashy papers of the Bunkum flag-staff and love-
and-murder genus. t3T" If Agent-Friends will send names as
early and fast as possible, it will enable us to get a large por-
portion in type, and ready for mailing by machinery, previous
to the commencement of the new volume.

t3^~ FILL THE PLACES OF AGENTS GONE TO THE WAR.—Quite
a number of our Agents have gone to the War, mostly as Cap-
tains and Lieutenants in volunteer regiments. In cases where
they have not appointed or requested persons to act in behalf
of the RURAL during their absence, we trust some friend of the
Paper will "assume the responsibility" of doing so, in order that
there may be no vacancies. Friends, please fill the places of
the absentees, and see that all have an opportunity to subscribe
for our next volume. Many who now take the Paper, and
others who like it, only need asking, and hence an Agent is
wanted in. every town. We hope many subscribers will kindly
volunteer to act as Agents during the Winter Campaign—and
the more the better. What say, Reader ?

13?" WESTERN AND SOUTHERN MONEY.—In the present de-
ranged state of the currency, we are unable to use Western and
Southern money, as our bankers will not purchase it at any
rate of discount Agents and Subscribers who cannot obtain
New York, New England, Pennsylvania, or Canada Money, will
please send us U. S. Postage Stamps, as they are far preferable
to any uncurrent bank bills.

t3T~ ADHERE TO TERMS.—We endeavor to adhere strictly to
subscription terms, and no person is authorized to offer the
RURAL at less than published rates. Agents and friends are at
liberty to give away as many copies of the RURAL as they are
disposed to pay for at club rate, but we do not wish the paper
offered, in any case, below price.

13?" No TRAVELING AGENTS are employed by us, as we wish
to give the whole field to local agents and those who form clubs.
And beside* we wish it distinctly understood that all persons
traveling through the country, professing to hold certificates
from us, ARE IMPOSTORS.

13?" CHANGE OF ADDRESS. —Subscribers wishing the address
of their papers changed from one Post-Office to another, must
specify the OLD address as well as the NEW to secure compliance
with their requests.

13?" ANY person so -disposed can act as local agent for the
RURAL NEW-YORKER, and those who volunteer in the good
cause will receive gratuities, and their kindness be appreciated

13?- OUR INDUCEMENTS for obtaining subscribers to the Thir-
teenth Volume of the RURAL, for 1862, are of the most Liberal
and Substantial character. Premium Lists, Show-Bills, &c,
sent free to all disposed to act as agents.

0perial ftotttee.
TO EDITORS AJYJ9 PUBLISHERS.

Type for Sale.—The Type upon which the RURAL NEW-
YORKER is now printed—consisting mainly of 800 lbs. of Scotch-
face Minion, 200 lbs. of Nonpareil, 250 lbs. of Agate, and various
fonts of Head and Display Letter—will be sold at HALF-PRICE,
deliverable on the 1st of January, 1862. As will be seen by the
appearance of this paper, the Type is in good order, makes a
fair impression, and would be about as good as new for use on
a hand press.

Stereotypes of Enjp-avingg.—We have also for sale, oican
furnish to order, Stereotypes of most of the Engravings of
late or formerly used in the RURAL. The assortment embraces
some 2,000 Illustrations of various kinds—in Agriculture, Hor-
ticulture, Floriculture, Biography, Natural History, Scenery,
Topography, &c, &c. We can promptly furnish any of the
War Maps, Portraits of Generals, &c, recently (or hereafter to
be) given in the RURAL, at War prices-from one-third to on<
fifth the original cost Apply to or address

tf D. D. T. MOORE, Rochester, N. Y.

JSW SEE GEO. W. ELLIOTT'S advertisement, in another
column, concerning " National Hymns," &c.

FLOUR AND GRAIN.
rionr, winter wheat,$6.
i'lour, spring do, 6.
flour, buckwheat... 2.

Meal, Indian 1
Wheat, Genesee 1.
3est white Canada.. 1.

Corn, old
Corn, new
lye, 60 lbs. ft bush,

Oats, by weight,
Barley
buckwheat

Beans 1.
MEATS.

'ork.Mess $15.
'ork, clear 15.

Pork, cwt 4.
Beef, cwt 4.
Spring lambs, each
futton, carcass...
lams, smoked.....

Shoulders
Chickens
'urkeys

)ucks¥)"p*air "".'.".".
DAIRY, &O.

Butter, roll
Jutter, firkin ,

Iheese
^ard, tried
'allow, rough

Tallow, tried.

Jltarkete, Commerce,
Rural New-Yorker Office,
ROCHESTER, December 3, 1861

IN Flour and Grain we do not note any material change.
Wheat is not quite so firm as last week, but we are unable to
alter quotations.

PROVISIONS—Pork, mess, clear, and in the hog is exceedingly
dull, and prices have declined. Packers are unwilling to pay

more than $4.60 per cwt. and claim that they will purchase for
Hill less. Smoked meats have fallen off $1,00@1,60 during the
reek. Poultry is rather plenty and prices have declined.

DRIED FRUIT is in demand and has moved upward during the
week.

ROCHESTER WHOLESALE PRICES.

i.

Eggs, dozen 15
Honey, box It)
Candles, box X0>
Candles, extra 1: w

FRUIT AND ROOTS.
Apples, bnshel 385"
Apples, dried f} ft.
Peaches, do 15
Cherries, do 14
Plums, do 12
Potatoes 30^

HIDES AND SKINS.
Slaughter 5S
Calf: 65
Sheep Pelts 75cG
Lamb Pelts 600

Clover, bushel $4.0
Timothy £2.0

SUNDRIES.
Wood, hard $3,0
Wood, soft 3f
Coal,Lehigh 7(
Coal, Scranton 6.5
Coal, PittBton 5.fi
Coal, Shamokin.... 6.5
Coal.Char 10
Salt, bbl 1.4
Hay, tun 7.0
Straw, tun 6.0
Wool,¥>ft 3
Whitefish.halfbbl.. 8.0
Codfish, quintal.... 4-S
Trout, half bbl 3.0

(4.50
12.50

i 3.00
,4.50
)3.26

THE PROVISION MARKETS.
NEW YORK, DEC. 2.—FLOUR—Market opened heavy-and

quiet, but closed with a fair business doing for export and home
consumption. Sales at $5,20@6,40 for rejected; $5,3fl@5,60 for
superfine State; $5,50@5,60 for extra do; $5,3o@5,40 for super-
fine Western j $5,50@5,70( for common to medium extra do, 85,-

at $5,30®6,40 for superfine, and $5,50@7,50 for common to choice
xtra. Rye flour quiet and steady, with sales at $3,25@4,40, for
nferior to choice. Corn meal steady and without any material
nhange in prices. Sales at-$3,00 for extra Western; $3,00 for
Jersey, and $3,20@3,30 for Brandywine.

GRAIN.—Wheat market opened heavy and dull, but closed
with a more active business doing for export and home con-
umption at irregular rates. A large portion of the sales were
>n speculation. Sales Chicago spring at $1,18@1,25; North west-
jrn club at $1,25@1,27, the latter for very choice; Milwaukee
:lub at $1,25501,28; amber Iowa at $l,28@l,30j winter red West-

ern at $1.30@l,35; amber Michigan at $1,36@1,37; Canada club
at $l,2ftai,30; mixed Canada at $1,80; white Canada at $1,39; and
white Michigan at $1,42®1,45. Rye remains steady and in mod-
erate request; sales at JSS@87e. Barley rules firm and steady;
sales Bay Quinte and Canada West at 80@85c. Barley malt
continues dull and nominal at 78c. Peas continue nominal at
80c for Canadian. Corn market opened quiet, but closed firm,
with a pretty good business doing for export, home consump-
tion and speculation; sales.at 58c for damaged mixed Western;
B3@64c for fair to good shipping do, chiefly at 63@63J£c afloat;
57c for round yellow, 73c for white Western, and 66o for South-
ern yellow. Oats in moderate request; sales at 47@48c. for
Canada, and 47@48o for Jersey, Western and State.

PROVISIONS.—Pork active and rather easier; sales at $12,25®
12,50 for mess; and $8,60®9,00 for prime. Beef rules firm; sales
at $4@4,50 for country prime ; $5,00@5,50 for country mess;
ill,00@12,00for re-packed mess; and $13,0U@13,50for extra mess.
•rime mess bee/ in moderate demand; sales at $19,50®20,00.—
5eef hams steady; small sales new at $15@15 50. Cut meats

dull and steady; small sales at 4 @4)£c for Shoulders, and 4
@4^c for Hams. Bacon continues in good demand; sales short
ribbed middles Cumberland cut at 7?i@7Mc, and 6>£c for city
lear. Dressed hogs in good demand, with pales at i%fi. Lard
n moderate demand and prices firm; sales at 8%@9><jC for No. 1
to choice Western. Butter is firm and selling at 10@15 cents
for Ohio, and 15S622 cents for State. Cheese continues steady
at 5}£(a}8o for good~to choice.

HOPS—Steady, with a moderate demand; sales at 12@20c for
common to prime.

ASHES—Steady at $5,31?^ for Pots, and at $5,31i£ for Pearls.

BUFFALO, DEO. 2. —FLOUR—The market rules steady, with
a fair local and interior demand; sales, mostly high grades, at
$*,873i@5,l2Xc for extra Indiana and Ohio, and $5,26@5,37>£
for double extra do.

GRAIN—Wheat market dull and no transactions reported to-
day. Corn market steady, with a very moderate demand; sales
at 40c. Oats nominal at 28c. Barley, Rye, &c, dull. No sales
reported, and no change to note in quotations.

SEEDS — Market quiet and nominal at $1,75®2 for timothy.
PROVISIONS—Mess pork at $13,50; prime at $12,50. Hams,

plain sugar cured, at 8@8|£; do, in sacks, at 8}£@9. Lard at 8.
Shoulders quiet at 5%. Country beef at $5,00. Salted sides at
" s. Cheese. Hamburgh, at 6®7c

DRESSED HOGS—In moderate demand within the range of
3}£@4c, as to quality.

TORONTO, Nov. 30.— FLOUR — There have been but few
transactions during the week, the Btocks held at the present
time being light; and during the early part of the week there
was but very little inquired for, but within the last tew days
sales have been effected at $4.45M4.50. Fancies and Extras are
nominal, the quotations being—Fancy, $4.75@4.80; Extra, $5,-
10@5.20; ordinary Double Extra, $5.50@5.<i0. "Lambton"
Double Extra was sold on Tuesday at $6.30.

OATMEAL—Fer good quality the demand continues steady at

GRAIN—Fall wheat during the week has been in fair supply.
The receipts on an average would exceed 2,000 bushels daily.
Prices in the early part of the week ruled steady, ranging from
95e@$l,10. Since'then, however, prices have declined, the out-
side figure for prime samples now being $l,O6@l,O7. Spring
Wheat has only been in moderate supply. The receipts for the
week would not exceed 8,800 bushels. There has been no active
demand, but prices have been rather easier, the range being 83
@8t>c, and in a few instances 87c has been paid for desirable car
loads. Barley has been in better supply, and prices have ruled
steady, owing to the desire on the part of shippers to complete
the cargoes, the range being from 4S@48c if) bushel. Peas are
only in limited supply, and in demand at 46@50c p bushel.—
Oats, owing to the large receipts, both by teams and rail, prices
have declined, the outside figures now being 28@30c <£) bushel.
Potatoes, perbushel 45® 50
AppleB, t> barrel $1.50@2.5O
Butter, Fresh $ ft 15Sf 16

" TubNo.l, 11® 12
" No. 2, store,

Cheese
Eggs, ip dozen

ckens^pair .
Ducks
Turkeys, each
Geese, each
Sheepskins,
Hides, $ ft
Calfskins
Hay
Straw, / .
Beef, _No. 1st and 2nd class ip 100 fts $3.7i

" inferior 2."'
Calves, each 3.
Sheep - 2.
Lambs, 2.1
Bacon 4
Hams
Pork^lOOfls

.10,0

THE HOG MARKETS.
CINCINNATI. Nov. 29.—The week now under review mar be

considered the first of the packing season. Hogs came forward
very sparingly at first, and considerable contracts for products
maturing this month, the demand for hogs for Beveral days was
in advance of the receipts, and prices, which opened at $3,12,
advanced steadily until $3,70@3,75 became the current rates on
Monday. This, however, proved the culminating point. There
was not a proportionate advance in provisions, and receipts
increasing, with heavy offerings for next week delivery, prices

ot suddenly into the downward scale, and 10c was lost Mon-
dav afternoon, closing at $3,60, and to-day a further decline of
20(a>30c was established, closing at $3,30®3,40, the latter the out-
Bide figure for best hogs. The market Is in an unsettled and
uncertain condition; devoid of strength and liable to sudden
depression in the event of large receipts. Packers for the
European markets have taken hold pretty freely, and will do a
large business; but local packers are exceedingly timid, regard-
ing the result as dependent upon the continuance of the war.
It is the opinion of this class, that without a Southern market
the trade can hardly be profitable, and that there is danger of
its being disastrous, even at present prices. This is the pre-
vailing feeling, and feeders caD draw their own conclusions.
We may remark, however, that prices will be strained to the
highest point that can be reached with any degree of safety, in
the face of surrounding circumstances.—Gazette.

liONDON, (O. W.,) Nov. 29.—DRESSED HOGS—inferior, $3 per
100 lbs. Good medium and small sizes, $3,25@3,50 per 100 lr~ •
heavy hogs, $3,60 per 100 lbs.—Free Press.

T H E C A T T L E M A R K E T S .

NEW YORK, Nov. 27.— The current prices for the week at
all the markets <ixe as follows:

BEEF CATTLE.
First quaUtj » cwt, $8.00
Ordinary quality 7.2*
Common quality 6.00
Inferior quality, 4.50

OOWS AND OALVBS.
First quality ....$|0.005
Ordinary quality ., 35.005
Common quality, 30.00(c
Inferior quality, 25.00(<

VEAL OALVBS.
First quality, fl ft 6}£(
Ordinary quality 4%{
Common quality 4 (
Inferior quality S%[

SHEEP AND LAMBS.
Prime quality, ^ head, $4.25
Ordinary quality 3.50
Common quality, 3.00
Inferior quality, 2.O0

, SWINE.
First quality, 13 ft SMi
Other qualities -. . .- 3%i

AIJBANY, DEC. 2.—BEEVES—With a slight falling off in the
supply as compared with last week, and without any apparent
depreciation in the average quality ot the cattle, drovers are dis-
appointed to find the market dull, even at a slight decline from
lastweek's rates. Very few have beeu sold, but what have
changed hands were parted with at a decline of %c fl ft, live
weight There are not many New York buyers for the Eastern
market, will wait until the close in hopes of gaining greater
concessions.

RECEIPTS—The following is our comparative statement o
receipts at this market over the Central Railroad, estimating 16
t o t h e C a K Cor. week

This week. Last week. last year.
Cattle 2,784 3,056 2,480
gheeD ...-6637 6,740 3,938
sneep, -t KOA AR* '.ion
Hogs, <•>"/*

££*•» • :."\\\\\-»f IW&I
First auaiitv:::::::::: VysSk l^fe
Second quality J » SJS3,̂ 0

Third quality ...-2>£@2&o. . . 2}£©2fco
SHBEP—No change no notice. .The supply is fair and the di

mand steady and up to the receipts. Prices without change

Sales during the week at 3%@4c fl ft. None but strictly extra,
ver 126 fts, command the outside figure.
HOGS—The receipts at East Albanv are enormous. Sales du-
ng the week about 7,000 prime heavy corn-fed, at prices rane-
ig from $3,37 to $3,60 fl 101) fts.—Atlas and Argus.

MILCH Cows — $41®47; common, $20@JL
WORKING OXEN—$78, $100@125.
VEAL CALVES—$3,00@4,50.
YEARLINGS—*—-•• •

;14®19 each.
HIDES—6®7c. Tallow,
CALF SKINS - 8 @ 9 C .
SHEEP AND LAMBS —$1.26@l,50; extra and selections, $2,00®

3.50.
PELTS—75c.@$l. 00.
S7INf ^ 1

T H E WOOIi M A R K E T S .

NEW YORK, Nov. 29.—The stocks on hand are light and
with a good inquiry prices are fully maintained. The Qualities
adapted to army clothing etill have the preference. The sales
embrace some 80,000 fts fleeces at 48@53c, and 15,000 fts Califor-
nia at 32c, cash.

American Saxony Fleece fJft
American full-blood Merino 4i
American half and three-quarter blood Merino 4
Native and one-fourth Merino 4;
Extra, Pulled 4i
Superfine, Pulled
No. 1, Puhed
Lamb's, Pulled
California, fine, unwashed ^
California, common do li
Peruvian, washed 2i
Valparaiso, washed I
South American Merino, unwashed, 2!

Do. ,do. Mestiza, do. H
common, washed l
Entre Rips, do
Entre Rios, unwashed
Cordova, washed, :

Cape Good Hope, unwashed,
East India, washed
African, washed,

Do. unwashed
Smyrna, do 173t>22

Do. washed, 26@30
Mexican, unwashed 12M14
Texas, 16@3O

BOSTON, Nov. 29;—The transactions in wool have been to a
onsiderable extent, and very full prices continue to be obtaia-
d for desirable grades of both foreign and domestic. The sales

if fleece and pulled have been at 4S@55c, as to quality, includ-
ng some 300,000 fts at these figures. In foreign the sales have
leen 1.500 bales Mediterranean, Cape and South American, at
ull prices.
axony Fleece _
'ull blood Merino i-
hree-fourth do 47(

Half do 4r
Common
Western mixed ;
Pulled Extra, i

i; two years old, $12@14; three years old.

P E L T S 7

undressed, 0c; still fed, 4%c; corn fe
B ; retail, 6@6 c; fat hogs,
, A)£c.

1J^J£^"1"*J!i» ̂ oy- 27-—At market 1,937 Cattle, 1,300 Beeves,
_-id 637 Stores, consisting of Working Oxen, Cows and Calves.
Yearlings, two and three years old, not suitable for Beef.

PRICES—Market Beef-Extra, $6.00ffl6.60; first quality,$5.75
@5.87; second do, $6.00; third do. $&7«ffi4.25. *'

WORKING OXEN—$90, $1000.130. ^ ^
Cows AND CALVES —$25, 36(3)50.
STORES—Yearlings, $8,00@ll,00; Two years old,$13@16; Three
ears old, $17@19
SHEEP AND LAMBS —4,100 at market Prices in lots at $2.00

@2.62 each; extra and selections $3.40@4.26.
Spring Lambs.-—None
HIDES — 6}£@7 !p ft. Tallow, 6}£@6%c.
PELTS —$l@$l,60 Calf Skins, 7®8c $) ft.
VBAL CALVES—$0@0-

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

do.
do.
do.
do.

Do. Superfine, 4

Pulled No.'1
Do. No. 2 ..OOgOO

Texas, 18^40
Smyrna, washed, 18 "

Do. unwashed 10
Buenos Ayres,
Crimea,
Canada, 3

Maxtiti
IN Carlton, on the 20th u l t , at the residence of the bride's

Father, by Rev. W. T. RICHARDSON. MYRON L. PARKER, of
Yates, and Miss ANNIE E. ROWLEY, of the former place.

itb.
ON Thursday, Nov.-28th, CORNELIA S., the beloved wife of

ANDREW BRENNAN, aged 31 years.

IN Brighton, Nov. 28»h, of Consumption, FANNY, wife of
ABNER BUCKLAND, aged 60 years and 6 months.

ADVERTISING T E R M S , In Advance —THIRTY-
FIVB CENTS A LINB, each insertion. A price and a half for
extra display, or 52% cents per line of space. SPECIAL NOTICES,
[following reading matter, leaded,) Sixty Cents a Line

13?" Its immense circulation among the Producers and Deal-
srs of the Free States, renders the RURAL NEW-YORKER by far
;h» Best and Cheapest Advertising Medium of its class. This

PACT should be borne in mind by all Wholesale Dealers, Manu-
facturers, &c, who must necessarily depend upon the People of
the North for patronage.

A P P L E S E K D S — At $3.00 per bushel, for sale at
J\. Marengo, Wayne Co., N. Y.,by WM. ARMITAGE.

KA SPENCERIAN Written COPIES,
Dlt or CARDS, sent for $1, by C. A. WALWORTH, Box 213,

hiladelphia, Pa. 621-tf

MU S I C A L — 5 0 cts. will secure full directions for the
construction of a board, in sections^ beautifully and sim-

ply illustrating the while subject of Musical Transposition,by
simple, movements. AddreBS, with return Rtamp,

M. HOLLIdTER, Palmyra, N. Y.

FBTJIT GROWEKS' SOCIETY of WESTERN NEW
YORK.—The Annual Meeting of the Fruit Growers' So-

ciety of Western New York will be held at the Court House,
Rochester, N. Y., at 11 o'clock, A. M., on Wednesday, the 8th
day of January, 1862. A fine show of Fruit may be expected.

By order of the Council.
C. P. BISSELL, Secretary, Rochester, N. Y.621-4t

T

/COMMENCEMENT OP VOLUME XXTV.

HARPER'S
NEW MONTHLY MAGAZINE.

THE Twenty-Fourth Volume of HARPER'S NEW MONTHLY MAG-
AZINE commences with the present Number. The Publishers
propose no change in the scope and spirit of the Magazine.—
Their aim will still be to furnish a Miscellany which shall be
acceptable to the great mass of cultivated American readers.—
The following partial summary of the Contents of the last
Volume will indicate the general nature of the subjects to be
introduced, and the variety of literary and artistic talent to be
imployed in their treatment:

HISTORY AND BIOGRAPHY. By JOHN S. C. ABBOTT, ROBT.
E. COLEMAN, J. T. HEADLEY, BENSON J. LOSSING.

TRAVEL AND ADVENTURE. By J. Ross BROWNE, T. ADDI-
SON RICHARDS, JAMBS G. WILSON, D. H. STROTHER.

NATURAL HISTORY. By T. B. THORPE, CHABLOTTE TAYLOR,
SKETCHES OF CHARACTER AND INCIDENT. By WM. A.

BAKER, MAUNSELL B. FIELD, JANE G. FULLER, HENRY NEILL,
BAYARD TAYLOR, C. H. WEBB.

NOVELS. By W. M. THACKERAY, ANTHONY TROLLOPE.
STORIES AND TALES. By T. S. ARTHUR, JANE G. AUSTIN,

MARY E. BRADLEY, CAROLINE CHESEBORO, MARY A. DEyn-
SON. FITZ HUGH LUDLOW, LOUISE CHANDLER MOULTON, KATE
J. NEELY, HARRIETT E. PRESCOTT, ROSE TERRY, KATHERINE
S WILLIAMS.

POEMS. By GEO. ARNOLD, CHARLOTTE BRONTE, FITZ-JAMES
O'BRIEN, THOMAS DUNN ENGLISH, LAURA E. POHLMAN, N. G.
SHEPHERD, ALEXANDER SMITH.

ESSAYS, REVIEWS, AND CRITICISMS. By CHAS. ANTHON,
CHAS. T. CONGDON, GEO WM. CURTIS, HENRY GILES, A H.
GUERNSEY, DONALD G. MITCHELL, CHAS. NORDHOW, SAMUEL
OSGOOD, S. I. PRIME, GEORGE RIPLEY:

ANECDOTE AND FACETLSE. By more than a HUNDRED CON-
TRIBUTORS, from every part of the country.

THE ILLUSTRATIONS, executed by the best Engravers, un-
der the immediate supervision of HENRY SEARS, are mainly
from Original Drawings, by the following Artists:—BELLEW,
CARROLL, CHAPIN, COX, GOATER, HENNESSER, LOSSING, MAC-
DONOUGH, MCLENAN, MILLAIS, NEWMAN, PARSONS, PERKINS,
RICHARDS, SMILLIB, STEPHENS, STROTHER.

The Circle of Contributors to the Magazine has been enlarged
from Number to Number; and the amount of valuable matte:
at the disposal of the Publishers has never been so great as at
present. Those Authors and Artists whose works have been so
favorably received will still furnish contributions; and arrange-
ments have been made with others, for whose productions a
like cordial welcome is confidently anticipated. Neither labor
nor expense will be spared to render the ensuing Volumj
worthy of the favor which the Magazine has received for nearly
Twelve Years.

The Publishers of HAEPER'S MAGAZINE, aware of its perma
nent value, have electrotyped every page. They can, there
fore, supply any .Number from the beginning upon the follow
ing terms *

Any Number will be sent by .Mail,, post-paid, for Twenty-five
Cents. Any Volume, comprising Six Numbers, neatly bound
in Cloth, will be sent by Mail, to any part of the United States
within 3,000 miles of New York, post-paid, for Two-Dollars per
V«.I«™,i f 1 n _ « l n + n SaTQ TWill hO HP TIT. YtV H.Yl-it-ftein •-'UA fHn! ™V. *- o +•

TEEMS.
One Copy for One Year 53 00
Two Copies for One Year s.oo
Three or more Copies for One Year (each) 2.00
And an Extra Copy, gratis, for every Club of EIGHT

SUBSCRIBERS.
Harper's Magazine and Harper's Weekly, together, one year,
The DEMAND NOTES of the United States- will be received for

Subscriptions. Our distant friends are requested to remit them
in preference to Bank N o t e , ^ & B R 0 T H E R g > ^ ^

NEW ENGLAND FAMILY NEWSPAPER.

Daily, Tri-Weekly, and "Weekly.
The SPRINGFIELD (Mass.) REPUBLICAN may not hesitate to

ilaim position as the first and most distinctive ot New England
"ournals. In the scope and adaptation of its news; in the full-
less especially of its local intelligence; in'the choice of its sub-
ects for editorial discussion and the manner in which it treats

them; in the great variety of its contents; and in the promi-
nence it gives to practical, moral and religious questions, to
literature, to gardening and farming, and to every theme of
practical and theoretical interest to the people of NewEngland,
The REPUBLICAN has sought successfully to become thajr guide,
companion and friend, whether at home or abroad. Tne circu-
lation of The REPUBLICAN, great beyond parallel, is the best
evidence of its character, and of the realization of its ambitions.
Rising 25,000, it is several times that of any other journal in all
New England, out of Boston, and is surpassed by only a few of
the daily newspapers of that metropolis. In each of the coun-
ties of Western Massachusetts, its readers are more numerous
than those of either of their local papers. In Vermont, New
Hampshire, and Connecticut, its circulation is counted by thou-
sands; while it is distributed more liberally than any other
!"Tew England journal among the emigrants from that section
in the West. m

Among the peculiar leading features of The REPUBLICAN are,
a full Summary of New England News, arranged by Counties
and States; an elaborate and comprehensive Editorial Review
of the Week; Special Correspondence of a high character from
Boston, New York, and Washington; a weekly review and
summary of all Religious Movements; original papers on Hus-
)andry; summaries of new ideas and inventions in Science and
Mechanics; a weekly article on Books, Authors, and Art; and
an abundance of original literary articles, both of prose and
poetry, with carefully selected miscellanies from the freshest
books and magazines. These features, added to full and care-
fully condensed summaries of all the general news of the day,
both foreign and domestic, with copious editorial discussions
of all current topics, combine to make The REPUBLICAN the
most complete and comprehensive lamily journal in the
country. „

The REPUBLICAN is published with new type on fine paper.—
Its Saturday Daily and its Weekly editions are printed on a
large double sheet of the size of the popular New York dailies.

The editorial corps of The REPUBLICAN numbers six individ-
uals, including Dr. J. G. HOLLAND, the popular " Timothy Tit-
comb" of literature and lecturing, and a lady writer of accom-
plished talents and literary experience.

TERMS.—For the DAILY,— one copy, one year $5. Ten copies
to one address, one year, $40.

For the TRI-WEEKLY (published on Monday, Wednesday, and
Friday mornings,)—one copy, one year, $3; ten copies, to one
address, $25.

For the WEEKLY REPUBLICAN,—one copy six months $1; one
year $2; two copies to one address one year $3. To clubs by
mail — five copies to one address one year $7; ten copies $12;
twenty copies $20, (and one to the getter-up of the club;) forty
copies $40 (and a copy of the Tri-Weekly Republican;) one hun-
dred copies $100 (and a copy of The Daily Republican.)

£3>- All orders must be accompanied with the cash, and the
paper is stopped when the time of payment has expired.

The Daily Republican is sent to clergymen in service for $3
per year; the Tri-Weekly for $2; and the Weekly for $1. Less
than a year at full prices.

Specimen copies sent on application.
SAMUEL BOWLES & COMPANY,

Publishers, Springfield, Mass.

"P JE*. .A. T T ' IS

CHEAP BOOT AND SHOE STOEE,
54= State St., Mansion House Block,

ROCHESTER, JV. 1".*

THE LARGEST, CHEAPEST AND BEST REGULATED

OILMAN'S SHOE STORE,
No. 8 S T A T E S T R E E T ,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

FOR_RTJRALISTS.
THE following works on Agriculture, Horticulture, &c, may

be obtained at the Office of the RURAL NEW-YORKER. We can
also furnish other books on Rural Affairs, issued by American
publishers, at the usual retail prices,—and shall add new works
as published. t3F~ RURAL Agents entitled to premiums, and
who are offered a choice of books, can select from this list

American Farmer's Ency-
clopedia $4 00

Allen's Am. Farm Book... .160
Allen's Diseases of Domes-

tic Animals 75
Allen's Rural Architecture .125
Allen on the Grape 100
Am. Architect, or Plans for

Country Dwellings 6 00
American Florist'B Guide,.. 76
Barry's Fruit Garden 125
Blake's Farmer at Home,..l 2fi
Boussingault's Rural Econ-

omy . . . . . . 125
Bright on Grape Culture, 2d

edition 60
Browne's Bird. Fancier 60
Browne's Poultry Yard....100
Do. Field Book of Manures.125
Bridgeman's Gard. ABS't 150
Do. Florist's Guide 60
Do. Kitchen Gardener's In-

structor 60
Do. Fruit Cult. Manual.... 60
Breck'sBook of Flowers.:..100
Buist's Flower Garden 125
Do. Family Kitchen Gard. 75
Chemical Field Lectures. -109
Chinese Sugar Cane and

Sugar Making 25
Chorlton'B Grape Grower's

Guide 60
Cobbett's Am. Gardener... 60
Cottage and Farm Bee-

keeper ou
Cole's Am. Fruit B ook 60
Do. Am. Veterinarian 50
Dadd's Modern Horse Doc . l 00
Do. Am. Cattle Doctor 100
Do. Anatomy and Physi-

oloyof the Horse 200
_ o. colored plates 4 00
Dana's Muck Manual 100
Do. Prize Essay on Manures 25
Darlington's Weeds and Use-

ful Plants 160
Davy's Devon Herd Book..100
Domestic and Ornamental

Poultry.....* 100
Do. colored plates 2 00
Downing's Fruits and Fruit

Trees 175
Downing's Landscape Gar-

dening 350
Do. Rural Essays 3 00
Eastwood's Cranberry Cul-

ture 60
Elliott's West Fruit Book 125
Every Lady her own Flower

Gardener 50
Family Doctor by Prof. H.

S. Taylor 125
F a r m Drainage, (H. F.

French) 1 100
Fessenden's Farmer a n d

Gardener 125
Do. Am. Kitchen Garden.. 50
Field's Pear Culture 100
Fish Culture 100
Flint on Grasses 125
Guenon on Milch Cows 60
Herbert to Horse-keepers.. 125
Hooper's Dog & Gun, paper, 25
Do. do. cloth 60
Hough's Farm Record 3 00
Kidder's Guide to Apiarian

Science 60

Hyde'sChinese Sugar Cane 25
Johnston's Agricultural

Chemistry 128
Do. Elements of Ag. Chem-

istry and Geology 16C
Do. Catechism ofChemistry

forSchools 2(
Langstroth on the Hive and

Honey Bee 128
Leuchar's Hot Houses. . 125
Liebig's Familiar Letters to

Farmers 6C
Linsley's Morgan Horses. .,1OC
Miner'sBee-keeper's Manaall 60
Miles on the Horse's Foot . 60
MilburnonCow 26
Modern Cookery by Miss

Acton and Mrs. S. J . Hale.l 26
Mrs. Abel's Skillful House-

wife and Ladies' Guide. . .
Saxton's Rural Hand Books,

bound in 4 Series.. . .each 126
Munn's Land Drainer
Nagh's Progressive Fanne r . _
Neill's Gard. Companion 10C
Norton's Elements of Agrl

culture _,
Olcott's Sorgho andlmpheelOC
Pardee on the Strawberry. 60
Pedder's Laad Measurer. . . "
Persoz's New Culture of the

Vine
Phelps' Bee-keeper's Chart 26
Quinby's Mysteries of Bee-

keeping 101
Quincy on Soiling Cattle, . . 5C
Rabbit Fancier 6C
Randall's Sheep Husband-

ry , 1
Richardson on the Horse,..
Do. Pests of the Farm
Do. Domestic Fowls
Do. on the Hog
Do. on the Honey Bee
Do. on the Dog
Reemelin's Vine-dressers

Manual
Shepherd'sOwn Book 2 0C
Stray Leaves from the Book

of Nature 18C
Stephens' Book of the Farm

2vols 400
Skillful Housewife .' 25
Skinner's Elements of Ag-

riculture
Smith's Landscape Gar-

dening 126
Thaer's Principles of Agri-

culture 2 0
Thomas' Farm Implements 10
Thompson's Food of Ani-

mals 71
The Rose Culturist 6C
Tqpham'B Chemistry Made

Easy
Turner's Cotton Planter's

Manual 1C*
Warder's Hedges and Ever-

greens' ...IB
Waring's Elements of Ag-

riculture : .
Weeks on Fees
WilsononFlax 26
Youatt & Martin on Cattle.126
Y»uatton the Horse 126
Do. on Sheep , 71
Do. on the Hog...: 71

S^~ Any of the above named works will be forwarded by
mail, post-paid, on receipt of the price specified.

Address »• ». T. MOOKE, Rochester, N. Y.

GUMAFS SHOE STORE,
No. 8 STATE STREET,

ROCHESTER, W. Y.

BR O N Z E T U R K E Y S . - A few pairs of Bronz
Turkeys, bred from the largest stock ever imported, fo

sale br WM. ELDREDGE,
North White Creek, Wash. Co., N. Y.

sale by
620-3t

TpOWLER'S PATENT S T E A M PLOWING
Jh; MACHINERY.-Patent Rights for States and Counties
^ f e h m ! S ^ l e ? ° V ° « « k Dacrip&e Pamphlete sent

ilphia, Pa.
v.xi "VBUiiiiwro Pamphlets sent,
EDDISON, 608 South Delaware

619-10t

3STE-W

A Full assortment of both

Eastern and Home-Made W o r k

O3SrSTA.3SrTX."S" O3ST KCSLXTID.
All kinds of Boots and Shoes

TO ORDER,

And the work done promptly when promised.

HO MISREPRESENTATIONS ALLOWED FOR THE

SAKE OIP BELLING.

Parties buying goods at this Store can IN ALL CASES have

THEIR

If they desire it, if the goods bought are not as represented

ir do not fit and are returned in good order.

PERSONS from tlie COUNTRY

Visiting the city and wishing to purchase Good Boots and

Shoes, should be sure to find this Store.

64 State Street, Mansion House Block,

Third Door South of Market Street

OILMAN'S SHOE STORE,
No. 8 S T A T E S T R E E T ,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

JJUBBAED& NORTHEOP,
Are now offering, at their

POPULAR SALES ROOM,

Nos. 69 & 71 Main St., Marble Buildings,
ROCHESTER, KT. Y.,

A CHOICE AND COMPLETE ASSORTMENT OF

European and American Dress Goods,
Black and Fancy Dress Silks,
Broche and Woolen Long Shawls,
Broche and Woolen Square Shawls,

Bombazines, Alpacas and Paramettas,
French Merinos. (Best Assortment in Rochester,)
French and American Prints and Ginghams,

House Furnishing Goods, Woolen Blankets,
Lace and Musltn Drapery, (Yard or Set,)
Wrappers and Drawers, Ladies' and Gentlemen's,
White Goods, Embroideries, Hosiery, &c.

-ALSO-
Bleached and Brown Sheetings and Shirtings,

Tickings, Denims and Towelings,
At LESS than the present New York prices.

Notwithstanding the general stagnation in almost every de-
partment of business .during the last few months, it is with
much satisfaction that we are able to record the met that our
efforts to maintain our' former amount of business have been
entirely successful, and in some departments the sales have in-
creased over those of any previous year.

EVERY DEPARTMENT CONTAINS BARGAINS !
Which we should be happy to exhibit, confidently believing
that the~y would be appreciated by the most economical pur-
chaser. We are also extensive manufacturers ef

LADIES' CLOTH GARMENTS.
Every desirable grade of Cloth and Beaver CLOAKS, of the

most approved and Fashionable Styles, are now ottered by na
in great variety. We are also prepared to

MANUFACTURE GARMENTS TO ORDER,

AT A FEW HOURS' NOTICE,

For those who prefer selecting their own Cloths.
We have taken great pains t e perfect arrangements apper-

taining to this popular branch of our business, and we are
every month acquiring more and more popularity in the Man-
ufacturing Department

ISP" OUR PRICES, ALWAYS SATISFACTORY.
HUBBARD & NORTHROP,

612 69 & 71 Main Street, Rochester, N. Y.

GILMAN'S SHOE STORE,
No. 8 S T A T E S T R E E T ,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

"TV/TETEOPOLITAM" G I F T BOOKSTOBE,

NO. 26 BUFFALO ST., EOCHESTER, N. T.,
The largest and most liberally conducted establishment of the
kind in the United States. All Books sold at the Publisher's
Prices, and a Gift given with each purchase, varying in value
from 50 cents to $100. Descriptive Catalogues mailed free to
any address upon application. Liberal inducements offered to
Agents getting up clubs. 620-tf

T T T A - . I V T . E I > . — A gentleman living within a few
V V . miles of Madison, the capital city of Wisconsin, in Dane

County, wants a man and his wife to take the full charge of a

with only a small family, is desired, and the roan will have to
carry on the farm, and the woman the dairy. None need ap-
ply unless thoroughly competent and having good references,
and to such a couple liberal wages will be naid.

K&~ A young man who is a competent gardener and capable
of carrying on a nursery is also wanted.

Application must be made by letter or otherwise to the Pat-
not Office, Madison, Wisconsin. If by letter, address H. 0.

Madison, Wis., Nov. 14, 1861. 619-4t

W ENTERPRISES.-Any desired
&SP1^011 . ^ P * PRICES OF ADVERTISING, and of
ING, furnished GRATIS
GEO. BOWERrEM, Commission Agent, New York.

A P p L E STOCKS—1,000,000 one year, and 2,000,000
A two year old Apple Stocks, at from $1.80 to $2.80 $> i.OOO.

uur stocks are unsurpassed and we offer them for CASH at
the above war prices. ENSIGN & FORD,

614" t r Ohio Nurseries, Toledo, Ohio.

aENTs WANTED to sEtii FRUIT TREES.
WE wish to employ a number of experienced and trust-

worthy men to sell frees. &c, from our Nurseries at liberal
wages. '

WHOLE SALE DEALERS furnished with Nursery, Stock ef all
descriptions at the lowest wholesale rates.

„, .„ HOOKER, FARLEY & CO., -
68«f Rochester Wholesale Nurseries, Rochester, N. Y. *
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THE SENTRY.

PROM THE GERMAN OF L0T2K.

THKT'BB gone—the watch fires they have eet
Glow round the mountain passes yet;
Oat tnropgh the darkness of the night
They flash a silent, flickering light.

They Bhine on victory's distant track,
Whence none, alasl for me comes back;
They let me bleed to death, to-night,
True sentry, on the field of fight!

Hushed id the tumult of the fray,
The powder smoke is blown away;
Faint, broken shouts fall on my ear;
My oomrades all are far from here.

Yet, though my comrades all are far,
There gleams full many a golden star,
And angel bandsJight up, on high,
The eternal watch-fires of the sky.

On, comrades brave, to victory!
Farewell, ye banners, high and free!
I can no longer be with you;
Another camp is near in view!

White banners, in the moonlight spread,
Float through the heavens above my head,
Slow sinking now I see them wave
And flutter p'er a soldier's grave.

O, loved one, 'tis the thought of thee
Alone weighs down this heart in me;
Yet weep not, love, be this the pride,
That bravely at my post I died!

The Lord of Hosts, unseen,.on high
Leads out of the armies of the sky;
Soon shall He call my name out clear,
And I, true sentry, answer: Here!

OUT OF WORK.
BY SYLVANUS COBB, JB.

" I T is of no use, Maria, I've tried everywhere."
"But you are not going to give up, Peter?"
" Give up?- How can I help it? Within four days

I have been to every book bindery in the city, and
not a bit of work can I get"

"But have you tried anything else?"
"What else can I try?"
"Why, anything that you can do."
"Yes, I've tried other things. I have been to

more than a dozen of my friends, and offered to
help them if they would hire me."

" And what did you mean to do for them?"
" I offered to post their accounts, make out bills,

or attend to the counter."

Mrs. Stanwood smiled as her husband thus spoke.
"What makes you smile?" he asked.
"To think that you should imagine that you would

find work in such a place. But how is Mark Leeds?"
" He is worse off than I am."
"How so?"
" He has nothing in the house to eat."
A shudder crept over hia wife's frame now.
"Why do you tremble, wife?"
"Because when we shall have eaten our breakfast

to-morrow morning, we shall have nothing."
"What!" cried Peter Sta:awoodvhalf starting from

his chair. "Do you mean that?"
" I do."
"But our flour."
" All gone. I baked the last this afternoon."
"But we have pork."
"You ate the last this noon."
" Then we must starve!" groaned the stricken man,

starting across the room.
Peter Stanwood was a book-binder by trade, and

had now been out of employment over a month.
He was one of those who generally calculated to
keep about square with the world, and who consider
themselves fortunate if they keep out of debt. He
was now thirty years of age, and had three children
to provide for, besides himself and wife, and this,
together with the house rent, was a heavy draught
upon his purse even when work was plenty, but now
there was nothing.

"Maria," said he, gaging his wife in the face, "we
must starve. I have not a single penny in the world."

" But do not despair, Peter. Try again to-morrow
for work. You may find something to do. Any-
thing that is honest is honorable. Should ypu make
but a shilling a day, we should not starve."

"But our house rent?"
"Trust me for that. The landlord shall not turn

us out. If you will engage to find something to do,
I will see that we have our house room."

"I'll make one more trial," uttered Peter, despair-
ingly.

" But you must go prepared to do anything."
"Anything reasonable, Maria."
"What do you call reasonable?"
"Why—anything decent."
The wife felt inclined to smile, but the matter was

too serious for that, and a cloud passed over her
face. She knew her husband's disposition, and Bhe
felt sure he would find no work. She knew that he
would look for some kind of work which would not
lower him in the social scale, as he had once or
twice expressed it. However, she knew it would be
of no use to speak to him now, and she let the matter
pass.

On the following morning, the last bit of food was
put .on the table. Stanwood could hardly realize
that he was penniless and without food. For years
he had been gay, thoughtless and fortunate, making
the most of the present, forgetting the past, and
leaving, the future to take care of itBelf. Yet the
truth was naked and clear; and when he left the
house he said "something must be done."

No sooner had her husband gone than Mrs. Stan-
wood put on her bonnet and shawl. Her eldest child
was a girl seven years old, and her youngest four.
She asked her next door neighbor if she would take
care of her children until noon. These children
were known to be good and quiet, and they were
taken cheerfully. Then Mrs. Stanwood locked up
her house and went away. She returned at noon
bringing her children some dinner, and then wen
away again. She came home in the evening before
her husband, carrying a heavy basket upon her arms.

"Well, Peter," she asked, after her husband had
entered anft sat down, "what luck?"

"Nothing!, nothing!" he groaned. " I have made
out to get a dinner from an old chum, but I coul
find no work."

"And where have you looked to-day?"
"Oh — everywhere. I have been to a hundrec

places, but it is the same in every place. It's nothin
but one eternal ' no—no!' I'm sick and tired of it
I even went so far as to offer to tend a liquor store
down town."

The wife smiled.
"Now, what shall we do?" uttered Peter, spas

mpdically.

. " Why, we will eat supper first, and then talk the
matter over."

','Supper! Have you got any?"
«Yes—plenty of it."
"But how—where—what?"
"Why, first I went to Mrs. Snow's. I knew her

girl was sick, and I hoped she might have work to
be done. I went to her and told her my story, and
she set me to work at once doing her washing. She
gave me food to bring home to my children, and
paid me three shillings when I got through."

"What—you been out washing for our butcher's
wife?" said Peter, looking very much surprised.

"Of course I have, and have thereby earned
enough to keep us in food through to-morrow, at
any rate; so to-morrow you can come home to
dinner."

"But how about the rent?"
"Oh, I have seen Mr. Simson, told him just how

we are situated, and offered him my watch as a
pledge for the payment of the rent within three
months, with the interest on the arrearages up to
hat date. I told him I did the business, you were
way hunting up work."
" So he's got your gold watch?"
"No —he wouldn't take it. He said if I would

ecome responsible for the payment, he would let it
•est"

Then we've got a roof to cover us and food for
o-morrow. Bat what next?. What a curse these
ard times are."
"Don't despair, Peter, for we shall not starve,

've got enough work engaged to keep us alive."
"Ah—what is that?"
"Why, Mr. Snow engaged me to carry small pack-

gos, baskets, bundles, and so forth, to his rioh cus-
omers. He has had to give up one of his horses."

" What do you mean, Maria?"
"Just what I say. When Mr. Snow came to his

inner, I was there, and asked him if he. ever had
ight articles which he wished to send around to cus-
;omers. Never mind all that was said. He did
happen to want just such work done, though he
meant to call upon the idlers who lounged about the
market. He promised to give me all the work he
ould, and I am to be there in good season in the

morning."
"Well, this is a pretty go. My wife turned

utcher's boy! You will not do any such thing."
"And why not?"
" Because—because—"
" Say, because it will lower me in the social scale?"
" Well, so it will."
" Thea it is more honorable to lay stilj and starve,

nd see one's children starve, too, than to earn honest
iread by honest work. I tell you, Peter, if you can-
lot find work, I must. We should have been with-
ut bread to-night had I not found work to-day.

You know that all kinds of light, agreeable business
are seized upon by those who have particular friends
ngaged in them. At such times as this, it is not for

us to consider what kind of work will do, so long
as it is honest. Oh, give me the liberty of my own
deserts, and the independence to be governed by my
wn convictions of right."
"Bat, my wife — only think—you carrying out

butcher's stuff. Why, I would sooner go and do it
myself."

If you will go," said the wife, with a smile, " I
will stay at home and take care of the children."

It was hard for Peter Stanwood, but the more he
;hought upon the matter, the more he saw the justice
and right of the path into which his wife thus led
him. Before he went to bed he promised he would

o to the butcher's in the morning.
And Peter Stanwood went upon his new business.

Mr. Snow greeted him warmly, praised his faithful
wife, and sent him off with two baskets, one to a
Mrs. Smith's and one to a Mrs. Dixall's. And the
new carrier worked all day, and when night came he
had earned ninety-seven cents. It had.feeen a day of
trials, but no one sneered at him, and all his acquaint-
ances whom he met greeted him the(same as usual.
He was far happier now than he was when at home
the night before, for *now he was independent. On
the next day he earned over a dollar; and thus he

ontinued to wprk for a week, at the end of which
time he had five dollars and seventy-five cents in his
pocket, besides having paid for all the food for his
family,' save some pieces of meat which Mr. Snow
had given him. Saturday evening he met Mark

eeds, another binder, who was discharged from
work with himself. Leeds loeked careworn, and
rusty.

" How goes it?" asked Peter.
"Don't ask me," groaned Mark. "My family are

half starved."
"But can't you find anything to do?"
"Nothing." •
"Have you tried?"
"Everywhere; but it's no use. However, M,

offered me a job outside of .our trade."
"What was it?"
"Why he offered to let me do his hand carting!

He has just turned off his nigger for drunkenness,
and offered me the place! The old curmudgeon,
By the powers, I had a great mind to pitch him into
the hand* cart and run to the — p . "

Mark mentioned the name of an individual who is
supposed to dwell somewhere in a warmer region
somewhat warmer than our tropics.

Well," said Peter, "if I had been in your place
I should have taken up with the offer."

" Why," resumed Peter, " I have been doing the
work of a butcher's boy for a whole week."

Mark was incredulous, but his companion convinced
him, and they separated, one going home happy
and contented, and the other going away from home
to find some sort of excitement in which to drown
his own misery.

One day Peter had a basket of provisions to carry
to Mr. M. It was his former employer, and just as
he was entering the yard of his customer, he me
him coming out.

" Ah, Stanwood, is this you ?" asked his old em'
ployer, kindly.

"Yes, sir."
" What are you up to now ?"
" I'm a butcher's boy, sir."
" A what ?"
"You see I've brought your provisions for you

sir. I'm a regular butcher's boy:"
" And how long have you been at work thus ?"
" This is the tenth day."
"But don't it come hard ?"
" Nothing is hard so long as it is honest, and will

furnish my family bread."
" And how much can you earn in a day at this ?
" Sometimes over a dollar, and sometimes not ove

fifty cents."
" Well, look here, Stanwood, there has been n

less than a dozen of my old hands hanging aroun
my counting room for a fortnight, whining for work
They are stout, able men, and yet they lie still b
cause I have no work for them. .Last Saturday

ook pity on Leeds and offered him the job of doing
my hand-carting. I told him I would give him a
dollar and a quarter a day, but lie turned up his nose
ind asked me not to insult him. And yet he owned
hat his family was suffering. But you come to my
jlace to-morrow morning and you shall have some-
hing to do, if it is only to hold you? bench. I honor
rou for your manly independence."

Peter grasped the old mau's hand with a joyous,
;rateful grip, and blessed him fervently. That night
se gave Mr. Snow notice that he must quit, and on
ihe following morning he went to the bindery. For
iwo days he had little to do, but on the third day a
leavy jab came in, and Peter Stanwood had steady
rork. He was happy—more happy than ever, for
e had learned two things ; first, what a noble wife
ie had ; and second, how much resource for good he
eld within his own energies.
Our simple pioture has two points to its moral.

)ne is—no man can be lowered by any kind of hon-
st labor. The second—while you are enjoying the
ruits of the present, forget not to provide for the
'uture ; for no man is so secure but that the day may
some when he will want the squanderings of the past.

MAJ. PLOWHANDLE AT WASHINGTON.

'he Major at the Review of the Army of the Potomac—He
is promoted—Meets the President and Cabinet Officers —
What he Saw, Thought and Did.

WASHINGTON, U. S., NOV. 21,1861.
C O L . MOORE:—Iknowed you'd be glad to hear from

me, rib I take my pen in hand to inform you that I
am well, and very busy, and hope these few lines
will find you enjoying the same blessing. As soon
as Gen. MCCLELLAN found I'd come, he sent one of
his hired men over to have me come to his office, and
so I went right over, and he was very glad to see me
— and says he, "I 'm glad you've comedown just
now, for I'm goiDg to have a review to-morrow, over
the river, and as a good many distinguished men are
going with me, I want you along." Says I, " I
haint got old Nance here, and don't know where to
get a horse." "Ok," says he, "never mind that, I
can find a horse, and all tljat for you, so come in
good season."

So you see the next morning I was up and got my
ireakfast; but it was near upon 8 o'clock before I

could get it, for everybody round here don't seem to
know that it's daylight before 7 or 8 o'clock, which
is very bad when a fellow's in a hurry. Wai, I got
)ver there as soon aa I could, but the General was all
up and ready, and in his own office, and just as full

f business as you ever see a bar-tender at town
meeting. It made my head swim to see him set
fellows going so fast, and he didn't seem to mind it
at all, mor'n I would getting in corn. As sooo as I
come in he saw me, and says he, " good morning
seen your horse?" "Not yet," says I. So he just
touched a little bell and in popped a fellow, and
touched his hat, and he says to him to get this gen-
tleman's horse for the review to-day, and see that it's

good one; and while he was telling him, in pops
another fellow with regimentals on, hands him a pa
per and gets another from him, and before I could
;et out of the room with the hired man, another and

another done the same thing. As we went along
down stairs says I to the man, " guess you'r pretty
busy here." " Oh," says he, " we keep a ticket office
up stairs, only don't any body pay for the tickets."
And he took me along to the horses and led one out

all saddled and bridled, and fit for the fight," as
SHAKSPEAKE says. [We think friend JOHN out in
his'authority.] Says I, "that's a fanny saddle." It
had so many fixings about it and a hole right through
the middle where the horse's back bone goes. You
ought to see it, for it's the queerest looking thing you
ever did see. Says he, "that's a MCCLELLAN sad-
dle." "Yes," says I, " i t come from his stable, I
suppose." " No," says he, "it's his kind of saddle.'
"Oh!"saysl, "then he makes saddles; I'dliketogo
to his shop some day." I tell you if the fellows all
round did'nt laff. "'Why, no," says he, "the Qene-
ral invented it."

Just then the General come down, and a whole
lot of fellows on horse back rode up and spread out
before us, and pulled out their sords and made a
flourish, and we got onto our horses, and ro.de round
in Washington a little ways, and then started off
over the longest bridge you ever did see. I and the
General rode 'long together, and says I, "General
what place is this." "Why," says he, "this is the
long bridge that the grand army crossed when they
went to Bull Run." "Well, then," says I, "its the
same place that all the 'Political necessity'fellows
tried to run over when they got so scared." Then the
General laffed one of those quiet, jolly, little laffs,
which he gets off once in a while, and you don'1
exactly know what he thinks. Well, he pointed OUJ
all the sights along the rode, and all the soldiers
when they saw us would put their hands up to their
cap or present their gun, which you know is put-
ting it right before you, and keeping tight held
on't. Says he, "haint you got any commission in
the army?" "No," says I, "but I was once first
corporal in the Toemuddy Rangers, till they bust
up." "Well," says he, "that'll do tolerably well,
but aint quite high enough now days." Says he,
"haint you been pretty strong at town meetings,
and elections." "Oh! yes," says I, "I've gone my
length on politics, have made speeches at all th
school houses in town, besides reading the Decla;
ration of Independence, when we celebrated th
Fourth of July, over to Stubtown Corners." "Ah,'
says he, "that's better." "But," says he, "haini
yqu run for any office and got defeated, or you;
time run out?" "Oh, yes," says I, "I've been up
for Supervisor, but JONES run me so far out of sighi
that you couldn't see my boot heels." "Well,
says he, "that's better still, but is that all? Haini
you had any office?" " Why, no," says I, "not ex-
actly, but my daughter's father-in-law, SMITH, has
been Member of Assembly, and he is cousin to our
Member of Congress." "Just the thing," says he:

" I shall call you Colonel." "Golly, MOLLY," say!
I, "you'll knock me off my horse if you do, fo:
what in all creation do I know about war?" The
he laffed one of them funny little laffs, and says he,
"'taint considered necessary now days." "Well,
says I, "that's queer." "Yes," says he, " i t ma;
seem so to some folks, but the world progresses, anc
there aint any more need of knowledge on that sub-
ject" "Well," says I, "I've hearn tell that folks
didn't need to know so much now as they used to;
mother says women needn't learn to spin and weavi
now, but I didn't know it meant war, too." "All
man wants to know," says he, " is a ' political nece
sity,' and he can be enemost any thing he likes."

Just then we got in sight of the field, which looke
black with men, and we spurred up our horses, am
went in. When we got down near the house wheri
the flags was, we stopped, and the fellows that rod
behind us went round behind the house out of th<
way; and .pretty soon Mr. LINCOLN, and Mr. SEWARB

nd Mr. CAMERON, rode close up to the General, and
re come the Frenchmaa at 'em, and when he saw me

nder fall back to make room for them, says he,
Col. PLOWHANDLB, you and the President will ride

n my off side." Didn't the fellows round us stare.
Ir. CAMERON he kinder looked over his shoulder at
ie, but didn't see any car wheels, so he turned his
lead short, and, Mr. SEWAED he kinder stared at me
,nd then at the horse, as though he thought I'd got
da Arabian horses. But Mr. LINCOLN he corned
[ght up to me, and says he, holding out his hand,
Colonel, I'm glad to see you, for I used to have some
ood times with your relations." Thinks I, I'll give
hem Secretaries a dab now, so says I, " if you had

more plows and harrows round' your garden, you
ouldn't have any less honesty." And I kinder

ooked round a little, and I seed Mr. SEWARD give
dr. CAMERON a little punch, but as it wa'n't my ribs,

didn't care.
Just then somebody says, " Ready— forward!" and

iway we started, Mr. LINCOLN on the nigh side and I
n the middle, and the General on the off, next the
ioldiers, lik-a-ty-switch, full chissel. When we came
ip to a regiment it would have made you feel Hail
olumbia to Bee 'em twitch their guns round and
oiler. Great Sampson, it was the greatest hollering
on ever did see. I thought we got up same pretty
jood hollering down at the Corners, when we raised
he meeting house, and had town meeting, and beat
TONES, but it wa'n't any more like this than a bull-
xog to a thunder storm. Well, we rode nigh upen an
lour before we got through, and then we came down
o where we started from, on a little knoll, and the

General and I, and Mr. LINCOLN, stood out in front,
and let the,regiments march past us with their music
,nd flags. • And after a good many regiments had
;one by, and was ' pretty dry, says# Mr. LINCOLN,
'what do think of this, Colonel?"
Says I, "President, it's the biggest general train-

ing I ever saw." "But," says he, "there aint any
sweet cider and molasses gingerbread here./' " Oh

" says I, "there just is plenty outside." "Well,"
ays he, " we don't want to see all the soldiers, so
it us slip round and get some." So we turned our

horses' heads and rode off to a wagon that had a barrel
f sweet cider in it, and the fellow had some real slick

molasses gingerbread, We rode up and got off our
horses just like any common people, and I called for
two of his biggest glasses of sweet cider and a card

f gingerbread, but before he got it ready SEWARD
and CAMERON came tearing along up, and another
man with them, who they introduced to me as Lord

IONS. So I told the cider man to put on three more
glasses and another big card. We was all pretty dry,
so the sweet cider went quick, I tell you. SEWARD
put down his glass first, and looked up kinder quisi-
cal to Lord LiONS,-and says he, "Is ttfere any diplo-
macy in this cider, do you think ?" But before any
if us could answer, Mr. LINCOLN says, "Let's have
•nother glass all round, and we can tell by morning."

And we haw-hawed well, I tell you. We all got our
second glass and knocked rims together and drunk
up the cider, and Mr. CAMERON got onto his horse
and rode off. Says I, " This fellow aint from Penn-
sylvania, I guess." But the others were going to
pay, so says I, " This is my treat, gentlemen," and I
gave the man a quarter, and we got onto our horses
and rode off to our places.

For a few minutes the columns did not come along,
so the General turned to me, and says he, " How do
you like the looks of the army, Colonel ?" Says I,
'General, itis'grand; the soldiers are tip top; never

saw the Toemuddy Eangers do better, even when I
was first corporal." "Good officers always make good
soldiers," says he. "But," says I, "that rule won't
work both ways, for good soldiers won't make good
officers, even if they be 'political necessity' officers.
'But," says I, "General, all this big army has got
tethers and mothers, wives and children, and brothers
and sisters, at home, and their lives are' in your
hands." " Yes," gaid he, and he looked kinder sorry
and mad at the same time, " but all them fathers
and mothers, and wives and children, and brothers
and sisters, are grumbling and finding fault 'cause I
don't lead their friends right into the jaws of death."
" That's so," says I, "but they think you know what
is best, and if they knowed the condition of the coun-
try here as well as you and I, they would thank you,
and love you the more for taking such pains to save
life." Just then another magnificent looking regi-
ment passed us, and he looked away. It was near
upon dark before we got back to the city. But just
after the last body of men passed us, and on the lot
where but a little while before so many human beings
had congregated, (for I do believe there was nigh
upon 60,000,) not a soul was left. Says I, " General,
our army has melted away like a snowrbank in a June
sun." "Yes, but, let us hope, Colonel," says he,

that our enemies will never be that sun."
Ag I am tired, I subscribe myself, yours to com-

mand, JOHN PLOWHANDLB.

, the WINTER SCHOOLS
AND WINTER EVENINGS.

THE ONLY BAY-SCHOOL PAPER PUBLISHES!
ORIGINAL SCHOOL MUSIC,

BY STEPHEN C. FOSTER AND OTHERS.
Original School Dialogues, Stories, Heading Lessons, Letters

to Children, Poetry, Speeches, Enigmas, Beautiful
Engravings, &c., die., in

CLARK'S SCHOOL VISITOR, VOL. VI.
REV. ALEX, CLARK, EDITOR.

Alaree and elegantly printed Quarto Monthly forTeachera
and School Children everywhere.

The School Visitor has more reading matter, finer illustra-
tions, and better music, than any juvenile periodical publish-
ed for the price.

One copv, one year, • SO cents.
Three copies, " $1.00
Eight " " $2.00 (only 25 cents eack.)
Twelve " " $3.00 (andone to club maker.)

The music alone in the VISITOR IS worth more than twice tfce
price of the paper.

Specimens furnished free. Now is the time to form clubs.
Address DAUGHADAY & HAMMOND
619-tteo 411 Walnut St., Philadelphia.

OILMAN'S SHOE STORE,
No. & STATE STREET,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

YOEK OBSERVER
-*r FOZl 1862.

THIS Newspaper is now the largest and cheapest of its size in
the whole couutry,—possessing attractions peculiar to itself,
and giving it a wide circulation in all parts of our country.

It is loyal, national, conservative, and earnest in its support
of the Government, the Constitution, and the Laws, Its dis-
tinctive features are,

1. It is printed on a double sheet, so as to make Two complete
Newspapers, one devoted to SECULAR, and the other RE-
LIGIOUS matters; and these may be separated so as to make
two co'mplete journals, while the price for both is no greater
than is charged for many papers smaller than either one of the
two. .

2. It gives every week a complete synopsis of the most inter-
esting events in all religious denominations, including those
that are called Evangelical and those that are not; as every
intelligent Christian -wishes to be well informed respecting all
of them.

3. It gives a well-digested epitome of.the News of the Day,
Foreign and Domestic, prepared with great labor and care, so
that the reader is sure to be put in possession of every event of
interest and importance to the public. It has distinct depart-
ments devoted to Agriculture ana Commercial matters.

4. The Foreign Correspondence of the OBSERVER is unrival-
led, and has long commanded the admiration of intelligent
men.

T e r m s for New Subsc r ibe r s .
1. To each new subscriber paying in advance $2.50 for one

year, we will send the paper and a copy of our Bible Atlas,
with five beautiful colored maps.
• 2. To the person obtaining subscribers we will give ONE DOLLAR
for each NEW subscriber paying $2 50 in advance. '

3. To ariy one now a subscriber sending us one new subscriber
and $4 we will send both papers for one year.

Specimen numbers of the NEW YORK OBSERVER will be sent
gratis to any address that may be forwarded to us' for that
purpose.

The state of the country renders it important for us and de-
sirable for the churches, that a new and earnest effort be made
to extend the principles of (rood government and sound re-
ligious truth into all the families of the land. In every neigh-
borhood there must be some who do not now take a religious
newspaper, and who might with a little exertion be induced to
subscribe. :

To introduce the NEW YORK OBSERVER into the families of
the whole country, we trust, is a work of sufficient importance
to secure the aid ot every patriot and Christian. We ask your
personal and immediate co-operation.

SIDNEiT E. MORSE, J R , & CO.,
Editors and Proprietors.

619-2teow 37 PARK ROW, NEW YORK.

FA R M F O R SALE.-AB excellent grain
farm of 147 acres, in Ledyard, Cayuga Co., N. Y., the resi-

dence of the late A. 11. UNDERBILL, is offered for sale.' The
situation healthy, pleasant, and commands a view of Cayuga
Lake ; it js easy of access to market, schools, and places of
worship; is in a high state of cultivation, and produces abund-
ant crops. It has a convenient dwelling, two tenant houses,
two barns, and other out buildings, four wells, and a never-
failing spring of good water, excellent fruit trees in bearing,
and ten acres of wood land. Price, $55 per acre. Address

617-4teow E. WILLITS, Union Springs, Cay. Co., N. Y.

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.
GEOGBAPHICAL ENIGMA.

\

I AM composed of 25 letters.
My 11, 9, 20,17 is a river in Africa.
My 20,15,17 iaa county in Georgia.
My 2 ,1 , 4, 2 is a county in New York.
My 20, 4, 6, 22,12, 20,16 is a county in Maine.
My 8,10,1, 23, 16, 8,12 is a city in Canada.
My 21,19, 22,10 is a town in Maine.
My 3, 8,19, 25,15, 6 is an island near New York.
My 10, 21, 23,12, 6, 6,1,18, 4,19 is a division of the Chinese

Empire.
My 14,18, 2, 2,16,15 is a county in New York.
My 24,15,16,16,17, 3, 21,17, 2 is one of the seceded States.

My whole is an event very much regretted by Union-loving
people.

ClarkBton, Mich., 1861. DELLIE A. HILL.
nswer in two weeks.

OILMAN'S SHOE STORE,
No. 8 STATE STREET,

ROCHESTER, N. Y.

rnHE BOOK EESpXiTprG FEOM THE
"NATIONAL HYMN COMMITTEE."

For Moore's Rural New-Yorker.
AIA6BAI.

Fi verye napi dan erac ew elfe
Doulc rubn opnu rou wrob,

Who nyam srtahe lowdu emvo ot leha
Htat ritevs ot srhcu su nwo.

Gainesville, N, Y., 188JL. C. P. F.
nswer in two weeks.

For Moore's Rural New-Yorfcer

ARITHMETICAL PROBLEM.

A WELL is to be stoned, the diameter of which is 6 fee,t 6
inches. The thickness ©f,the wall is to be 1 foot 6 inches,
leaving the diameter of the well, within the stones, 3 feet 6
inches. If the well is 40 feet deep, how many feet of stone
'will be required?

Primrose, Wisconsin, 1861. E- s- K-
I3P" Answer in two weeks.

A N S W E R S T O E N I G M A S , &c., I N N o . 6 1 p .

Answer to Algebraical Problem:—6% cords.
Answer to Charade:—Biographical.
Answer to Geographical Enigma:—Take care of the minutes

and the hours will take care of themselves.

No. 39 "Walker Street, New York,
HAS JUST PUBLISHED

N A T I O N A L H "2" 3VI 3ST S =
How they are written and how they are not written:

JL JLyric and National Study for the Titii**)
BY RICHARD GRANT WHITE.

One volume, elegantly printed on tinted paper, withembellish-
m'ents. Price, handsomely bound in cloth, $1.

As an impression prevails, to some extent that there are to be
two different books upon the above subject, Mr. ELLIOTT de-
sires to say that such is not the case; but that he has an ar-
jangement with Messrs. RUDD & CARLETON, the owners of the
plates, by which he alone is to be known for a specified time as
publisher. '

STANDARD BOOKS F O R AGENTS.
LOSSING'S PICTORIAL HISTORY OF THE UNITED

STATES. 1 vol., royal 8vo., 700 pages; 300 Engravings. Price

LOSSING'S EMINENT AMERICANS. 1 vol.. 8yo., 416 pages;
10pARTOaN?S LIFE OF JACKSON. 3 vols., royal 8vo., 2,042
naires; 3 Steel Portraits, beside other Engraviogs. Price $7.60.

PATRIOTIC AND HEROIC ELOQUENCE:" Extracts from
the Speeches and Writings of Distinguished Men. 1 vol., 12mo.,
264 pages. Price 75 cents.

*« Copies of any of these works, sent to any address, pre-
paid, on receipt of price.

AGENTS wanted in all parts of the country. Great induce-
mfnSCELLANEOUS BOOKS supplied at the lowest rates.

«EO$6E W. EIXIOTT,
619-3t No. 39 Walker Street, New York.

MOORE'S RURAL NEW-YORKER,
THE LARGEST CIRCULATED

AGMCULTUEAL, LITMAET AND EAMHY WEEKLY,
IS PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY

BY D. D. T. MOORE, ROCHESTER, N. Y.

Terras in. Advance:
r ( » — Two DOLLARS A YBAR. TO Chibs and

Agents as follows:—Three Copies one year, for $5; Six, and one
free to club agent, for $10; Ten, and one free, for $15; Fifteen,
andone free, for $21; Twenty, and one free, for $26; and any
greater number at same rate — only $1.25 per copy,—with an
extra free copy for every Ten Subscribers over Twenty. Club
papers directed to Individuals and sent to as many different
Post-Offi.ces as desired. As we pre-psy American postage on
papers sent to the British Provinoea, our Canadian agents and
friends must add 12% cents per copy to the club rates of the
RuBAi. The lowest price, of oopies sent to Europe, to., ifl
$2,60 - invading: POStMe.
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